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CAPEX

CATHODIC PROTECTION

COMPLEX JOINT

CRUCIFORM JOINT

COMMON TERMS

USED

IN FATIGUE AND IN THIS REPORT

: Bottom turret mooring system for a tanker. Can

be permanent or disconnectable.

: Capital expenditures incurred prior to

structure commissioning and beginning

operation.

: An approach to reduce material corrosive action

by making it the cathode of an electrolytic

cell. This is done by utilizing sacrificial

anodes (i.e. coupling with more electropositive

metal) or impressed current.

: An intersection of several members, having a

subassemblageof component members. Applicable

to a column-to-pontoon joint of a

semisubmersible or a large leg joint of a

platform containing stiffened bulkheads,

diaphragms and other tubulars.

: A transverse load carrying joint made up two

plates welded on to either side of a

perpendicular plate utilizing full penetration

welds.

DYNAMIC AMPLIFICATION FACTOR : The maximum dynamic and static load ratios,

(DAF) such as the DAF applicable to base shear or

overturning moment.

HEAT AFFECTED ZONE (HAZ) : The area of parent plate material susceptible

to material degradation due to welding process.



HOT-SPOT STRESS

FATIGUE LIFE

FATIGUE STRENGTH

FPSO

IRREGULARITY FACTOR

..

.
●

●
✎

..

●
✎

KEULEGAN-CARPENTER NUMBER, Kc :

MEAN ZERO-CROSSING PERIOD :

The hot-spot stress is the peak stress in the

immediate vicinity of a structural

discontinuity, such as the stiffener edge or a

cutout. On a tubular joint, the hot-spot

stress usually occurs at the weld toe of the

incoming tubular (brace) or the main tubular

(chord).

The number of stress cycles that occur before

failure, typically corresponding

first discernible surface cracking

first occurrence of through

cracking.

The stress range corresponding

cycles at which failure occurs.

Floating production, storage

tanker.

The ratio of mean crossings

to

to either

(Nl) or the

thickness

a number of

and offloading

with positive

slopes to the number of peaks or valleys in the

stress history.

A parameter used to define the flow properties

around a cylinder. Equal to the product of the

amplitude of velocity and oscillation period,

divided by the cylinder diameter.

The mean zero-crossing period is the average

time between successive wave crossings with a

positive slope (up-crossing) of the zero axis

in a time history.

xii



MODELING ERROR (Xme)

MODELING UNCERTAINTY

NARROW-BAND LOADING

NOMINAL STRESS

OPEX

PLASMA DRESSING

POST WELD HEAT TREATMENT

(PWHT)

: Typically defined as the ratio of actual

behavior of the structure to the one predicted

by the model. It is often used to assess the

accuracy of excitational loads, motions, and

stresses.

: The random component of the modeling error,

x, and defined by its coefficient of

v%iation, (C.O.V.)X .
me

: The stress cycles are readily identifiable,

making the choice of counting method of stress

cycles immaterial.

: The nominal stress is the stress obtained by

dividing the member generalized forces (forces

and moments) by member section properties

(cross-sectionalarea and section modulus).

: Operating expenditures due to maintenance,

inspection, repairs as well as cost of fuel,

variables, personnel, etc. during the life of a

structure.

: Application of plasma arc welding technique to

remelt the weld toe (similar to TIG dressing)

: A procedure of heating a welded joint to

relieve residual fabrication stresses.

Typically, the joint is heated to 1076 1150°F

(580-620”C), held at that temperature for about

an hour for each one inch (2.5 rein/mm)

thickness, and cooled in air.
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QA/Qc

REGULAR WAVES

S-N CURVE

SEA STATE

SIGNIFICANT WAVE HEIGHT

: Quality Assurance/Quality Control

Quality assurance generally refers to the

procedures and methods put into effect to

ensure quality a priori, while quality control

generally refers to reviews and checks after-

the-fact to implement corrective measures, as

necessary.

: The term random waves is used to characterize

the irregular sea surface and associated water

particle kinematics that occur in the ocean.

Analytically random waves are represented as a

summation of sinusoidal waves of different

heights, periods, phases and directions.

: Regular waves are unidirectionaland associated

water particle kinematics and sea surface

elevations are periodic.

: The S-N curves define the fatigue strength of a

detail/joint by representing test data in an

empirical form to establish a relationship

between stress ranges and the number of cycles

of stress range for fatigue failure.

: An oceanographicenvironment with a wave height

range characterized as a stationary random

process for a specific duration.

: A statistic typically used to characterize the

wave heights in a sea state. It is defined as

the average height of the heighest one-third of

all the individual waves present in a sea

state.
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SIMPLE JOINT

STEADY STATE

: An intersection of two or more structural

members. Also applicable to an intersectionof

unstiffened or ring-stiffened cylinders.

: Generally refers to the periodic response of a

dynamic system after initial starting

transients have decayed to negligible

amplitude.

STRESS CONCENTRATION FACTOR : The ratio of hot-spot stress to the nominal

(SCF) stress (in neighborhood of hot-spot) and often

max.

STRIP THEORY : App”

the

bod

mized at geometric discontinue

ied to various strip methods

hydrodynamic loadings on “

ties.

to determine

ong slender

es and can account for the effect of

TIG DRESSING

TRANSFER FUNCTION

WELD TOE

WIDE-BAND LOADING

diffracted and radiated waves.

: Tungsten-inert-gas dressing is applied to

remelt the weld toe material to reduce both the

SCF by minimizing discontinuities and to remove

defects such as slag inclusions.

: A transfer function defines the unitized

structural response as a function of frequency

(eg ratio of structural response to the wave

amplitude applicable for each frequency).

: The point of intersection of the weld profile

and parent plate.

: The smaller stress cycles are interspersed

among larger stress cycles, making the

definition of stress cycle more difficult. The

use of different counting methods will result

in different fatigue damage predictions.
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INTRODUCTION

BACKGROUND

The detailed design of a structure focuses largely on sizing the

structures component members and on developing the details to resist

extreme functional and environmentalloads. The analysis and design

to resist extreme loading conditions is intended primarily to

prevent material yield and buckling failures; the details are also

chosen to help prevent fatigue failures due to cyclic loading.

The use of proven details and selection of steel with material

properties resisting propagation of defects are longstanding design

practices. Analysis and design to ensure that fatigue life is

substantially in excess of the design life became generally accepted

in the late 1960s. Initial simplistic analysis methods have

gradually become more sophisticated. Oceanographic data collected

over the last twenty years now allow better definition of wind and

wave data over many parts of the world. Several test programs have

allowed comparison of actual and analytically computed loads

marine structures. Laboratory test data and data from structures

service now allow better definition of defect (crack) propagation

an ocean environment.

on

in

in

Although engineers have progressed beyond simplified deterministic

analyses, occasionally venturing into full probabilistic analysis,

substantial uncertaintiesstill are associatedwith fatigue analysis

and design. Fatigue life may change dramatically with a small

change in any of many variables, requiring that the fatigue analysis

and design of a marine structure be conducted as a series of

parametric studies. The results of these studies, used to upgrade

fatigue-sensitiveareas/details of the structure, allow development

of a design that will provide a satisfactory level of confidence

against fatigue failure.

Review of past fatigue failures shows that it is often difficult to

determine whether a failure was due to poor design, material
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imperfections, fabrication defects, improper inspection or

maintenance, unpredicted loads or, more likely, a combination of

these interactingvariables. As the complexity of marinestructures

increases, better understandingof the variables contributingto the

integrity of structure components and the global response of the

structure becomes very important. Although several excellent

documents on fatigue are available, most address fatigue design of

either ship or offshore platform structures (References 1.1 through

1.8). Thus the engineer may have difficulty in assessing the

significance of fatigue within the context of overall design of

marine structures. It is also difficult to evaluate the sensitivity

and interaction of variables affecting fatigue life or the relative

uncertaintiesthat are built in. The UEGReconnnendations(Reference

1.8), although applicable to only tubular joints, provides a

detailed discussion of various design requirements and code

recommendations.

Fatigue analysis and design must be carried out while the structure

is being designed and revised to satisfy numerous other pre-service

and in-service loading conditions. Thus, to achieve an effective

design the overall design strategy should incorporate fatigue as an

integral part of design, with primary impact on design details,

redundancy, material and fabrication specifications, operational

performance, inspection program and cost. Because structures’

susceptibility to fatigue and the severity of fatigue environment

varies, the chosen fatigue design and analysis methodology, the

sequence, and the extent of the fatigue design effort should be

compatible with the overall design program and should be carefully

planned and monitored to prevent construction delays or costly

modifications during construction.

OBJECTIVES

This document was prepared to provide the engineer with an up-to-

date assessment of fatigue analysis and design. It may be used

either as a comprehensive guideline or a quick reference source.

The first four sections of the report provide an overview and
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general assessment of fatigue while the Iatterfive sections provide

in-depth discussion. The objectives of the document are:

●

●

●

●

9

SCOPE

Review, assess and document all fatigue parameters that maybe

grouped into a set of parameters (i.e., strength models,

stress history models, analysis methods, etc.)

Review, assess and document strengths and weaknesses of

current fatigue analysis and design procedures in conjunction

with existing codes and standards.

Document researchgaps andrecomnend additional research based

innumerous analyticaland experimentalwork results published

every year.

Recommend a guideline on fatigue avoidance strategy based on

numerous variables contributing to the uncertainty of fatigue

life, on recent research results and on current practices.

Assess and discuss the accuracy of fatigue life estimation and

the complexity of computation based on the implication of

uncertainties associated with the fatigue parameters and the

time and effort necessary to carry out fatigue analysis and

design to various levels of complexity.

The following tasks were key elements in preparation of this

document.

● Review and assess global fatigue analysis, including fatigue

as an integral part of design effort, current industry

practices, codes and standards, and the implications of

fatigue damage.

● Review and assess all parameters within the stress model

umbrella for their relative accuracy as well as application,
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including environmental conditions, structural response,

generation ofloa&, development of stress response amplitude

operators (RAOS) and hot-spot stresses.

● Review and assess all parameters within the stress history

model umbrella, including scatter diagram, hindcasting, wave

spectra and application ranges.

Review fatigue damage assessment methodologies, including the

effects of numerous analysis and design uncertainties, and

prepare a guideline to both improve fatigue performance of

marine structures and simplify fatigue analysis.

● Report the findings in aclearand concise document, including

directly applicable unpublished and published data.
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2.

2.1

OVERVIEW OF FATIGUE

FATIGUE PHENOMENA

Metal structures subjected to variable or

without ever reaching their static strength

of failure, which consists of the formation

cracks, has come to be known as “fatigue”.

repeated loads can fail

design loads. This type

and growth of a crack or

Failures observed due to the growth of defects subjected to cyclic

loadings is due to a very complex phenomena, affected by many

parameters. Any environment or condition that results in cyclic

Ioading and reversal of component stresses may cause fatigue damage.

Cyclic stresses are typically caused by machinery vibrations,

temperature changes and wind and wave actions. But although

vibrations and temperature changes may be important to fatigue in a

local component, these loadings are not a major concern in the

global behavior of typical marine structures. Thus, the overview

presented in this section addresses wave and wind environments,

excitation forces on mobile and stationary structures and the

response of these structures to excitation forces.

A defect subjected to a large number of cyclic stresses undergoes

three phases of stable crack growth:

● Crack initiation, or development of a defect into a

macroscopic crack.

● Crack propagation, or development of a crack into a critical

size.

● Cracked weldment residual strength exceedence.

The relative durations of these three phases depend

variables, includingmaterial properties,defect geometry,

stiffness, stress cycle magnitudes, distribution and

on many

structure

sequence,

operating environment and maintenance. The objective is to prevent

fatigue failure by designing to ensure that the time required to
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complete the three-phase stable crack growth is always greater than

the design fatigue life.

The basic characteristics of defects and the fatigue phenomena may

be summarized as:

Even the most thorough inspectionsat the fabrication facility

will not reveal very small defects (less than 0.5 mm).

These defects will grow when subjected to cyclic stresses due

to environmental loads, structure dynamics (vortex shedding,

machinery vibrations, etc.), temperature changes, etc.

Repeated cyclic stresses and defect growth are additive,

making the fatigue damage cumulative.

In most cases, fatigue is insensitive to the presence of

constant loads. Consequently, stress ranges (i.e., peak-to-

peak values) are used to characterize fatigue stresses.

Although a small number of extreme stress ranges may

contribute to fatigue damage, most fatigue damage is due to

the occurance of a large number of small stress ranges.

Poor structural design details will amplify peak stresses.

Distortions and residual stresses introduced during original

fabrication (as well as extensive repair efforts) often

adversely affect material resistance to crack growth.

Corrosion and ocean environment adversely affect material

resistance to crack growth.

Asimplifiecl summary of fatigue phenomena is presented on Figure 2-
.
1.
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2.2.1 Anal.vsisSequence

2.2 FATIGUE ANALYSIS

The basic fatigue analysis sequence is shown as a block diagram on

Figure 2-2 and further discussed in this overview and in Sections 3

through 7.

Fatique Environment

Wave and wind environments are both site- and time-dependent. A

brief observation ofwind and the waves it generates shows that they

are random phenomena, where wind speed, direction and duration and

wave height, period and breadth continually change.

Although the real sea is random, the wave environment can be

described by two methods. In the deterministic method, the sea is

described as composed of identical, regular, individual waves. In

the spectral method, the sea is described as a function of sea

surface elevation due to regular waves combining to form an

irregular sea.

The service life of a vessel/structure may be 20 to 40 years.

During the service life more than 500 million waves arelikely to be

applied on the vessel/structure. The fatigue environment is often

defined basedon a series of 15020 minues records taken every3 or

4 hours. The environment is summarizd in a wave scatter diagram.

The wave scatter diagram is a grid of boxes with rows of equal Hs

(significant wave height) and columns for characteristic period,

often Tz (zero up-crossing period) or Ts (significant period).

For example: Wave records taken by a weather buoy can be sampled

every four hours. The sample records are reduced by Fast Fourier

Transform (FFT) and integrated to derive the statistical parameters

of Hs and Tz. The whole of the sample parameters are sorted by Hs

and Tz. The number of samples of each Hs-Tz combination are placed

in the corresponding box in the scatter diagram. Often the scatter

2-3
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diagram boxes are normalized so that the sum of all of the numbers

is 1000. The shapes of the reduced spectra can be compared and a

representative spectrum formula can be fit to the typical shape.

The JONSWAP spectrum is often used to fit sampled spectra shapes,

because of the flexibility offered by the Gamma and Sigma

parameters; see Appendix A, Section 3.3. Similar seastates are then

combined into a scatter diagram.

The wind loading on a structure is composed of mean and cyclic

components. To carry out a fatigue analysis of a structure

subjected to cyclic wind loading the magnitude of loading and

associated frequencies must be quantified. Individual component

members of a structure subjected to continuous mean wind loading may

be susceptible to vortex shedding vibrations. A comprehensive

coverage of wind-induced fatigue phenomena is presented in Appendix

D.

Acomprehensive review of ocean environment, covering both waves and

wind, is presented in Appendices A and B.

FatictueStress Model

The term fatigue stress model is often used to define a combination

of analysis steps, covering:

● Generation of loads

● Structural analysis to determine nominal stresses

● Estimation of hot spot stresses

These analysis steps are identified as fatigue analysis blocks and

combined into a single stress model block on Figure 2-2.

The analysis steps undertaken to determine the local hot spot

stresses are sequential and an inaccuracy at any step contributes to

compounding of the overall inaccuracy. Although many variables

directly influence the accuracy of estimated hot spot stresses, some

of the more important variables are listed below:
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● Loads generated as affected by the definition of environment,

selection of wave theories, response characteristics of the

vessel/structuresubjectedto excitationalenvironmentalloads

and computer modeling.

● Structural analysis as affected by the computer model,

software package and engineering decision/selection of

locations for determinating of nominal stress.

● ✍ Hot spot stresses as affected by determination of stress

concentrationfactors (SCFsdetermined from empirical formulas

based on databases of numerical and experimental work) and the

engineering decision on multiple recomputation of SCFS to

account for variations in stress distribution (i.e.,

reclassificationofdetail/joint for each transfer function).

Another vary importantvariable, fatigue analysis method, is briefly

discussed in Section 2.2.2.

Fatique Stress Historv Model

The stresses computed may be either stress states (defined by wave

height and wave period and representing a single cycle of loading)

or peak values associatedwith discrete waves. A generalized stress

history model combines this data with long-term wind and wave

distributions (scatter diagram, spectra, directionality, etc.) to

develop a long-term distribution of stresses.

Material Resistance to Fatique Failure (Strenqth Model)

The material resistance to fatigue failure will primarily depend on

the characteristics of detail/joint geometry, material chemical

composition and mechanical properties, and the service environment.

The material resistance is typically determined in a laboratory

environment by the applicationof constant amplitude stress cycle on

various detail/joint geometries until fatigue failure occurs. By
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2.2.2

carrying out similar tests for different stress amplitudes a

relationship between the stress amplitude (S) and the number of

cycles (N) is established. The S-N curves developed for simple

details (i.e., stiffener, cutout, etc., applicable for most ship

details) account for the peak (hot spot) stresses and can be

directly used with the member nominal stresses.

The tubular joint details (i.e., T, K, Y, etc., joints applicable

for an offshore platform) exhibit a wide variety of joint

configurations and details. The S-N curves for tubular joint

details do not account for hot spot stresses, requiring the

application of stress concentration factors (SCFS) on computed

nominal stresses.

Cumulative Fatique Damaqe

A relatively simple approach used to obtain fatigue damage requires

dividing of stress range distribution into constant amplitude stress

range blocks, assuming that the damage per load cycle is the same at

a given stress range. The damage for each constant stress block is

defined as a ratio of the number of cycles of the stress block

required to reach failure. The most often used Palmgren-Miner

linear damage rule defines the cumulative damage as the sum of

fatigue damage incurred at every stress block.

Analysis Methods

A suitable fatigue analysis method depends on many parameters,

including structure configuration, fatigue environment, operational

characteristics and the design requirements. A fatigue analysis

method may be deterministic or probabilistic. A fully probabilistic

method accounting for uncertainties in defining stresses due to

random loads, scatter in S-N data and randomness of failure is

suited to marine structures. However, less complex deterministic

methods are primarily used to analyze the fatigue lives of marine

structures.
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A deterministic method is sometimes identified as probabilistic

analysis as the randomness of the ocean environment is accounted for

by incorporatingthe wave spectra. Thus, dependingon how the loads

are generated, the fatigue analyses method may be identified as:

● Deterministic - Single Wave

● Spectral -

● Spectral -

● Spectral -

● Spectral -

Regular Waves in Time-Domain

Regular Waves in Frequency-Domain

Irregular Waves in Time-Domain

Wind Gust

Further discussion on fatigue analyses parameters and analysis

sequence is presented in Sections 3 and 4, respectively.

SIGNIFICANCE OF FATIGUE FAILURE

An improper design may lead to an unacceptable catastrophic fatigue

failure, resulting in loss of life and damage to the environment.

Non-catastrophic fatigue failures are also unacceptable due to

difficulty and cost of repairs as well as the need to increase

costly inspection and maintenance intervals.

Numerous marine structures of different configurations are in

operation. As illustrated on Figure 2-3, these structures may be

grouped as “mobile” or

requirement. Although

shipyard for repairs,

downtime. Stationary

repairs are extremely

operating environment,

“stationary”, depending on their functional

mobile vessels/structure can be moved to a

the total cost of the repair includes

offshore vessel/structure inspections and

costly due to on-location work and their

yet the effectiveness of repairs is often

uncertain. Thus, for both mobile and stationary marine structures,

it is essential to consider avoidance of fatigue failure at every

phase of design and fabrication.
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2.4 FATIGUE FAILURE AVOIDANCE

Fatigue failure avoidance is not just a motto, but a goal that can

be achieved with relative ease if the fatigue design is an integral

part of the original design program.

Despite their diversity,most marine structures are designed tomeet

established functional requirements, environmental criteria and

rules and regulations. The design process is executed through

several stages to optimize structure configuration and operational

performance. Since the objectives identified to achieve

optimization are not necessarily compatible, various trade-offs

become necessary. To ensure that fatigue failure avoidance strategy

is compatible with the overall design objectives an interactive

design sequence is essential.
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3.

3.1

FATIGUE DESIGN AND ANALYSIS PARAMETERS

One approach to assess the variables, parameters and assumptions on

fatigue is to separate the design from analysis. Fatigue design

parameters do affect the fatigue performance and they can be revised

during the design process to optimize the structure.

Fatigue analysis parameters and assumptions affect the computed

fatigue life of the structure. The analyses approach selected

should be compatible with the structure configuration and its

fatigue sensitivity. Both fatigue design and analyses parameters

are summarized on Figure 3-1 and discussed in the following

sections.

REVIEW OF FATIGUE DESIGN PARAMETERS

All of the parameters affecting fatigue performance of a marine

structure and its components can be grouped into three categories

based on both function and chronological order. The three groups

are:

● Design parameters

● Fabrication and post-fabrication parameters

● In-Service parameters

The parameters in these three groups actually dictate crack

initiation, crack propagation to a critical size and exceedance of

cracked weldment residual strength. While these parameters are

assessed and incorporated into a design program to qualitatively

enhance fatigue performance, quantitative analyses are necessary to

verify that the structure’s components have satisfactory fatigue

lives. Fatigue analysis parameters and analysis sequence are

discussed in Sections 3.2 and 3.3, respectively.
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3*1*1 Desiqn Parameters

There are numerous parameters that can be incorporated into a design

to enhance fatigue performance, These parameters are grouped into

four general categories:

● Global configuration

● Component characteristics and structural details

● Material selection

● Fabrication procedures and

The effect of these parameters

discussed as follows.

Global Configuration

specifications

are summarized on Figure 3-2 and

The overall configuration of every marine structure, mobile or

stationary, should be reviewed to ensure that the applied

environmental forces will be minimized. Trade-offs are often

necessary to ensure that the extreme environment and operating

environment loadings are both as low as possible (although it may be

that neither is minimized) to ensure overall optimum performance.

Planned redundancy is extremely beneficial to fatigue performance

because alternative load paths are provided to accommodate a fatigue

failure. Such redundancies prevent catastrophic failures, and also

provide ample time for repair of local failures.

Component Characteristic and Structural Details

Wherever possible, acomponent’s arrangement and stiffness shouldbe

similar to that of adjacent components to ensure a relatively

uniform load distribution. Nominal stresses at a given detail will

be amplified because of the geometry of the detail. The ratio of

the peak or hot spot stress to the nominal stress, known as the

stress concentration factor (SCF), is affected by many variables,

including component member load paths, interface plate thicknesses
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and in-plane/out-of-planeangles, and stub-to-chorddiameter ratios

(for tubular members).

The arrangement of structural details is very important from a

standpoint of their configuration (affecting SCFS) and access

(affectingquality of work). Shiphull stiffeners are often arranged

with these considerations in mind. Similarly, tubular interfacesof

less than 30 degrees are not desirable in order to ensure reasonable

access for assembly and inspection.

Material Selection

Steel material is selected not only for strength but also for its

other characteristics, includingweldability and durability. Thus,

the material selected should have both the chemical composition and

the mechanical properties to optimize its performance. The use of

higher strength steel requires specification of higher material

toughness requirements to meet the limits on fabrication flaws.

Since the material with higher toughness can tolerate larger loads

for a given flaw without brittle fracture during its service life,

such a material is preferred.

Impurities in steel (includingCarbon, Nitrogen, Phosphorus,Sulphur

and Silicon) can cause temper embrittlement, thereby decreasing

notch toughness during the cooling of quenched and tempered steel.

Desirable notch toughness (Charpy) and Crack Tip Opening

Displacement (CTOD) test results are not always achieved at the

fabrication yard. Inspection of the welded joint root, weld

material and the heat-affected zone (HAZ) may show degradation of

root toughness, sometimes extending into the parent material beyond

the HAZ.

Studies carried out by Soyak et al (Reference 3.1) to assess

fracture behavior in alowtoughness HAZ indicated that a small low-

toughness area in the HAZcan be masked by the higher-toughnessarea

surrounding it. Thus, Soyak et al recommend requiring testing of
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3.1.2

not three but five Charpy specimens from the low-toughness HAZ

region to more accurately predict brittle fracture.

On the other hand, crack-toughness levels implied in the impact

tests required in design guidelines may be overly conservative.

Pense’s work (Reference 3.2) indicates that the ship hull strain

rates during crack initiation,propagation and arrest are lower than

those estimated, confirming higher levels of crack-toughness.

Fabrication Specifications and Procedures

Degradation of root toughness extending into the parent material

beyond the HAZ can be caused by procedures used in the fabrication

yard. Loosely specified fabrication tolerances often result in

fabrication and assembly distortions and may cause strain aging

embrittlement. Unnecessarily tight tolerances could result in

repair work that might contribute to degradation of material.

Fabrication procedures contribute to the pattern of local weldment

defect distribution, residual stress pattern in the HAZ, and

material properties. Since these factors in turn directly affect

crack growth, fabrication procedures should be carefully developed

for each design.

Fabrication and Post-Fabrication Parameters

Activities in the shipyard or fabrication yard directly impact the

fabricatedmarine structure. These activities can be categorizedas

either fabrication or post-fabrication parameters (Figure 3-3).

Fabrication Parameters

The primary fabrication parameters can be defined by the questions

who, what, when and how. Each of these parameters affects the

fabrication quality, in terms of residual stresses, defects, repairs

and post fabrication processes. These variables, which determine
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the general quality of fabrication, also affect specifics such as

the rate of crack growth and corrosion.

The four primary fabrication parameters are:

● Who is Doinq the Work? (i.e. personnel qualificat

● What are the Work Requirements? (i.e., defining th(

on)

program

● When is the Work Done? (i.e., sequence/timing of activity)

● How is the Work Done? (i.e., following the specifications)

Post-Fabrication Parameters

Both the design parameters and fabrication parameters directly

affect fatigue performance of a fabricated component, thereby

influencing the post-fabrication processes. The post-fabrication

processes discussed here are activities that enhance the fatigue

performance of the structure component.

The toe of the weld and the weld root often contain geometric

imperfections and high localized stresses and therefore they are

often the site of fatigue crack propagation. To enhance fatigue

performance,modification of both the weld geometry and the residual

stress is recommended. The weld geometry can be improved by weld

toe grinding, which is often specified to obtain a smooth transition

from weld to the parent material. This process should improve

fatigue life locally both by removing small defects left at the toe

during welding and by reducing the stress concentration at the weld

toe due to elimination of any notches. Weld toe remelting (by TIG

or plasma dressing) and the use of special electrodes for the final

pass at the toe can also improve fatigue performance.

Post-weld heat treatment (PWHT) is recommended to relieve residual

stresses introduced in welding thick sections, typically defined as

having a wall thickness in excess of 2.5 in (63 mm) in U.S. (less
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elsewhere). Both thermal stress relief and weld material straining

to set up desirable compressive stresses at the weld toe are used.

Typically, a node subjected to PWHT experiences both stress and

strain relief and should exhibit improved fatigue performance.

However, the efficiency of PWHT needs further verification. Some

experts in the field consider it difficult to justify any

improvement of fatigue performance as a result of stress relief.

Corrosion protection is necessaryto ensure as-designed performance

of the structure, including achieving the desired fatigue life.

Post fabrication work on corrosion protection systems varies from

installation of anodes for cathodic protection to coating and

painting.

3.1.3 In-Service Parameters

The environment in which fatigue cracks initiate and grow

substantially affects fatigue life. The environment affects

corrosion and crack growth due to both the nature of the environment

(i.e., sea water properties, including conductivity, salinity,

dissolved oxygen, pH and temperature) and the magnitude and

frequency of the applied loading (i.e., wind, wave and current

characteristics).

Environmental loads that cause reversal of stress on a marine

structure component are primarily caused by wave and wind

action. While the loading directionality and distribution is often

carefully accounted for, the sequence of loading usually is not.

The other in-service parameters reflect inspection,maintenance and

repair philosophy and have a major influence on corrosion and the

rate of crack growth. The in-service parameters are summarized on

Figure 3-4.
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3.2 REVIEW OF FATIGUE ANALYSIS PARAMETERS

3.2.1 Fatique Analysis Criteria

Fatigue analysis criteria for marine structures are developed in

conjunction with the overall design criteria. The structure type,

environmental conditions and the scope of the overall design effort

all affect the fatigue analysis criteria. A fatigue life that is

twice as long as the structure’s design life is routinely specified

to ensure satisfactory fatigue performance. Larger safety factors

are often used for critical components where inspection and/or

repairs are difficult.

For many marine structures the use of a probabilistic fatigue

analysis, based on a probabilistic simulation of applied forces,

residual stresses, defects and imperfections, crack growth and

failure, appears to be desirable. This true probabilistic method

may be considered an emerging technology and the time and cost

constraints often require alternative methods to develop a design

that meets the fatigue criteria.

Although the following sections refer to both “deterministic” and

“probabilistic” fatigue methods, essentially the discussions cover

deterministicmethods. The probabilisticmethods defined only refer

to probabilistic treatment of the ocean environment.

3.2.2 Interacting Parameters

Fatigue design and analysis is carried out in conjunctionwith other

activities that ensure proper design of the structure to meet all

pre-service and in-service loading conditions. The structure and

its component members must have sufficient strength to resist the

extreme loads for a range of conditions, and these conditions are

often interdependent.

The design is an iterative process in which the general
configuration gradually evolves. Thus, the fatigue design and
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3.2.3

analysis process is often initiated after the initial structure

configuration has been defined, but while its components are still

being designed and modified.

Stress Model Parameters

A generalized stress model represents all of the steps necessary to

define the local stress ranges throughout the structure due to the

structure’s global response to excitation loads. These parameters

are as follows:

Motions [Hydrodynamics)Model

Amotions (hydrodynamics)model includesvarious models necessary to

determine the applied excitation forces, response of the structure

to these forces, and the resultant loads on the system. The choice

of a model primarily depends on the structure configuration. While

a continuous finite element model may be used for ship-shaped

structures or semisubmersibleswith orthotropicallystiffened plate

system (i.e. continuous systems), a discrete space frame consisting

of strut members are typically used for the analyses of an offshore

platform.

Floating structures,whether ship-shaped,twin-hulled or of another

configuration,may require the use of diffraction analyses to define

the hydrodynamic coefficients. Diffraction pressures generated are

transformed into member wave loads while the radiation pressures are

transformed into added mass and damping coefficients. This approach

is valid to obtain hydrodynamic coefficients for non-conventional

geometries, the motion analysis utilizing hydrodynamic coefficients

does account for the effects of member interaction and radiation

damping components.

Bottom-supportedstructures are generally made up of small-diameter

tubulars, and their drag and inertia coefficients can be defined

based on previous analytical and model basin work on tubulars.

However, some components are frequency-dependentfor arange ofwave
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frequencies of interest, requiring definition of frequency

dependency.

Thus, some of the more important parameters to be considered in the

development of a hydrodynamics model are:

● Structure configuration (continuousversus discrete systems).

● Structure size and irregularity of shape.

● Structure component member dimensions (with respect to both

the structure and the wave length).

● Component

● Component

member arrangement (distance from each other).

member shape, affecting its hydrodynamic

coefficients.

Analysis Techniques

Analysis techniques, or the approaches used to generate and apply

environmental loads, fall into two categories: deterministic

analysis and spectral analysis. Deterministic analysis is based on

the use of wave exceedance curves to define the wave occurrences.

Spectral analysis (also referred toas probabilisticanalysis of the

ocean environment only) is based on the use of wave spectra to

properly account for the actual distribution of energy over the

entire frequency range.

The five approaches can be defined in these two categories:

● Selected Wave[s) - Determinist-it

Aclosed-form deterministic analysis procedure recommended by

Williams and Rinne (Reference 3.3) is often used as a

screening process. This approach may be considered a

marginally acceptable first step in carrying out a fatigue
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analysis of a fixed platform. As discussed in Section 3.2.4

under Stress History Parameters, wave scatter diagrams are

used to develop wave height exceedance curves in each wave

direction and used to obtain the stress exceedance curves.

Considering both the effort needed and the questionable level

of accuracy of selecting wave heights to represent a wide

range of wave heights and periods, it may be better to

initiate a spectral fatigue analysis directly.

● Reqular Waves in Time Domain - Spectral

Because a spectral fatigue analysis is carried out to properly

account for the actual distribution of wave energy over the

entire frequency range, a sufficient number of time domain

solutions is required to define the stress ranges for

sufficient pairs of wave heights and frequencies. A result of

this procedure is development of another characteristic

element of spectral fatigue analysis, namely, the stress

transfer functions, or response amplitude operators (RAOS).

For each wave period in the transfer function, a sinusoidal

wave is propagated past the structure and a wave load time

history is generated. The equations of

response) are solved to obtain a steady

point on the transfer function at the wave

of the response amplitude to the wave ampl”

motion (structure

state response. A

period is the ratio

tude. A sufficient

number of frequencies is required to incorporate the

characteristic peaks and valleys.

● Random Waves in Time Domain - Spectral

The use of random waves avoids the necessity of selecting wave

heights and frequencies associated with the regular wave

analysis.
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● Reqular Waves in FrecjuencvDomain - Spectral

This method, based on the use of regular waves in the

frequency domain, requires linearization of wave loading.

Approximatingthe wave loading by sinusoidallyvarying forces,

and assuming a constant sea surface elevation does contribute

to some inaccuracies. However, these approximations also

allow equations of motion to be

out direct time integration,

fatigue analysis work.

solved without having to carry

thereby greatly facilitating

The approach chosen should depend on the structure type and

the environment. For most “rigid body” inertially driven

floating structures, frequency-domain spectral fatigue

analysis is recommended. However, for tethered structures

such as a TLP, and for structures in areas where large waves

contribute substantially to cumulative fatigue damage, the

effects of linearization and inundation are substantial. In

these cases the preferred approachmaybe time-domain spectral

fatigue analysis. Even time-domain solutions at several

frequencies may be sufficient to compare the RAOS obtained

from a frequency-domain solution and to calibrate them as

necessary.

● Wind Gust - Spectral

Most marine structures are designed to resist extreme wind

loadings, but they are rarely susceptibletocyclic wind gusts

that cause fatigue damage. Some structures, such as flare

towers or radio towers, support negligible equipment and

weights; as a result, they are often made up of light and

slender members, making them susceptible to wind-caused

fatigue damage.

As with analysis of the wave environment, structures subjected

to wind turbulence can be analyzed by quantifying cyclic wind

forces and their associated frequencies. The total applied
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wind loading on a structure is due to mean and cyclic

components. The loads are computed and statically applied on

the structure and then converted to harmonic loads for dynamic

analysis.

The stresses obtained at each frequency are unitized by

dividing them by the corresponding cyclic wind speeds.

Application of wind spectra to define the occurrence of wind

speeds and gust spectra to define the energy content of the

gust on unitized stress ranges yields the stress spectrum.

Further discussion wind loading is provided in Sections 6 and

Appendix D.

Structural Analysis Model

A floating structure is by definition in equilibrium. The applied

loads and inertial response from the motions analysis provide a

balance of forces and moments for the six degree of freedom system.

To obtain a stiffness solution, the structure model may be provided

with hypothetical supports. A typical solution should yield close

to zero loads at those hypothetical supports. The deformations

obtained from stiffness analysis at member joints are transformed

into stresses.

A single- or a dual-hulled structure is a continuous system with

large stiffenedmembers/components. Applied loads on the structure

necessitate determinationof hull girder bending moments in vertical

and horizontal axes and local internal and external pressure

effects. The use of beam elements may be appropriate when local

pressure effects are small and stress distribution patterns are well

understood. Since the local pressure effects are substantial for

ship structures and the local stress distributions rapidly change as

a function of several parameters, a finite element analysis is the

generally recommended approach to determine the local stress

distributions.
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The finite element models of increasing mesh refinement are often

used to obtain accurate stress range data locally in fatigue

sensitive areas. Thus, an overall coarse mesh model of the

structure used in the first stage of analyses is modified by

increasing mesh refinement in various fatigue sensitive areas. The

finite element models are typically built from membrane plate

elements, bending plate elements, bar elements and beam elements and

further discussed in Section 5.

Because the individual joints and members define the global

structure, the boundary conditions should also reflect the true

response of the structure when subjected to the excitation

loads. For a bottom-supported structure, individual piles can be

simulated by individual springs. Whatever the support

characteristics, a foundation matrix can be developed to represent

the foundation-structure interface at the seafloor. It should be

noted that the foundation matrix developed for an extreme

environment would be too flexible for a milder fatigue environment.

Thus, the foundation matrix developed should be compatible with the

applicable load range.

Stress Response Amplitude Operators (RAOS)

The stress RAOS or stress transfer functions are obtained by

unitizing the stress ranges. If the wave height specified is other

than the unit wave height (double amplitude of 2 feet or 2 meters),

stress ranges at each frequency are divided by the wave heights

input to generate the loads. Similarly, wind loads computed based

on cyclic wind velocities at each frequency are divided by the

respective velocities to obtain the unitized stress ranges.

Stress Concentration Factors [SCF] and Hot Spot Stresses

The stresses obtained from a stiffness analysis, and the RAOS

generated, represent nominal or average stresses. However, the load

path and the detailing of orthotropically stiffened plate or an

intersection of tubular members will exhibit hot-spot or peak
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stresses several times greater than the nominal stresses. The

fatigue test results for a wide variety of shiphull stiffener

geometries can be used directly with the nominal stresses.

At an intersection of a tubular brace and chord, depending on the

interfacegeometry, the maximum hot-spot stresses often occur either

on the weld toe of the incoming brace member or on the main chord.

The ratio of the hot-spot stress to the nominal stress is defined as

the stress concentration factor (SCF).

SCF =U.aX/Un

The SCF value is probably the most important single variable that

affects the fatigue life of a detail/joint, necessitating accurate

determination of SCFS.

There are several practical approaches for determining SCF values.

The first approach is to develop an analytical model of the

detail/joint and carry out a finite element analysis (FEA). When

modeled correctly, determination of SCFS by FEA is a very reliable

approach. The second approach is to test a physical model and

obtain the hot-spot stresses from measurements. Whether a strain-

gauged acrylic model or other alternatives are used, the accuracyof

hot-spot stresses largely dependson the abilityto predict hot-spot

stress locations and obtain measurements in those areas.

Although reliable and recommended for obtaining SCFS, these two

methods are time consuming and expensive. Thus, a third approach,

based on applying empirical formulations to determine SCFS, has

been extensively accepted for fatigue analysis of marine

structures. A set of empirical formulae developed by Kuang

(Reference 3.4) were derived by evaluating extensive thin-shell

finite element analyses results. The formulae proposed by Smedley

(Reference 3.5) and Wordsworth (Reference 3.6) of Lloyds Register

were derived from evaluating the results of strain-gauged acrylic

models.
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The stress model parameters discussed above are summarizedon Figure

3-5. A summary of empirical equations, parametric study results

obtained by using applicable empirical equations for T, K and X

joints, and an illustrative finite element analyses results for a

complex joint are presented in Appendix C.

3.2.4 Stress History Model Parameters

The wave scatter diagram and wave directionality data are necessary

whether a deterministic or a spectral analysis technique is used.

In a deterministic analysis wave exceedance curves are generated in

each wave direction and used with the hot-spot stresses to obtain

the stress exceedance curves.

For a spectral fatigue analysis, a scatter diagram and the

directional probability is used with wave or wind spectrato obtain

the stress spectrum from hot-spot stresses. These parameters are

summarized on Figure 3-6. Stress History Models are discussed

further in Section 6.

3.2.5 FaticiueDamaqe Comtmtation Parameters

Many parameters affect the fatigue life computation. Some, such as

stress sequence, maintenance and repairs, lapses in corrosion

protection, etc., are not accounted for in fatigue damage

computation. Fatigue damage is characterized by an accumulation of

damage due to cyclic loading, with fatigue failure occurring when

the accumulated damage reaches the critical level. To evaluate the

damage, the stress-time history is broken into cycles from which a

distribution of stress ranges is obtained. The variable-amplitude

stress range distribution is divided into constant-amplitudestress

range blocks, Sri, to allow the use of constant-amplitude S-N

curves.
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Selection of S-N Curve

The S-N curve defines the relationship between a constant-stress

amplitude block and the number of cycles necessary to cause the

failure of a given detail/joint. Such S-N curves are largely

derived by testing models ofsimplifieddetail/joint componentswith

subjecting constant amplitude stress reversals in a laboratory

environment. The laboratory environment is substantiallydifferent

from the typical marine environment. Similarly, the laboratory

models are idealized while actual marine structure details/joints

incorporate fabrication residual stresses and substantial welding

defects.

The S-N curve defining a particular type of detail/joint and

material properties is derived by obtaining the mean of the test

data and then defining the mean minus two standard deviations. S-N

curves were first developed for fillet-weldedplate details and some

small scale-tests on tubular joints. Later tests provided data on

more complex details and thicker plate sections. The S-N curves for

continuous system details (i.e., ship hull stiffening) are

typically reduced by the ratio of hot spot-to-nominal stresses and

can be used directly with shiphull nominal stresses to determine

fatigue damage. The S-N curves for discrete system joints represent

the failure stresses and necessitate multiplication of nominal

stresses by SCFS to obtain hot spot stresses.

The choice of an applicable S-N curve depends not only on the

material, configuration of the detail/joint and the fabrication

effects (residualstresses,weld profile, defects, etc.) but also on

the service condition of the structure. The original

U.K. Department of Energy (DEn)recommendedQ-curve, based on simple

thin plate details, has been replaced by a T-curve (Reference 1.6).

The American Petroleum Institute (API) recommended X-curve

(Reference 1.5) is applicable to a welded profile that merges with

the adjoining base material smoothly. If the weld profile is not

smooth, then a lower X’-curve is applicable.
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While API S-N curves are applicable to stationarymarine structures,

other S-N curves by DEn and Det norske Veritas (DnV - Ref. 1.7) may

be equally applicable to stationary and mobile vessels with tubular

and orthogonally stiffened plate construction. The preferred S-N

curve should be defined in the design criteria. Typical S-N curves

applicable for marine structures are illustratedon Figure 3-7. S-N

curves are discussed further in Section 5.

Cumulative Damacle

The calculation of cumulative damage is typically performed using

the Palmgren-Minerdamage rule. In this approach fatigue damage is

calculated by dividing stress range distribution into constant

amplitude stress range blocks, assuming that the damage per load

cycle is constant at a given stress range and equal to:

Dti = l/N

where,

Dtiis the damage, and

N is the constant-amplitude number of cycles to

given stress range.

Another key assumption of the Palmgren-Miner damage

failure at a

rule is that

damage is independent of order in which loads are applied.

Accordingly, for the case of a stress history with multiple stress

blocks, Sti,each block having n cycles, the cumulative damage is

defined by:

This is the Miner-Palmgren formula, where:
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D is the cumulative damage,

k is the number of stress blocks,

n is the number of stress cycles in stress block i with

constant stress range, and

N is the number of cycles to failure at constant stress range.

Although the linear Palmgren-Minerdamage rule is extensively used,

the significance of constant-amplitude loading and the sequence of

loading (i.e., large stress blocks during the beginning rather than

toward the end of design life) may be important to correct

assessment of fatigue damage. This subject is discussed further in

Section 7.

Fatique Life Evaluation

Fatigue damage and fatigue life should redetermined at all critical

hot-spot stress areas. While one or two areas may be targeted on a

plate and stiffener interface, at least eight points are recommended

on a tubular member. If eight points, spaced at45 degree intervals

around the circumference, are chosen, relatively accurate hot-spot

stresses and fatigue damage data will be obtained. Typically,

fatigue damage (D) is calculated on an annual basis. The fatigue

life (L) is then determined by taking the inverse of the accumulated

damage ratio (D).
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4. GLOBAL REVIEW OF FATIGUE

4.1 APPLICABLE ANALYSIS METHODS

4.1.1 Background

Analysis and design of marine structures in the past often did not

include explicit treatment of fatigue. With the installation of

offshore platforms in deeper water increased emphasis was placed in

fatigue design. An experience-based allowable stress methods

developed were soon complemented with detailed analyses methods.

Ship structure design often did not incorporate explicit treatment

of fatigue through analysis. However, with the increasing use of

higher strength steels, the cyclic stress ranges also increased,

necessitating fatigue analysis of more structures. Although the

allowable stress methods developed are used in the design of

majority of ship structures, more and more of the new designs

incorporate detailed analysis methods.

Several methods may be applicable and acceptable for the fatigue

analysis and design of a marine structure. The most suitable method

depends on many parameters, including structure configuration

(shape, redundancy, details/joints, etc.), fatigue envir[

operational characteristics/constraints, and the

requirements. The complexity and cost of this analysis and

effort should be compatible with available design informat”

nment,

design

design

on and

the

The

are

desired degree of accuracy of the analysis and design.

design and analysis parameters discussed in Sections 3.1 and3.2

summarizedon Figure 3-1. The four dotted-line boxes around the

analysis parameters illustrate a typical analysis sequence.

Although the methods used in obtaining the hot-spot stress (stress

model), stress spectrum (stress history model), and the fatigue life

may differ, the general sequence shown is usually followed. A

different sequence is applicable for a simplified analysis and

design method. An allowable stress approach is one such example.
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4.1.2

The different methods and their application sequences are discussed

in the following sections.

Simplified Analysis and DesictnMethods

The simplified analysis and design methods applicable to ship

structures and offshore structures are based largely on both

theoretical knowledge and past experience and account for the

environment likely to be encountered. Typically, ship hull girders

are designed to resist maximum bending moments due to still water

plus awave-induced condition derived from harsh North Atlantic wave

data (Reference 4.1). The basic hull girder, designed for the

extreme environment loading, is intended to have ample cross-

sectional area and moment of inertia to keep the magnitude of stress

reversals low and exhibit low susceptibilityto fatigue damage. The

minimum plate and scantling sizes specified and the detailing

developed are intended to keep the nominal and peak stress ranges

low to prevent fatigue failures in the secondary members. In

addition, steel is specified to ensure that its chemical composition

and mechanical properties will make it less susceptible to fatigue

failure.

Similarly, offshore platform joints are designed to resist maximum

punching shear and crushing stresses. The joint details are

developed to minimize the SCFS and cyclic stress ranges to make them

less susceptible to fatigue failure. Such an indirect approach to

fatigue design should be supplementedby an empirical approach based

on constant stress range cycle fatigue life test data.

ShitIStructures

An allowable stress method for ship structure design should be used

to assess applied stresses against allowable stresses. The

objective of applying the method is to identify those conditions

that requireno further fatigue assessment and those conditions that

require more comprehensive fatigue analyses.
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An allowable stress method, also considered a screening process,

relies on both theory and experience. The procedure developed

should be calibrated against available fatigue failure data and

typically incorporates the following steps:

1. Computation of wave-induced loads

2. Determination of applied stress levels

3. Determination of allowable stress levels

4. Adjustment of allowable stress levels

5. Assessmentofvari ouscomponents/detailsforsusceptibi lityto

fatigue failure.

The wave-induced loads are computed using simplified formulae, where

the long-storm distribution of fatigue loading is represented by a

single characteristic value. The vertical bending moment is

computed as a function of the vessel length, breadth and block

coefficient along the longitudinal axis. The applied (nominal)

cyclic stress amplitude is determined by using beam theory and

dividing the vertical bending moment at any point along the

longitudinal axis with hull girder section modulus.

The allowable stresses depend on many variables. For a simplified

method an allowable stress may be defined as a function of location

(deck, side shell, etc.) and detai1 geometry (1ocal stress factor).

Typically, such a method is based on a 20-year service life,

standard corrosion effects and a nominal geographic area. Thus if

specific service life or routing information is available, the

allowable stress levels are adjusted. Two of the of the simplified

analysis methods are:

1. ABS’ Al1owable Stress Method

This allowable stress method by Thayamballi (Reference4.2) is

primarily intended for use in fatigue screening of tankers.

The simplifiedformulae presented allow calculationof several

types of loadingon atanker due to wave-induced motions. The

loading types and their relevancy are:
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● Vertical bending moment - needed to determine stresses

along the longitudinal axis

● Internal tank load - needed to determil

tank boundaries

● External pressure load- needed todeterm”

outer hull

Each of these component loads are applied to

e stresses at

ne stresses at

the structure

independentof one another. The method implementsbeam theory

to obtain nominal stresses, except for special cases where ABS

Steel Vessel Rules require special consideration. ABS Rules

requiring structural analysis also provide substantial

flexibility for engineering judgement. The fatigue sensitive

areas of the deck, tanks and the hull shell, where the

stresses are to be determined, are illustrated on Figure 4-1.

Although the method is intended to provide allowable stress

levels for normal operating routes, the allowable stress

levels can be adjusted. Thus, a vessel operating in harsh

geographic regions can still be screened for fatigue by

reducing the allowable stress levels as function of the

severity of the environment. The structural components of a

vessel having stress levels meeting the reduced allowable

stress levels may not require a detailed fatigue analysis.

2. Munse’s Method

This allowable stress method for determining ship hull

performance by Munse et al (Reference 4.3) is a practical

method of designing ship hull structural details for fatigue

loading.

The method is considered reliable, as it is based on a study

of measured fatigue failure (S-N curves) data for 69

structural details. The design method also incorporates the
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results of work covering assessment of 634 structural

configurations (from References 4.4 and 4.5). It establishes

the basis for selecting and evaluating ship details and

developing a ship details design procedure. This method

accounts for three of the most important parameters that

affect fatigue life of a ship detail:

● Mean fatigue resistance of local fatigue details (S-N

curve)

● Application of a ’’reliability”factor to account forS-N

data scatter and slope

● Application ofa “randomload” factorto account for the

projected stress history

Munse’s design method can also be used to estimate fatigue

life based on actual or assumed stress history and a

reliability factor. A study carried out at the American

Bureau of Shipping (ABS) (Reference 4.6) to evaluate fatigue

life predictions utilized several methods, including Munse’s.

The study, based on stress histories derived from strain

measurements of containership hatch-corners, provided good

comparative results. Although Munse’s method neglects the

effect of mean stress, the fatigue lives computed compared

well with lives that are computed using other methods.

Munse’s design method is an acceptable fatigue design

procedure for all vessels. This design method allows proper

selection of design details and provides for design of a cost-

effective vessel appropriate for the long term environmental

loadings. Vessels that are considered non-standard due to

their configuration and/or function (such as a tanker with

internal turret mooring or a drillship) should be further

analyzed, including a thorough spectral fatigue analysis.

Munse’s design procedure is suimnarizedin the block diagramon

Figure 4-2.
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Offshore structures such as a semisubmersible drilling vessel is a

continuous system, typically having orthogonally stiffened members.

While a simplified method, such as Munse’s, may be an applicable

screening method, such structures have very specialized

configurations, response characteristics and structural details.

Thus, each structure should be considered unique, requiring a

detailed fatigue analyses.

An offshore platform is made up discrete members and joints. Since

each structure is unique, a detailed fatigue analysis is

recommended. However, asimplified method may beappl icable if such

a method can be developed based on a large number of similar

structures in a given geographic region. Such a method was

developed for the Gulf of Mexico by American Petroleum Institute

(Reference 1.5) and discussed further.

The simplified API method (Section 5.1.1 of Reference 1.5) is based

on defining the allowable peak stresses as a function of water

depth, design fatigue life, member location and the applicable S-N

curve. Although the approach can be modified to apply to other

geographic areas, it was developed by calibrating previously

completed fatigue analyses of fixed offshore platforms. The

maximum allowable stress method is applicable to typical Gulf of

Mexico platforms with structural redundancy, natural periods less

than three seconds, and the water depths of 400 feet or less.

ThisAPI allowable stress method i$ intended for use as a simplified

fatigue assessment procedure for Gulf of Mexico platforms subjected

to long-term cyclic stresses considered small relative to the

extreme environment stresses. The method attempts to predict

fatigue behavior as a function of the design wave event for a

generalized platform. It should be noted that the applied force

levels can vary substantiallywith platform geometry. The relative

importanceof extreme design waves and operating environment fatigue

waves changes with both the water depth and the actual member/joint
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4.1.3

location. Thus, the method should be used with caution. Detailed

discussion on this method and thecal ibration effort is presentedby

Luyties and Geyer (Reference 4.7).

Detailed Analyses and Desicm Methods

The detailed analyses and design methods applicable to ship

structures and offshore marine structures generally follow the same

analyses sequence and incorporate the variables associated with

strength model, time history model and damage computation. The

differences among the various types of detailed analyses are largely

in the methodology implemented to obtain hot-spot stresses, to

develop the stress spectrum and to compute the fatigue life.

Adetailed fatigue analysis is reconmnendedfor all marine structures

susceptible to fatigue failure. While simplified design methods are

valid in determining the viability of structural details/joints of

typical ships/tankersbuilt from mild steel or offshore platforms in

shallow waters of Gulf of Mexico, a detailed fatigue analysis is

often necessary for other structures. Projected fatigue lives of

a marine structure subjected to cyclic stresses should then be

determined at all critical areas. The uncertainties in fatigue

design and analysis parameters require that more emphasis be placed

on the relative fatigue lives computed than on the absolute lives

obtained. As a result, fatigue analysis is considered to be a

systematic process to identify details/joints susceptible to

failure, and to modify those susceptible areas to yield fatigue

lives substantially in excess of the design life. The following are

some detailed analyses options that apply to ship structures and to

fixed and mobile marine structures.

Ship Structures

A ship that fails to meet simplified fatigue analysis requirements

will not necessarily have fatigue failures. It only implies that a

more detailed fatigue analysis is required. Typically, detailed
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analysis is likely to be

are applicable:

●

●

●

●

The

The ship structure

required when one or more

configuration has unique

of the following

characteristics.

The structure is built from high strength steel.

The use of high strength steel allowed reduction of scantling

sizes based on strength requirements and due consideration for

fatigue phenomena was not given.

The operational routes for the vessel are more severe than

typical, making the structural components more susceptibleto

fatigue failure.

detailed fatigue analysis sequence for ship structures is

similar to fatigue analyses of other marine structures and includes

all of the analyses parameters shown on Figure 3-1. However, the

ship geometry, appreciableforward speed and the varying operational

routes require a special effort to determine the ship motions,

applied loads, stress distribution of loads and the long term

distribution of fatigue stresses. Typically, a detailed fatigue

analysis is a spectral fatigue, requiring determination of long term

fatigue stress distribution for each case, accounting for each

seastate and the applicable duration for that seastate.

Although very different from simplified fatigue analyses described

in Section 4.1.2, when the spectral fatigue analysis approach is

modified to represent the long term fatigue stress distribution with

a shape factor (i.e. Weibull approach), it is sometimes identified

as a simplified fatigue analyses.

Some of the characteristics of a spectral fatigue analysis and an

alternate Weibull approach are as follows:
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1. SDectral FaticlueAnalvsis

Although spectral fatigue analyses for ship structures and

other often stationary.offshore structures are similar, the

methods used to determine loads and stresses are different.

Ashipstructure requires determination of hull girder bending

moments in vertical ,and horizontal axes along the entire

longitudinal axis (i.e., hull length). In addition, local

internal and external pressure effects need to be determined.

Most often the applied wave loads are computed with the useof

linear ship motion theory for wave crestline positions at 90

degree phase angle separation (i.e. in-phase and out-of-phase

components of wave). Since the fatigue damage occurs largely

due to normal operating sea states the use of linear ship

motion theory is considered appropriate for large majority of

spectral fatigue analyses. However, some vessels may have

unique configurations,move at high speeds or be susceptible

to extreme loading fatigue damage. For such vessels the

ability to predict wave nonlinearities and vessel hogging,

sagging and racking effects accurately may become important.

In such instances a non-linear ship motion theory may be

preferred over linear ship motion theory. Further discussion

on the specifics of global and local load determination is

presented in Section 5.

The structural analyses needed to convert the in-phase and

out-of-phase components of the load transfer function varies

1argely with the character sties of the structure

configuration. The beam elements used in the structural

stiffness analyses of a discrete system, such as an offshore

platform, may be appropriate for standard ship structures

where other detailed analyses and experience allow reasonably

accurate estimation of local stress distribution. This

approach may be appropriate if loading is largely due to hull

girder bending moments in vertical and horizontal axis.

However, secondary girder bending moments due to external
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dynamic loads on vessel bottom may be appreciable. In

addition, vessels containing cargo such as oilt iron ore etc.,

will have inertial loads on internal tank walls/transverse

bulkheads.

The secondary bending, when appreciable, does affect the

magnitude of local stress distribution. The geometric

complexities also contribute to the difficulty in estimating

local stress distribution. Since the fatigue life estimate is

function of stress range cubed, the accuracy of fatigue life

estimate is very much a function of the accuracy of local

stress distribution. Thus, a finite element analysis is the

generally reconmnendedapproach to determine the local stress

distributions for continuous system such as ships and tankers.

The stress range transfer functions are obtained to define

response of the ship structure for all sea states covering a

range of frequencies. Thus, in-phase and out-of-phase loads

at each frequency and for each wave direction must be

determined to define the stress range transfer function. In

practice, the effort can be curtailed. A careful review of

load transfer functions should allow selection of several

important frequencies and determination of stresses for those

frequencies.

The number of constant amplitude stress range cycles to reach

failure is empirically definedas an S-N curve that mayor may

not include the effect of localized stress peaking. Thus, in

addition to selecting an S-N curve appropriate for the

structuraldetail and operating environment, the S-N curve and

the structural analyses should be consistent. The stress

range histogram developed and the S-N curve selected for the

location allows determination of fatigue damage per year and

fatigue life by using Miner’s linear cumulative damage rule.
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2. Weibull AtIDroach

The Weibull shape factor is a stress range distribution

parameter. The Weibull

characteristic stress range

analyses with a relatively

Since the Weibull approach

fatigue analysis only in how

accuracyof fatigue lives obtained with this approach largely

depends on the validity of Weibull shape factor.

shape factor used with the

allows carrying out of a fatigue

few structural analysis cases.

differs from detailed spectral

the stress range is obtained, the

The Weibull shape factor may vary between 0.8 and 1.2. If

information on structure and route characteristics are not

available, a shape factor of 1.0 may be used. Shape factors

obtained by calibrating the characteristic stress range

against a spectral fatigue approach indicate that single most

important variable affecting the shape factor is the

environment. In severe North Atlantic and Pacific wave

loadings, the shape factoris higher; the shape factoris also

generally lower for those ship structures with longer hulls.

Although the shape factor may be somewhat different for

different parts of the structure (i.e. bulkheads, bottom) and

it may also depend on the number of cycles to failure, further

work is necessary to document those effects.

Fixed and Mobile Marine Structures

section are both floating and

Most organizations that issue

and codes distinguish between

The structures referred to in this

bottom-supported steel structures.

recommendations, rules, regulations

floating and fixed structures because of the differences in their

configurations and the resulting differences in applied loads,

structure response, redundancy and accessibility for inspection and

repairs. The requirements vary substantially in scope and detail

from one document to another, but efforts to provide consistent yet

flexible fatigue analysis requirements have been successful.
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In general, the minimum requirement for fatigue analysis is defined

as the need to ensure the integrity of the structure against cyclic

loading for aperiod greater than the design life. Some documents,

such as the ABS MODU rules (Reference 4.8) state that the type and

extent of the fatigue analysis should depend on the intended mode of

operation and the operating environments. Thus, the designer, with

the Owner’s input and concurrence is responsible for developing the

design criteria, methodology and analysis documentation for

certification of a design that meets the fatigue requirements.

Further discussion on fatigue rules and standards is presented in

Section 4.2

Fixed Structures

As illustrated on Figure 3-5, there are several alternative

approaches to determining the hot-spot stress, stress history and

fatigue life. A flowchart shown on Figure 4-3 illustrates a

deterministic analysis applicable for a fixed platform in amoderate

water depth site subjected to relatively mild fatigue environment.

The method relies on obtaining hot-spot stresses for one or two

selected regular waves and generation of wave exceedance curves from

the scatter diagram to obtain the stress history. Although this

method requires substantial computer use and is considered to be a

detailed analysis, it is also considered to be a screening method

and useful in initial sizing of the structure components.

Amoredesirable alternative approach to a deterministic analysis is

to carry out a spectral fatigue analysis. The applied wave loads on

a structure can be generated in the time domain and in the frequency

domain. A structure, such as a flare boom, maybe subjected to wind

loading only. For such structures wind gust loads can be similarly

generated to evaluate wind-induced fatigue loading. The stress

spectrum is then generated from hot spot stresses, scatter diagram

and specific wave or wind spectra.

One variable in defining the stress spectrum is whether or not to

account for wave spreading. The purpose for distributing the wave
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energy about the central direction by using a ‘spreading function”

is to represent the nature more realistically. Considering the

uncertainties and complexity of implementation, wave spreading is

not generally incorporated into design. While it is a valid

parameter that can be used to more accurately determine the fatigue

lives ofan as-designedor as-built structure (see Section 6.1.4 for

definition of spreading function), it is often unconservative to

neglect it when dynamics are significant.

It is also necessary to assess the significance of short-term

density functions developed from statistical parameters. The joint

probability of significant wave height and characteristic period

(i.e., each sea state) is used to develop short-term probability

density function of the stress range. This function is often

idealized by a Rayleigh distribution and can be further improved.

This improvement, incorporationof a rainflow correction factor, is

discussed by Wirsching (Reference 4.9). Fatigue damage is then

typically computed for each sea state by using the S-N curve and the

Miner-Palmgren cumulative damage formulation. An alternative to

this approach is based on weighting and sunrningthe probability

density functions to obtain a long-term probability density

function. Total damage can then be computed based on either

numerical integration or the use of Weibull shape parameter and a

closed form solution. Chen (Reference 4.10) offers a short-term

closed form method that facilitates spectral fatigue analysis.

Spectral fatigue analysis is discussed further in Sections 5, 6 and

7.

Mobile and Stationary Vessels

Both conventional single-hull and twin-hull mobile and stationary

vessels differ from fixed structures in the characteristics of

applied environmental forces and the response of the structure to

these forces. Thus, fatigue analysis of these vessels differs from

that of fixed structures primarily in generation of applied forces

and determination of stresses. Those vessels going from port-to-
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port are also subjected to different environments, necessitatingthe

use of scatter diagrams applicable for each route.

While a diffraction analysis method may be used to develop the

excitational forces directly, it is often usedto compute equivalent

hydrodynamic coefficients. These coefficients are then used in

Morison’s formulation to generate wave forces. A typical spectral

fatigue analysis sequence, including generation of dynamic inertial

response loads compatible with excitational forces, is illustrated

on Figure 4-4.

In the past conventionalsingle-hullvessels were generally designed

conservatively to meet both strength and fatigue requirements.

Following initiation of monitoring programs to obtain wave loading

and stress histories of selected cargo ships and tankers, fatigue

design criteria were further improved. One reason for the

preference of this design approach over the analysis approach is

that most vessels are mobile and subjected to multitude of site and

time specific environment over their design lives, necessitating

certain conservatism in their design. The use of vessels for

specializedfunctions, such as bow-moored storage tanker or a drill-

ship with a large opening (moonpool) to facilitate drilling,

necessitateddetailed fatigue analyses to evaluate the other fatigue

sensitive areas throughout the structure.

The detailed fatigue analysis, carried out on increasing number of

floating structures, follow the basic steps shown on Figure 4-4.

While both space frame models with beam elements and finite element

models are used to analyze twin-hull structures, finite element

models are almost exclusively used for single-hull vessels.

4.1.4 Other Methods

Complete Probabilistic Methods

A reliability-based fatigue analysis is ideally suited to account

for various uncertainties associated with fatigue parameters.
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Although considered to be an emerging technology and necessitate

time consuming effort, probabilistic methods have been effectively

utilized in some fatigue analyses. Typically, such a method

accounts for:

● . Inaccuracies in defining stresses due to random loadings

● Uncertainties and observed scatter in S-N data

● Randomness of failure in the use of simplified models

A probabilistic method recommended by Wirsching (Reference 4.11)

utilizes a full distributionalprocedure and the variables discussed

above are assumed to have a log-normal distribution.

Adetailed analysis and design method, based on the use of

element model, to determine environmental loading, vessel

and load and stress distribution does not need to be a

probabilisticmethod. Daidola and Basar(Reference 4.12) d“

a finite

response

complete

scussing

lack of statistical data on ship strengths and stresses recommend

development of a semiprobabilistic analysis method which does not

require a distribution shape.

Fracture Mechanics Methods

A fracture mechanics method addresses the relationship between

defect geometry, material, and the stress history. The defect

geometry can be accurately modeled with finite elements. Stress

intensity factors characterizingthe defect behavior and the fatigue

crack growth laws allow determination of defect growth

characteristics. Thus, a hypothetical or an actual defect is used

as the basis for determining the fatigue life and identifying the

necessary corrective measure.

The initial defect size and location and the stress intensity are

very important parameters in determining crack growth period to

failure. The fracture mechanics approach is a useful tool to assess
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4.2

the sensitivity of fabrication defects in determining the fitness-

for-purpose of the component. This concept, first described by

Wells (Reference 4.13), allows engineering assessment of weld

defects to determine those defects that require repair as well as

those that are considered fit-for-purposewithout a repair.

FATIGUE RULES AND REGULATIONS

The primary objective of the various recommendations, rules,

regulations and codes applicable to marine structures is to ensure

that the design and analysis process results in construction of

marine structures.that can resist both extreme loads and cyclic

operating loads and have adequate fatigue lives.

Rules and recommendations issued by classification societies and

certifying agencies may represent the minimum requirements based on

research and development. The hull girder design criteria given by

each of the four leading classification societies (American Bureau

of Shipping, Lloyd’s Register of Shipping, Bureau Veritas and Det

Norske Veritas) is very similar and differs only in some of the

details. While the design basis primarily addresses stillwater and

wave-induced bending moments, some discussion on dynamic stress

increments and fatigue file assessment is often provided. Recent

research and development efforts have produced several recommended

fatigue design guidelines. Rules and reconunendationson offshore

structures are very specific on fatigue design. Guidelines are

provided to carry out both simplified and detailed analyses.

Commentary to

development of

Fatigue design

including the

such guidelines also provide background for the

fatigue design methods.

methods chosen vary depending on several factors,

owner’s design philosophy. Most fatigue design

methods are variations of a method based on application of S-N

curves representing the fatigue strength of similardetails/joints.

A basic S-N curve applicable for a given detail/joint also requires

adjustments to incorporate the influence of variables. Although
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many design rules implement this approach, the recommended S-N

curves are often different from each other.

Assessment of defects detected during fabrication, or cracks

discovered while the structure is in service, is best accomplished

using fracture mechanics and crack growth laws. Fitness-for-purpose

considerations will then directly affect repair programs and

inspection schedule.

The reconunendations,rules, regulations and codes that apply to

fatigue design have evolved over the past 20 years, and several have

been revised or reissued in the last five years. These documents

are discussed briefly below as they apply to vessels and other

marine structures.

The American Welding Society (AWS) and American Institute for Steel

Construction (AISC) fatigue design specifications (Reference 4.15)

provide the basis for approximate fatigue design based on S-N

curves. However, unless the method developed accounts for the most

likely loads and other uncertainties, various critical and non-

critical fatigue cracks are.likely to occur.

Most documents on fatigue provide substantial flexibility in

carrying out comprehensive fatigue design and analysis, while also

incorporating extensive guidelines. Various DnV documents on

specific types of structures such as Steel Ships (Reference 4.16),

Tension Leg Platforms (Reference4.17, Part 3, Chapter 6) and Fixed

Steel Platforms (Reference4.17, Part3, Chapter 4) provide general

guidelines and referto acomprehensive documenton fatigue’analysis

(Reference 1.7). The UEG Recommendations (Reference 1.8) are

similar to U.K. DEn Guidance Notes (Reference 1.6), differences

largely limited to the revisions introduced in the latest (fourth)

edition of Guidance Notes.
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Simplified Analvsis Methods:

4.2.1 Applicable Methods

ABS provides a simplified allowable stress method, suitable for

fatigue screening of tankers. As discussed in Section 4.1.2, the

method allows substantial flexibility for engineering judgement.

Both DnV (Reference 1.7) and API (Reference 1.5) provide for

simplified fatigue assessment of fixed offshore platforms. The API

approach requires that the peak hot-spot stresses for the fatigue

design wave do not exceed the allowable peak hot-spot stresses.

This simplified approach is based on detailed fatigue evaluation of

typical Gulf of Mexico jackets in less than 400 feet water depth,

with natural periods less than 3 seconds. Variations in structure

geometry, and in the approximations introduced,make the simplified

analysis best suited for screening of similar structures for

sensitivity to fatigue loadings.

The simplified DnV fatigue analysis is useful if the long-term

stress distribution for a given area is not known. This simplified

method provides an empirical relationship to determine the maximum

allowable stress range during a 20-year life as a function of S-N

curve parameters, long-term stress distribution as function of a

Weibull parameter and the complete ganunafunction. This method is

quite useful as a design parametric tool because it allows

assessment of joint configurations for weld type and plate

thicknesses and facilitates selection of details least susceptible

to fatigue failure. However, since it is difficult to define

accurately and/or conservatively the long-term stress distribution

as a function of a Weibull parameter, the computed fatigue lives

should be used cautiously.
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Detailed Anal.vsisMethods

The detailed fatigue analysis sequence for ship structures is

similar to fatigue analyses of other marine structures. While

appreciable forward speed and ship motions

of cyclic stress distributions, finite

fatigue analyses approaches recormnendedby

are similar to those recotmnendations

structures.

complicate determination

element based spectral

classification societies

applicable to offshore

The recommendationsand rules applicable to fixed offshore platforms

are generally quite flexible in the use of applicable analysis

methods. To ensure structural integrity,al1 cyclic 1oads that wil1

cause appreciablefatigue damage must be considered, including those

due to transportation and all in-service loading for stationary

structures. Several methods of determining the applied loads are

acceptable to DnV (Reference 1.7), API (Reference 1.5) and the DEn

(Reference 1.6). For fixed platforms, both deterministic and

spectral methods can be used to generate the applied loads and

determine the hot-spot stresses. However, a spectral analysis

approach is often recommended to properly account for the wave

energy distribution over the entire frequency range.

Comparative studies carried out on a benchmark API platform,

utilizing four separate approaches (one deterministic and three

spectral), yielded large scatter of fatigue lives due to inherent

differences from one analysis approach to another. Such results

justify the philosophy conveyed in most recommendations and rules,

including API (Reference 1.5) and DEn Guidance Notes (Reference

1.6), that the fatigue analysis be treated as a systematic

parametric analysis, requiring determination of the sensitivity of

various parameters that affect fatigue lives.

.
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4.2.2 SCFS, S-N Curves and Cumulative Damaqe

Stress Concentration Factors (SCFsl

It is desirable that the discontinuities that result in high stress

concentrations be evaluated by laboratory testing or finite element

analysis. But because these methods of obtaining stress

concentration factors (SCFS) are often not practical, empirical

formulations are widely used to determine the SCFS. Most

reconunendationsand rules provide general guidelines on the use of

SCFS and refer other reference documents. Lloyd’s Register was

responsible for carrying out extensive strain-gaged acrylic model

tests and developing SCF formulas. These empirical formulas are

incorporated into Lloyd’s Register Rules (Reference 4.18).

Assessment of various SCF formulas is discussed further in Section

5.4 and Appendix C.

S-N Curves

For the purposes of defining fatigue strength as a function of

constant amplitude stress and the number of cycles to reach failure,

welded joints are divided into several classes. DnV (Reference 1.7)

provides an S-N curve identifiedas “T-curve” for all tubular joints

and eight other classes to define other joints, depending upon:

● The geometrical arrangement of the detail

● The direction of the fluctuating stress relative to the detail
● The method of fabrication and inspection of the detail

API provides two S-N curves to define the tubular joints. The X-

curve presumes welds that merge with the adjoining base metal

smoothly (i.e., profile control), while the X’-curve is applicable

for welds that do not exhibit a profile control. The API X-curve

was originally based on the 1972 AWS test data and has been upgraded

based on later editions ofAWS D1.1 (Reference 4.14).
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The DnV X-curve and the DEn Guidance Note Q-curve of 1977 were also

based on the original AWS test data and the recommended S-N curve.

Recent experimental work carried out in Europe has provided

additional data on fatigue strength of tubular joints. Statistical

evaluation of these test results provided the basis for revision of

both the DnV (Reference 4.17) X-curve and the DEn Guidance Notes

(Reference 1.6) Q-curve. As illustratedon Figure 4-5, the slopeof

the new T-curve is steeper and typically results in lower lives,

often necessitating an increase in wall thickness. The DEn Guidance

Notes reconunendedT-curve is identical to the DnV T-curve up to 10

million cycles for catholically protected areas.

The basis for the revision of the S-N curves by both DnV and DEn is

primarily due to evaluation and assessment of test data. While the

AWS data are based on some plate and some small-diameter thin-wall

sections, the Europeandata are obtained mostly from larger diameter

tubulars with 5/8 inch and 1-1/4 inch (16 mm and 32 mm) wall

thicknesses. It appears that an inverse log-log slope of 3.0

(versus 4.38 for the API X-curve) was chosen for the T-curve because

of the scatter of data and to ensure consistency with the British

Standards BS5400. Basedon statistical evaluation oftest data and

Gurney’s (Reference4.19) analytical studies on plate thickness, the

T-curve is adjusted due to changes in plate thickness.

Although the DnV (Reference 4.17) document states that all tubular

joints are assumed to be of Class T, an X-curve is also considered

acceptable, provided weld profiling is carried out. The comparison

of the API X-curve and the T-curve (Figure 4-5) shows that the two

curves intersect at about 500,000 cycles and would yield similar

1ives for a plate thickness of 1-1/4 inch (32 mm). However, for

plate thicknesses greater than 1-1/4 inches the use of a T-curve in

the computation of fatigue lives will result in shorter lives.
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Cumulative Damaae

The use of the Palmgren-Miner 1inear damage rule is considered

appropriate by all of the recommendations, regulations and rules.

A cumulative sum of the number of cycles at each constant stress

divided by the number of cycles to failure should always be less

than l.Oforthe desired service (design) life. While this value is

directly tied to the S-N curve selected, the desirable ratio (i.e.,

safety factor) of fatigue to service life is not always specified.

The API reconunendedfatigue life is at least twice the service

life. For critical members that may affect structure redundancy and

integrity, API recotmnendsthe use of higher fatigue to design life

ratios.

The DEn Guidance Notes reconunendadditional safety factors to

account for structural redundancy and the implications of fatigue

failure on the structure. However, no specific safety factor is

recommended.

4.2.3 Fatiaue Analvsis Based on Fracture Mechanics

The fatigue crack propagation analysis is typically used to assess

crack growth and fitness-for-purpose of defects discovered at the

fabrication yard. Test data on crack growth can also be used to

determine fatigue lives. The DnV CN 30.2 document (Reference 1.7)

provides a crack growth rate data and fracture mechanics-based

procedure for fatigue analysis and design.

Whether the welded joint

growth of such defects

factors, including joint

details have surface

into fatigue cracks

connection geometry,

or root defects, the

depends on several

cyclic stress range

history, weld profile and defect size. The equations provided to

solve for the number of cycles to reach fatigue failure contain many

parameters and allow evaluation of various joint and defect

geometries. As an example, butt weld toe defects in a connecting

plate whether in air or seawater, can be assessed with and without
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4*3

bending restrictions. Cruciform and tubular joint defects can be

similarly assessed. The DnV CN 30.2 document provides standard

crack growth parameters to facilitate a fatigue analysis based on

fracturemechanics. Lotsberg and Andersson (Reference4.20) further

discuss fracture mechanics-basedfatigue analysis and i11ustrate the

approach with several examples of crack growth calculation.

CURRENT INDUSTRY PRACTICES

Current industry design practices for marine structures are

significantly more advanced than the design practices of only 20

years ago. The extensive use of ever more powerful computers and

the deve~opment ofa wide range of software packages has facilitated

the design and analysis of marine structures. Research work on

long-term ocean environment, model basin studies on structure

motions, structurecomponent member testing for stress distribution,

buckling, yielding and fatigue failure all have been instrumental in

developing better and more effective means of designing marine

structures. Structural reliability research has also provided the

means to incorporate the large number of uncertainties into the

analysis and design effort.

Fatigue analysis and design is perhaps the part of the overall

analysis and design effort that benefits the most from these

developments. Since the hot spot stress is a primary variable

influencing fatigue life, analytical and experimental programs have

been carried out to helpdevelopdetails/jointswith lower hot spot

stresses. Good design detailing without fabrication quality is not

adequate. Thus, parameters affecting fabrication quality are

incorporated into current design practices and fabrication

specifications. It is feasible to analyze each joint of a discrete

system such as a fixed platform. However, a continuous system, such

as a ship, has thousands of details/joints and lends itself to a

selective analysis. Current industry practice is to select number

of cross-sections along the hull and analyze a dozen or more

details/joints at each cross-section.
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Although additionalresearch is needed to expand the available data,

the industry has the ability to incorporate most sophisticated

analysis procedures into fatigue design. The degree of

sophistication needed to design a marine structure that has fatigue

life in excess of its design life depends both on the structure and

its operating environment. Thus, the effort necessary may be

grouped into ordinary and special designs.

4.3.1 Ordinarv Desiqns

All marine structures can be designed effectively by ordinary means

if those structures are not going to be subjected to any appreciable

fatigue environment. For example, offshore platforms in relatively

shallow waters may be susceptible to typhoon/hurricane loading but

less susceptible to cyclic loadings that cause fatigue, eliminating

the need for comprehensive fatigue analyses. Such structures can be

designed for other loading conditions and checked against fatigueby

approximate allowable stress procedures.

The design of ships still is largely based on design rules (such as

ABS, Reference 4.1)developed by combining theoretical knowledge and

design experience. Most ships in-service are designed to meet these

rules and other fatigue design procedures (References 1.2 and 4.3)

to ensure that the component details meet fatigue requirements.

This approach has been quite satisfactory for most ships. Recently

built vessels, especially large tankers built in the last several

years have exhibited substantial fatigue problems. These problems

may be largely attributed to the use of high strength steel,

resulting in the use of lower plate thicknesses and yielding higher

stress levels. As a result, detailed fatigue analysis and design

procedures are implemented on more and more vessels.

4.3.2 Sr)ecializedDesicms

Those vessels with specialized functions and/or configurations, or

which are likely to be moored in a specific area for an extended
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4.4

period, are also designed tomeet the rules and other fatigue design

procedures. However, such vessels also require spectral fatigue

analysis to define the loadings, response and stress distributions.

Often, model basin tests are also carried out to validate the

applied loadings and motions.

Stationary marine structures are generally unique and have

specialized functions. Since the design criteria and functional

requirements dictate the general configuration of such structures,

each structure must be analyzed thoroughly to generate the loads, to

determine the response to these loads, and to determine its

susceptibility to.fatigue. Most specialized structures require

spectral fatigue analysis.

SENSITIVITY OF FATIGUE PARAMETERS

Fatigue design and analysis parameters discussed in Sections 3.1 and

3.2 i11ustrate the general interaction of these parameters. The

specific interactions and the actual sensitivities of these

parameters depend largely on the structure’s global configuration,

joint configuration and details, material characteristics,

fabrication quality and the design requirements other than fatigue.

Therefore, fatigue analysis and design efforts often incorporate

flexibilityto carry out parallel studies to assess the sensitivity

of major parameters that affect fatigue life.

Although the parameters illustratedon Figure 3-l are all important,

some of the more important parameters for fatigue life improvement

are:

● Enhance fabrication quality and minimize defects

● Minimize applied loads and motions to minimize nominal cyclic

stress ranges

● Optimize the design for uniform load distributions
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4.5

● Optimize the design details to minimize SCFS

Another parameter that is not important to the actual fatigue life

but very important to the computed fatigue life is the analysis

method and the assumptions used in the analysis. Although there is

no substitute for experience, comparative studies carried out by

others should be utilized and the analysis method selected and the

assumptions made should be applicable to the marine structure being

designed.

FATIGUE DESIGN AND ANALYSIS CRITERIA

Fatigue design and analysis criteria are generally covered in one

chapter of the structural design basis document. Fatigue criteria

may also be jointly prepared by the engineer and the owner as a

separate design brief to document the fatigue design and analysis

basis.

4.5.1 Basis for the Preparation of Criteria

The design and analysis criteria serve the purpose of clearly

defining the work to be undertaken. Three primary variables that

affect the fatigue design and analysis criteria are:

● The owner’s requirements for work scope

● The engineer’s assessment of the

sensitivity to fatigue and the required

● The role of classification societies

and schedule

marine structure’s

level of analysis

The owner, engineer and classification society all agree that the

design and analysis should lead to quality fabrication and ensure

the structural and operational integrity of the marine structure

throughout its design life. To accomplish these goals, a design

should provide a balance between efficiency and redundancy and also
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incorporates inspection-strategy (References 4.21, 4.22 and 4.23).

As a result, the design effort must incorporate consideration of

global response, alternate load paths, local stress distributions,

structural detailing, material selection, fabrication procedures,

etc., to ensure that the structure’s fatigue sensitivity is

minimized. However, the extent of the fatigue analysis is a

function of cost as well as technical considerations. A marine

structure costing $1 million and another costing $50 million will

not be analyzed to the same extent. In lieu of extensive analysis,

approximate analysis combined with greater safety factors is

appropriate for less costly structures.

A fatigue criteria document maybe very general, stating the design

and analysis objectives and the classification and/or certification

requirements. It can also list every method to be implemented and

every assumption to be made in the execution of fatigue analysis.

Most often the document will specify the scope of work, define

overall methodology, and provide the data necessary for fatigue

analysis.

A typical fatigue design and analysis criteria table of contents

contains the following elements:

1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Objectives
1.2 Scope
1.3 Third Party Inputs

2. MODELLING
2.1 Loads Model
2.2 Mass Model
2.3 Stiffness Model

3. OCEAN ENVIRONMENT
3.1 Applicable Sea States
3.2 Recommended Wave Theories
3.3 Wave Directionality and Distribution
3.4 Wave Scatter Diagrams and Recorded Data
3.5 Wave Spectra

4. PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS
4.1 Applicable Method
4.2 Accuracy of Results
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5.

6.

7.

8.

DETAILED ANALYSIS
5.1 Structure Motions and Loading
5.2 Calibration of Loading
5.3 Nominal Stresses
5.4 Applicable-SCF Formulations
5.5 S-N Curve and Fatigue Damage Calculation

FATIGUE SENSITIVITY STUDIES
6.1 Study Parameters
6.2 Areas Selected and Extent of Study

REFERENCES

APPENDIXES

4.5.2 Almlicable Software

The analysis method chosen has to be compatible with the computer

softwares available. Since a wide range of computer software is

available, the analyses method and the software should be chosen

based on structure configuration, applicable environmental loads,

structural responseto applied loading, stress distribution patterns

and susceptibility to fatigue failure.

The software packages necessaryto carry out the analysis and design

functions should facilitate determination of:

● Ocean environment loads

● Structure motions

● Structural analyses and stress distributions

● Stress history and fatigue damage evaluation

While there are special-purpose software programs such as SEALOAD

(Reference 4.24) to generate wave loads and SHIPMOTION (Reference

4.25) to determine motions, these and other software programs are

often a component of larger generalized systems. A large system

will facilitate execution of all functions from wave load generation

to fatigue clamageassessmentwithin the system, eliminating the need

for external data transfers.
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4.5.3

‘Thereare numerous finite element programs well-suited for detailed

analyses and design of continuous structures such as ships,

semisubmersibles and TLPs. The best known of these programs in

public-domain are ANSYS, NASTRAN, SAPIV, DAISY and SESAM. Mansour

and Thayamballi (Reference 4.26) provide a survey of computer

software and they discuss programs specifically developed for the

marine industry.

Fatique Versus Other Desiqn and Scheduling Requirements

Fatigue analysis and design is only one of many aspects of the

overall analysis and design effort. Because the final as-designed

structure must meet many varied pre-service and in-service

requirements, the fatigue design effort reflects the necessary

interactions among various activities. The design criteria

typically include specific assumptions and procedures to coordinate

such activities. As an example, some of these interactions for a

fixed offshore platform design project are as follows:

● A computer model used to generate extreme environment loads is

also used for fatigue analysis, with changes in hydrodynamics

coefficients and foundation matrix as necessary.

● A computer analysis model used for stiffness analysis should

not account for the effect of thickened brace stubs, but the

stress ranges used for fatigue analysis should account for the

increased thickness.

The overall design schedule often dictates that fatigue design and

analysis be carried out inunediatelyafter the structure’s general

configuration is finalized. But the fatigue design must incorporate

flexibility, to allow for significantconfigurationrevisions during

the detailed design, which will affect both the applied loads and

the stress ranges. The desired flexibility is often obtained by

carrying out parametric studies to identify the effects of changes,
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and by providing sufficient margin when determining the desirable

fatigue lives.
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LOCATIONs oF FATIGUE CMCKS

Figure 4-1 Typical Fatigue Sensitive Ship Structure Details

DesignProcedure

‘“m ‘ftheweibull‘distribution
Choose a loadingshape paratmter k,

2.

*

Ship Detail Identify the number designation of
Catalog the critical details. (Fi s. A.1

through A.12 of Appendix A7

3“v ‘ind2)‘:z’’’:’tressrange
: I) 5-N curve slope, m, of detail

(See Table B.1 and Fig. B.1 of Appendix B)

4“w’ Find random load factor, <, based on
k-value and m-value. (See Table 7.5)

‘“v ‘freliability‘seeTab1e77)
Find reliability factor, RF, based on
m-value and f@/-va]u@ for desired level

‘“- oflo-,.

Compute allowable stress range (SD),
for probability of exceedance

Figure 4-2 Hunse’s Ship Details Design Procedure
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U.K.DEPARTMENTOF ENERGY(OEn) AMERICANPETROLEUMINSTITUTE
TOP[C

GENERALCONSIDERATIONS

o Fatiguelife Life*~Servlce Life Life> 2x Serv~ceLife
o FatigueLoading All cyclicloads(Ref.21.2.1OC) (Ref.5.2.5)
o FatigueAnalyslsjDes~gn

- SimplifiedMethod No Yes, allowablestressmethod
appl~cableto Gulf of~exlco (GOM)
(Ref.5.1.1)

- DetailedAnalysis Recommended Recommendedfor:
waterdepth~400 ~t (122m),or

* life shouldnot be 620years - platformperiod> 3 see, or
and an additionalfactoron - environmentharsherthan GOM
Ilfe is recommendedwhen (Ref.5.1.2)
structuralredundancyis
ln~dequate(Ref.21.2.10f)

DETERMINATIONOF STRESSES

o Ob.ject~ve To determinecycl~cstressranges To determineCYCIICstresses
(j.e.,mean stressesare neglected- properlyaccountingactualj
Ref.21.2.11) distributionof wave energyover

entirefrequencyrange,spectral
analysistechniquesare recommended.

o Modeling No spectficreference Spaceframe analysistoobtaln
structuralresponseand stress
distribution(Includlngdynnmlc
effects)

o Analysis A detailedfatigueanalyslsallowln9 Typically,spectralanalysisto
eachcrltlcalareato be considered. determinestressresponsefor each

sea state.

Page 1 of 5
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ho referencesgiven

None defined

None d~flned

~ AMERICAN ETPOLEUMlNSTITUTE

)tiotSpot Stress Range Is the productof the nom~na~ Range Is ohtalnedby multiplyingthe
stressrangeIn the braceand the nominalstressrangeat’tubular
SCF. It Incorporatesthe effectsof jointby SCF.
overalljointgeometrybut.omitsthe
stressconcentratingInfluenceof
the weld itself.

iTRESSCONCENTRATION
‘ACTORS(SCFs~

} Scf SCFSdefinedare basedupon modl~led
Kelloggformulas for chord and

[ 1Marshallformula for brace (Ref.
C5.1,Table5.1.1-1)

I SimpleJoints- Nodal SCFSdefinehot spot stresses
Immediatelyadjacentto the olnt
intersection(0.25”toO.1d from
weld toe,Ref. C 5.4)

J EmpiricalEquations K, T, Y and X jointsdefinedfor
axial,In-planeand out~ofplane
loading

OtherJoints Recommendsa braceSCF~6 (Ref.5.5)

iTRESSHISTORY

)Wave Climate Wave climatesmay be derivedfrom
both recordeddata and hlndcasts.
Aggregateof all sea statesto be
expectedover the longterm
condensedIntorepresentativesea
states.
A sea state,characterizedby wave
energyspectrumand probabilityof
occurrence,may be definedby:
o Two parameterscatterdiagrams
o Directionalscatterdiagrams
o i)lrectlonalscatterdiagramswith
spreading

i
Page2 of 5
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U.K.DEPARTMENTOF ENERGY(DEn) AMERICANPETROLEUMINSTITUTE

The long-termwave height
distributionmay be representedby
the sum of two Welbulldlstrlbutlons
one for normaland anotherfor
hurricaneconditions(Ref.Ftg.
C5.2.1)

FATIGUESTRENGTH

o Definedby S-ticurvesbasedon Mean-minus-two-standarddevlatlon X curve Is suffclentlydevaluedto
experimentaldata curves[Ref.21.2.10.f) accountfor thickness/sfzeeffect.

log(tq= log (K1]-do -m.log(S8)
A slopeof m=-3 adoptedbasedon
data

o TubularJoints

- Recommended Fullpenetrationwelds - T curve Smoothweld metalmergingwith
(Ref.21.2- 12a) parentmetal - X curve,otherwiseX’

curve (Ref.C5,4)

- Alternate Partialpenetrationwelds - W curve Not Covered

o OtherJojnts One of 8 classes: 0, C, D, f, ~2, G ReferstoAWS 01.1
& W,dependingon geometry,stress
directionand methodof manufacture
and InspectIon

Q OtherParametersAffectingS-N
Curves

- Environment CatholicallyprotectedjointsIn Sea S-N curves(X’ and X) presume
waterequivalentto jointsIn air. effectivecathodicprotection.
Unprotectedjointsin seawater Fatigueprovisionsof AWS D1.1 apply
requireS-N curveto be reducedby a to membersand jotntsIn atmospheric
factorof 2 on llfe (Ref.A21.2.13a) service.

:1
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U.K. DEPARTH~NT(lFENERGY(lJEn) AMERICANPETROLEUMINSTITUTE
TOPIC

Ooes not recommendfurtherreduction
of S-ll%rve for free corrosion(fC)
basedon test dataon both FC and
cathodicprotection(CP).(Ref.C
5.5)

- PlateThickness

nodaljoints BasicS-N curvefortB=32mn (T Not covered
curve)
CorrectIonS = s~ (32/t)$

non-nodaljoints BasicS-N curvefor tBf22nsm (B-G ~ot covered
curve)
CorrectionS = S It./t]*
(Ref.FigureA.2!.2.!f3b)

- Weld Improvement 30% in strength(2.2factoron life) Profilingallowsthe use of X-curve
by controlledmachiningorgrlnding ratherthan Xi-curve
of weld toe (Ref.FigureA,21.8)

Note: Requireda smoothconcave
profileat weld toewlthmln. 0.5~
penetrationIntothe plate.

‘ATIGUEDAMAGECOMPUTATION

ieconmnendedMethod Cunrnulativedamageby ~fner’sRule Cwnulativedamage byt41ner’srule
(Ref.21.2.14) where stressresponses’foreach sea

stateare combinedtntothe long
term stresscflstrlbution,which
shouldthen be used to calculatethe
cumulativedamageratio. Alter- ‘
natively,the damageratiomay be
computedfor each seastateand
combinedto obtainthe cumulative
damageratio,(Ref.5.2.4)
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TOPIC

OTtiERCOMPONENTS

Castor ForgedSteel

OTHERCONSIDERATICINS

Fatiguesertsitlvltyand
of failurestudies.

WI

Treatmentof low stress

consequence

cycles

Treatmentof high stresscycles
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U.K.DEPARTMENJOFEIWRGV(oEn)

Covered(Ref.21.2.15)

RecommendsIdentlflcationof
crltlcaljolntslmembersand
developinga selectlveinspection
programcompatiblewith both fatigue
sensitivityand failureconsequence
(Ref.21.2.10e)

Beneficialreduction~p toe ~eve~of
tensileresidualstress.” However,
no benefitsassumedon fatfguellfe.
(Ref.21.2.11)

Non-propagatingstressat Y= 107
(Ref.A21.2.13c)

T curveextrapolatedback to stress
rangeSB = 292~ (Ref.A! 21.2.13d)

flotcovered

Conslc&eredbeneflc~a]as ~esldua”
stressesinfluehtiecrack
Inltlatlon.However,no benefits
assumedon fatiguellfe.

Non-propagatingstressa? 1!= 200 x 106

Endurancellmlts=
5.07 ksl (35?4Pa for X-curve

13.33 kst (23MPa for X’-curve
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5.

5.1

FATIGUE STRESS MODELS

REVIEW OF APPLICABLE MODELING STRATEGIES

The structure configuration essentially dictates the modeling

strategies and the analysis methodologies. Various strip methods

are used to determine the wave loadings on long, slender bodies such

as ships. The strip theory can account for the effect of diffracted

and radiated waves. The hydrodynamic

semisubmersibles,can be obtained from

analysis.

loadings on ships, aswell as

three-dimensionaldiffraction

Discrete systems, such as bottom-supported fixed platforms, are

substantially different from continuous systems, such as ships and

semisubmersibles, in the characteristics of the applied loadings,

their response to these loads, and the resulting stress

distribution. Although the components of the strength model are

similar for both systems, the specifics and the related

uncertainties are different. Thus, fatigue stress models for

bottom-supported and floating marine structures are discussed

separately in Sections 5.2 and 5.3, respectively.

5.1.1 Modelinq Strategies

Analytical models are developed to determine excitational loads,

motions/response,anddeformations/stresses. The level of desirable

model complexity depends on many variables, including:

● The desired level of accuracy of results.

● Theaccuracyofvariables/assumptions input into the analysis.

● The effect of modeling complex

the interpretation of results.

ty on modeling errors and on
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5.1.2

● The effect of modeling complexity on analysis schedule and

cost.

The current state-of-knowledgeprovides us with the tools necessary

to develop and analyze models. The desirable level of modeling

sophistication, different for each structure, is thus determined

based on tradeoffs among some of the variables given above.

The goal of a modeling strategy should always be to achieve

realistically accurate results consistently and without excessive

complexity. The analysis assumptions and the modeling strategy is

very important in minimizing modeling accuracy/error. Most

engineers rely on previous work and engineering judgement to reduce

the level of modeling errors, typically defined as the ratio of

actual-to-predicted results. Such a subjective approach can be

supplemented by statistical methods to define the modeling

uncertainty. The mean value of the modeling error, Xme, is defined

as the “bias.” While the modeling uncertainty is referred to as the

random component of the modeling error. The modeling uncertainty,

given by its coefficient of variation, (C.o.v.)x is meaningful

only if sufficient data is available. me

Comparison of Structures

A discrete system composed of numerous members and joints (such as

an offshore platform) is modeled as a 3-D space frame. Individual

members of the system are modeled as stick elements, with correct

dimensions (diameter, net length) and hydrodynamic coefficients.

The two basic premises affecting the accuracy of wave loadings are:

● The hydrodynamic forces are typically computed based on water

particle kinematics along each member centerline. When the

wave length-to-cylinderdiameter ratio is less than about 10,

the wave force computed based on a stick model centerline is

too conservative.
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● The water particle kinematics are assumedto be unaffectedly

the presence of such members. When the cylinders are spaced

so that they are at least 3 or 4 diameters apart, the wave

inertia forces on one cylinder are relatively unaffected by

the presence of the other cylinders as

are small.

Since platform member diameters are typica”

(2.Om) for braces and less than 6 feet (2.0

the radiation effects

ly less than 3 feet

m) for legs, the two

basic premises are valid. Even if a 10 foot (3.Om) diameter leg is

utilized, for a wave period of 6 seconds the wave length-to-leg

diameter ratio is in excess of 18. Thus, diffraction effects are

smal1.

However, a45 foot (14 m) diameter column of a tension leg platform

will have a wave length-to-columndiameter ratio of only about 4 for

a wave period of 6 seconds. The columns are likely to be only3 to

4 diameters apart. The column spacing is even less for a

semisubmersiblehaving three columns on each pontoon. Thus, the two

premises are not applicable for structures made up of large

members. The water particle kinematics at member centerlines areno

longer valid for small wave periods and the presence of such members

in the proximity of others affects the water particle kinematics.

Although the stick model ofa platform can be modeled from one joint

node to another, the applied loads could be in error by 2% to 3%

because the loadings on member ends within the chord are computed

more than once due to member overlaps, Most software packages

include an option to define the member ends within the chord,

preventing multiple computation of the applied loads, buoyancy and

weight at each joint.

Accurate definition ofa ship’s deck strength is important to define

the box-girder-like response of the entire hull. If a strip method

is not used, the plate elements of the model used in a diffraction

analysis (for loads) and the finite element analysis (for stresses)
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5.2

shall have sufficiently fine mesh and member properties to ensure

accuracy of the results. On other floating structures, such as the

TLP and a semisubmersible,the diaphragm action of the deck plating

can be represented either by shear plates or by equivalent beams.

FLOATING MARINE STRUCTURES

Both mobile and stationary marine structures are discussed in this

section. The overall discussion is applicable to configurations

ranging from ships and barges to semisubmersibles and tension leg

platforms (TLPs).

The floating marine structure configuration and the mode of

operation (mobile versus stationary) are the primary variables

affecting the development of an appropriate “loads” or

“hydrodynamics”model. The problems encountered and the technique

applied to determine the wave loads are different for ships and

other stationary marine structures for several reasons:

● While ships are treated as slender bodies, most offshore

structures other than FPSOS, FOSS and drillships can not be

treated as slender bodies.

● The three-dimensional flow calculation technique can be

applied to typical stationary structures but cannot be applied

to ships that have a constant forward speed.

● Steady-state response of a stationary structure to

excitationalwave loads allows determinationof relative water

particle velocities and accelerations and assessment of

structure compliancy (net loading). These excitational loads

have less influence on ships in-motion (i.e., near-complete

compliancy).

● Stationary floating marine structures aremoored/tethered and

are subjected to low-frequencydrift forces, which, due to the
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“radiation pressure” of waves, significantly affect the

mooring/tethering system design.

5.2.1 shillStructures

Determination of Loads

Seakeeping and wave loads on ship structures are determined largely

based on two-dimensional solutions of flow problems for plane

sections. Combinations of various plane section solutions provide

an approximate loading for the entire hull. Approaches based on

utilizing the plane sections of slender hulls are identified as

“strip methods.” Typically, a strip method utilizes a linear

relationship between wave amplitude and response in a frequency-

domain solution. However, non-linear responses in a time domain can

be also solved.

A two-dimensional flow problem is often analyzed for a range of

variables. Typically, solutions are obtained for one wave direction

and a number of frequencies. Then other wave directions, defining

an angle of encounter between the wave and the ship, are chosen and

solutions obtained. The study results are interpolated to determine

the ship response amplitudes. Although eight wave directions should

be considered for stress analysis (head and following seas, beam

seas, bow quartering and stern quartering), several directions can

be disregarded (globaleffects of port and starboard quartering seas

are similar) for motions analysis.

Typically, strip methods disregard the longitudinal forces due to

surge motions of the ship. Longitudinal forces are small and the

use of Froude-Krilof forces and hydrostatic head appears to be

satisfactory to determine the hull longitudinal stresses. However,

work carried out by Fukusawa et al (Reference 5.1) indicates that

the deck longitudinal stresses of a fully loaded tanker may be

increased appreciably due to longitudinal wave forces.
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The ship motion and wave action result in truly complicated

interaction of variables affecting the loading on the hull

structure. Theloads dueto incident,diffracted and radiated waves

and due to ship forward motions may be approximated for various

sections of the hull by the use of strip theory. Loads due to

diffraction and radiation can be also directly obtained from a

three-dimensional flow solution. Work carried out by Liapis and

Beck (Reference

flow solutions,

added mass and

Figure 5-1 indq

Beck are quite

5.2) provides a very good comparison of various 3-D

strip theory solution and experimental results. The

damping coefficients plotted against frequency on

cate that the coefficients obtained by Liapis and

close to those obtained based on both strip theory

and experimental work. Actually, over the range of applicable

frequencies, the three sets of coefficients based on 3-D solutions

show larger scatter.

Considering the difficulties of applying 3-D solutions and the

proven reliability of good strip methods, a strip method is 1ikely

to remain the preferred approach to determine the applied loads in

most ships. Ships with special characteristicCS, including

supertankers, navy vessels, drillships, etc., are the likely

candidates for application of 3-D flow solutions. It should be

emphasized that whichever solution method is chosen, substantially

greater inaccuracies are introduced into the hull loading due to:

● Uncertainties on wave height and period (wave statistics)

● Uncertainties regarding ship routing and the correlation with

wave environment

● The variable nature of ship cargo and ballasting

● Inaccuracies in hull response to applied loads

The preceding discussion covers wave loading on ships susceptibleto

cumulative fatigue damage. A linear theory is applicable to

determine the applied loading for fatigue analyses and design. In

an extremely harsh environment,wave nonlinearitieshave substantial
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influence on the applied loading. However, a linear theory can

still be used in a harsh environment to produce approximate loadings

as harsh environment generally

cumulative fatigue damage.

If an appreciable portion of

environment loading,

for in linear theory

● Wave steepness

● Wave slamming

some of the

contributes very little to the

fatigue damage is due to harsh

important variables not accounted

should be evaluated:

● Viscous effects

● Hydrostatic effects (due to flaring ship sections)

● Hydrodynamic effects (due to flaring ship sections)

These primary and other secondary

loading can be accounted for by

methods. Second-order perturbation

and they are used to solve the wave

the frequency domain. A detailed discussion of second order

perturbation methods is presented in References 5.3 and 5.4.

nonlinearity effects on ship

perturbation and simulation

methods are relatively simple

action/ship motion problem in

Another approach to determine the non-linear effects is the

integration over time of the applied forces on the structure. A

detailed discussion ofsuchsimul ation methods, includingprinciples

of effective computer simulations, is presented by Hooft (Reference

5.5).

Motions Model and Anal.vsisTechniques

Since the linear ship motion theory is considered appropriate for

large majority of spectral fatigue analyses, the modeling and

analysis technique is further discussed.

Typically, a standard ship or a tanker has two distinct drafts, one

for laden and another for ballast condition. The pre-analyses

effort usually covers the following:
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●

●

●

The

Preparationof a table of offsets for the vessel, defining the

geometry with stations (20 or more)along the longitudinal

axis and points (15 or more) at each station (i.e. describing

the transverse section).

Preparationof weight distributionto define structure (steel)

and variables (ballast, cargo, fuel, etc.).

Utilization of table of offsets and weight distribution to

compute bending moments and shear forces at each station.

shear force and bending moment diagrams developed along the

length of the vessel facilitate equilibrium checks.

The vessel motion anlalysis requires definition of vessel

hydrodynamic properties: For a linear strip theory based ship

motion computer program, the hydrodynamicproperties defining vessel

added mass and damping coefficients may be input based on available

data onsimilarvessels. Conforrnalmapping approach is also used to

define the added mass and damping coefficients. However, if the

vessel configuration is unique, a 2D or 3D diffraction analysis is

recommended to define the hydrodynamic properties.

The 1inear strip theory based ship motion program, uti1izing the

hydrodynamiccoefficients, is used to generate equilibrium solutions

for vessel motions in six degrees of freedom. Then, the transfer

functions can be defined for vertical and lateral bending, torsional

moments, vessel accelerations and hydrodynamic pressures at each

station along the vessel longitudinal axis.

Finite Element Stiffness Model

The load transfer function, both in-phase and out-of-phase

components, are used in the stress analyses to obtain corresponding

stress range transfer functions. The computer model and the

structural analysis used is very important to define local stress

ranges. Fatigue is a local phenomena.and it isimportant to define
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5.2.2

their function, selecting appropriate element aspect ratios (less

than 1:2) will contribute both to better accuracy and a better

model.

Stationary Marine Structures

Determination of Loads

Stationarymarine structureshave various configurationsand exhibit

a wide range of compliancy. A substantial effort is desirable to

minimize the fatigue loadings on stationary structures. For a

moored tanker FPSO the smallest functional size exhibiting a minimum

silhouette is desirable. For structures composed of columns and

pontoons, the column spacing, column water plane area, displacement

of pontoons affecting overall center of buoyancy and the total

displacement are some of the interacting parameters that affect not

only the magnitude and character of the applied loading but also the

response of the structure to applied loading (see Reference 5.6 for

structure configuration optimization).

While the hydrodynamic forces on a slender stationary body can be

determined based on strip method or diffraction theory, a structure

made up of columns and pontoons can be determined either by

Morison’s equation or by diffraction theory. As discussed in

Section 5.1, large diameters disturb the flow, leading to

diffraction which is highly frequency dependent. There are two

benefits of using diffraction theory:

● Diffraction usually causes a reduction in the wave loads,

● Viscosity can be ignored and thus, treating the flow as

irrotational, potential flow theory may be used.

The hydrodynamic loads acting on astructure are typically generated

using a combination of three-dimensional diffraction theory, i.e.,

a source-sink distributed potential theory (Reference 5.7) and a

conventional Morison’s equation. Although a two-dimensional
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analysis program can be used, a three-dimensional program

facilitates overall analysis effectiveness.

To analyze, the structure surface is divided into panels, much like

a finite element model and the potential flow problem is solved over

each panel and yields diffraction and radiation pressures on these

panels. While the diffractionpressures are transformed into member

wave loads, the radiation pressures are transformed into added mass

coefficients. Hydrodynamic drag forces on these members and both

the drag and potential forces on smaller members (simulatedby stick

elements) are generated using Morison’s equation. Diffraction

effects are strongly dependent on frequency, so a range of

frequencies must be addressed.

Mass Model

Typically the deck structural members are modeled by using

equivalent members to represent the deck structure mass and

stiffness. All other members subjected to hydrodynamic loading are

modeled, with appropriate mass distribution. The accuracy of

structure mass and its distribution directly affect the accuracy of

structure motions.

Motions Model and Analysis Techniques

The mass model discussed above allows determination ofa structure’s

inertial response to the applied excitationalenvironmental loads by

obtaining solutions to the six-degree-of-freedom equilibrium

equations. Considering the rigid-body motions, the dynamic force

equilibrium on a structure can be expressed using the following

system of six simultaneous equations:

[ [W+[Mal1 {x}+[ [CRI+[CV]J {x}+[IfJ {X} = {FO}+{FI}+{FD,} 5-1

This equation differs from that in Section 5.3.3 in that (1) primary

damping is due to wave radiation and viscous effects, (2)
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hydrostatic stiffness is introduced and (3) the make-up of applied

forces differs.

The terms given represent:

[M] = 6x6 structure mass matrix

[Ma] = 6x6 added mass matrix

[CR] = 6x6wave radiation damping matrix

[Cv] = 6x6 linearized viscous damping matrix

[KH] = 6x6 hydrostatic stiffness matrix

(FD) = 6x1 linearized wave drag force vector

(F,) = 6x1 wave inertia force vector

(F~~) = 6x1 diffracted wave inertia force vector
{x}, {x}, {x} = 6x1 structure displacement, velocity and

acceleration

If a structure such as a TLP is tethered to the seafloor, the

stiffness matrix is modified from:

[&J {x} to [[&-J + [K~l1 {x}

where, the [KT] represents 6x6 tether stiffness matrix.

As discussed in previous sections, the structure configurations and

the motion characteristics (i.e., steady state harmonic motion)

facilitate the 6 x 6 motions equations solution over the frequency

domain.

It is recommended that the significant wave height in the wave

scatter diagram that is likely to contribute most to the fatigue

damage be chosen to linearize the drag forces for all wave

frequencies.

The basic approach discussed here has been utilized frequently in

recent years, and is discussed herein as it was implemented on the

design and analysis of a TLP by $ircar et al (Reference 5.8). The



5.2.3

approach, also called “consistent method” differs from the

conventional analyses method only in the generation of hydrodynamic

loads. The hydrodynamic loads for a conventional analysis are

typically generated based on a method by Hooft (Reference 5.5) with

a modified form of Morison’s equation. Although the conventional

method also yields reliable results in most cases, it should be

noted that the hydrodynamic interaction among component members of

the structure is neglected. Figure 5-2 shows that the applied heave

and pitch loadings based on both consistent and conventionalmethods

are very similar for wave periods (4 to 8 sec.) that contribute

largely to fatigue damage. For larger wave periods (9 to 15 sec.)

representing less frequent larger waves, the consistent method

provides more reliable results.

Stiffness Model

Typically the hydrodynamicmodel, mass model and stiffness model are

all developed from the same structural model. The stiffness model

incorporates correct member cross-sectional areas and stiffness

properties, joint releases and boundary conditions to allow correct

distribution of structural member loadings and stresses.

The stiffness analysis is performed for each wave period and

direction to obtain in-phase and out-of-phase member stresses. It

is necessary that nominal stresses computed are realistic. Thus, if

stick members are used to represent large members with internal

chords and bulkheads, additional finite element study of such areas

may be necessary. By using the loads from stick model analyses as

the applied loads on a detailed finite element model of a joint,

accurate stress distribution can be obtained to define the nominal

stresses in each sub-component of such complex joints.

Overview and Recommendations

Although allowable stress methods may be used to size the component

members of marine structures and to develop better details, a

detailed fatigue analysis is recommended for each structure. Each
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structure is unique and an allowable stress method based on typical

structures and a typical environment will only provide information

on relative susceptibility of various joints/details to fatigue

failure. In addition, newer vessels are often constructed from high

strength steel, allowing the use of thinner plates. Ship structure

scantling sizes are based on strength requirements and any reduction

in scantling sizes without due consideration for fatigue phenomena

is likely to make the allowable stress method unconservative.

Therefore, allowable stress methods can be used as a “screening

process” and a detailed fatigue analysis is recommended to ensure

integrity of the design.

Ship Structures

The use of a linear ship motion theory is appropr”ate for fatigue

analysis of most vessels. For most vessels structural dynamic

amplifications, wave nonlinearities, and effects such as springing

due to high forward speeds have negligible effect on overall fatigue

lives. However, some vessels operating in harsh environmentsmaybe

subjected to appreciable fatigue damage due to harsh environment

loading. For such vessels the ability to predict wave

nonlinearities and vessel hogging, sagging and racking effects

accurately may become important. In such instances, a non-linear

ship motion theory may be preferred over a linear ship motion

theory.

Fatigue is a local stress phenomena and it necessitates accurate

definition of stresses for very complex geometries. In addition to

primary hull girder bending in horizontal and vertical axis,

substantial secondary girder bending moments will occur due to

external dynamic loads on vessel bottom and internal inertial loads

due to vessel contents. Thus, a beam theory based nominal stresses

due to primary hul1 bending are inaccurate both due to complexity of

geometry and the local load effects. A finite element model should

be developed to represent the behavior of the vessel and to

determine the local stress distributions accurately.
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For each load component (in-phase and out-of-phase) at each

frequencyof agiven wave direction the finite element model is used

to generate local stress distributions. The stress range transfer

functions are then generated for each wave direction. Although

current computers are well suited to compute large problems, the

number of frequencies necessary to define the transfer function may

be small. Using the predominant load transfer function as guide a

limited number of frequencies (say4 to 6) maybe adequate to define

the other transfer functions. The use of a stress range

distribution parameter allows carrying out of a fatigue analysis

with relatively few structural analyses cases. The accuracy of

fatigue lives obtained largely depends on the validity of the

Weibull shape factor used.

The shape factors obtained by calibrating the characteristic stress

range against spectral fatigue approach indicate that the single

most important variable affecting the shape factor is the

environment. While the shape factor may vary from 0.8 to 1.2,

depending on the route characteristics and on structure geometry, a

factor of 1.0 may be used when such information is not available.

Stationary Marine Structures

The accuracy of stress transfer function for a joint/detail of a

stationarymarine structure depends on many variables, includingthe

accuracy of applied loads, motion response characteristics and the

stress distribution. Hydrodynamic forces may be determined by

either Morison’s equation or by diffraction theory. Since the wave

length-to-member sizes are small for most floating (i.e.

semisubmersibles, TLPs) structures, diffraction effects should be

accounted for.

A 2D or 3D diffraction analysis can be used to generate the

hydrodynamic coefficients. Then, utilizing these coefficients,

Morison’s equation can be used to generate theappliedl oads. As an

alternative, diffraction analysis can be used to generate the wave
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5.3

loads directly. Since the diffraction effects are strongly

dependent on frequency, a wide range of frequencies must be used.

The response of the floating structure to applied wave loadings

depends on its own geometry, stiffness and mass properties. Water

plane area and its distribution (i.e., hydrostatic-stiffness) and

mass properties directly affect the natural periods and the heave,

pitch and roll response amplitudes. For a tethered structure, such

as a TLP, tether stiffness will predominate hydrostatic stiffness.

Tether pretensions will control surge and sway natural periods and

response amplitudes. The primary damping is due to wave radiation

and viscous effects.

It is recommended that the “consistent approach” discussed in

Section 5.2.2 is used to accurately generate hydrodynamic loads. A

finite element model of the structure can be used to obtain the

solution to the motions analysis and determine the stress

distributions. As an alternate, a stick model maybe used to obtain

solutions to the equations of motion and to define global

deformations and forces. Then, additional finite element models of

various interfaces will be necessary to determine local stress

distributions accurately. The boundary conditions for the finite

element models will be the stick model deformations.

BOTTOM-SUPPORTED MARINE STRUCTURES

This section discusses bottom-supportedmarine structures that are

represented by three-dimensional space frames and composed of

cylindrical shells. The dynamics of a large gravity-type bottom

supported structure dynamics are somewhat similar to those of a

fixed platform. However, the characteristicsof excitational loads

on gravity structures have more in common with floating structures.

5.3.1 Load or Hydrodynamics Model

A wave force acting on a single stationary element is due to both

the accelerationof water particles (inertialforce) and the kinetic
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energy of the water particle (drag force). These forces are given

by Morison’s equation as:

5-2

where:

F =

F,&FD=

P =

cm ‘

cd =

D=

u“ =

duw
liw=—

dt

II

hydrodynamic force vector per unit length acting normal

to the axis of the member

inertia and drag components of F

density of water

inertia force coefficient

drag force coefficient

diameter of a tubular

component of the velocity vector of the water normal to

the axis of the member

= component of the acceleration vector of the water
normal to the axis of the member

= denotes absolute value

An appropriate approach to estimate the wave forces with reasonable

accuracy is to assess the load model in its entirety, and for its

component elements.

The element diameter should reflect any geometric variations,

including marine growth. The Cd and Cm values applied may range
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typically from

comprehensive

measurements of

5.10 and 5.11)

0.6 to 0.8 and 1.5 to 2.0, respectively. Very

experimental data obtained from full-scale

the second Christchurch Bay Tower (References 5.9,

validate the coefficients in use today. As

illustrated on Figure 5-3, the Cd and the Cm values applicable for

most cylindrical members near the water surface (Level 3) are 0.66

and 1.8, respectively. Although these values are applicable for

Keulegan-Carpenter (Ke) number in excess of 30, even when Ke is

reduced to 5, the inertia coefficient, Cm, value reaches 2.0, while

the drag coefficient, Cd, gradually increases to unity at Ke equal

to 10.

These coefficients also decrease with the distance from the water

surface. However, because the uncertaintiesin marine growth (which

directly affects the surface roughness and therefore the drag

coefficient) and the additional effort necessary to input, check and

justify different coefficients, it is advisable to use one set ofC~

and Cm values.

The use of conventional Morison’s equation and the wave kinematics

for regular two-dimensionalwaves has proven to be valid for jacket

structures in moderate water depths. Assessment of measureclwave

force data (Reference5.12) for extreme wave loading associated with

directionally spread seas in a hurricane environment in the Gulfof

Mexico compares quite well with those analytically computed.

Morison’s equation is

cylindrical members by

equivalent diameters.

cross-sections may be

also valid to compute forces on non-

applying appropriate Cd and Cm values and

Suitable values of Cd and Cm for different

obtained from a Det norske Veritas (DnV)

document (Reference 4.16.)

If the extreme loadings are to be computed, an applicable wave

theory, compatible with the wave steepness, water depth, etc., must

be used. The applied total load on a structure composed of many

members is then the cumulative sum of loads computed on each member
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for a pre-defined wave height, wave period and crestline position.

This conventional regular wave method produces applied hydrodynamic

loads that has been validated by an extensive performance record of

structures in shallow-to-moderate water depths. However, such a

method is not advisable for structures in deeper water and

exhibiting dynamic response. More rigorous approach to represent

the true response characteristics is necessary (References 5.13 and

5.14).

5.3.2 Mass Model

For a bottom-supportedstructure in relatively

model may or may not be necessary. Such a

natural periods that are less than about 3

shallow water, amass

rigid structure has

seconds and exhibits

little dynamic response when subjected to long-period waves

associated with a harsh environment. For such an environment the

static forces obtained due to water particle kinematics can be

increased slightly to account for the dynamic response predicted

(i.e., computation based on estimated natural periods). However,

most of the fatigue damage is likely to occur due to short-period

waves, necessitating determination of platform dynamic response to

a wide range of wave periods.

Whether platform dynamic response is to be determined or not, the

dynamic amplification factors (DAF) used in a deterministic fatigue

analysis require an accurate estimate of natural periods and the use

of a mass model is recommended to obtain an eigenvalue solution.

For a spectral fatigue analysis, only the use of amass model allows

determination of platform dynamic response and direct generation of

structure inertia loads that are compatible with the excitation

loads due to waves.

A mass model of a three-dimensional space frame should incorporate

all structural members. The mass will be accurately defined if the

weight of all structural and non-structuralmembers, deck equipment,

ballast, hydrodynamicmass, etc., are accounted for correctly and in

their respective locations. Ideally, all member weights should
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therefore be defined uniformly along the member lengths. However,

considering the cost of modal analysis, most structural member

weights are input as lumped masses at member ends that attach to

applicable joints.

5.3.3 Motions Model and Analyses Techniques

The mass model discussed above allows determination ofa structure’s

initial response to applied excitational environmental loads by the

use of equilibrium equation solutions. The dynamic force

equilibrium on a structure can be expressed using the following

system of six simultaneous equations:

[ [M + [Ma]} {x} + [cl {X} + [K] {x} = {FD}+ {F,} 5-3

where:

[M] =

[Ma] =

[c] =

[K] =

(FD) =

(Fl) =

{x},{x},{x} =

The terms on

6 x 6 structure mass matrix

6 x 6 added mass matrix

6 x 6 structure damping matrix

6 x 6 structure stiffness matrix

6x1 wave drag force vector

6x1 wave inertia force vector

6x1 structure displacement, velocity and

acceleration

the right hand side of the dynamic equilibrium

equations represent external forces applied to the structure.

Following solution of the equilibrium equations, the structure

dynamic response can be moved to the right hand side of the equation

to define the resultant loading.

Thus, the net loading using Morison’s equation given in Section

Eqn. 5-2 can be rewritten as:

F net = : PD2[Cm~- (Cm-l) UJ + ~f)C~Dulul
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where:

u

Uw

u=

Uw

U*

cm

= defined as the net velocity vector component s

UW-UG

= the component

= the structure

= the component

water
= the structure

of the velocity vector of the water

velocity

of the acceleration vector of the

acceleration

= added mass coefficient is often taken to be a

variable ranging from 1.5 to 2.0. It is

recommended that Cm be taken as 2.0, which is

consistent with the potential flow solution for

added mass.

It is necessary to choose an appropriate method or analysis

technique that is compatible with fatigue design parameters such as

the structure configuration and its susceptibility to fatigue and

the environment. If the structure dynamics are negligible, and a

deterministic analysis, based on the use of wave exceedence curves,

may be appropriate for initial sizing of platform components.

However, for most structures, the dynamic response should be

incorporated into the fatigue analyses as illustrated in the above

given equilibrium equations.

A rigorous analysis using a time integration method to determine

platform global and local dynamic responses at each wave height and

period is time consuming and costly. Therefore, it is desirable to

have an alternative analysis procedure. One such alternative

proposed by Serrahn (Reference 5.15) consists of a hybrid time and

frequency domain analysismethod. The analysis flow charton Figure

5-4 summarizes this analysis methodology.

Global spectral static and dynamic responses (e.g. base shear and

overturningmoment) are determined at selected discrete wave heights

and periods. The static response is determined based on an applied
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load analysis of adetailed three-dimensionalmodel of the platform.

An eigenvalue (modal) analysis is also performed on the same model

to determine platform natural periods and mode shapes. The platform

global dynamic responses are determined by separating each applied

static wave loading into its Fourier series components and solving

directly for the dynamic response (This method of solution is

detailed in Appendix E of Ref. 5.15). Spectral analyses for both

the static and dynamic responses are then performed and the spectral

inertial load calculated. Inertial load sets are then developed

from the modal results of the previous eigenvalue analysis which

produce the calculated global spectral inertial response (This

method of inertial load development is detailed in Appendix F of

Ref. 5.15).

Such analyses can be repeated for various wave spectra, structural

damping, platform peri?d, etc. at a relatively nominal increase in

analysis time and computer cost. Therefore, this method facilitate

parametric studies to assess fatigue sensitivity of the platform.

Of the three spectral analysis options available to define the wave

loading, the frequency-domain solution, providing member and joint

in-and out-of-phase wave loads is most frequently used due to its

simplicity. For an iterative design process, an analysis approach

utilizing random waves or regular waves in time domain is

appropriate but not frequently used due to both time and cost

constraints. Thus, a hybrid time and frequency domain method is

well suited for spectral fatigue analysis of a bottom-supported

structure. Figure 5-5 illustrates the scatter of fatigue lives as

a function of the analysis method chosen.

Another appropriate procedure to define hydrodynamicsand wave-force

model, proposed by Kint and Morrison (Reference 5.16), is based on

a short extract from a random simulation substituted for a design

wave. The proposed procedure offers a valid and a relatively simple

alternative to the conventional regular wave analysis. Inertial

loads due to structure response can be obtained and dynamic

amplification factors (DAFs) determined by performing a number of
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simulations of random waves. The basic DAF approach, allowing

combination of inertial loads compatible with static loads, is

further discussed by Digre et al (Reference 5.17). Typically,

simulation of the response is performed, the ratio of dynamic-to-

static loads determined (i.e. DAF)

until the DAF stabilizes. Larrabee

further discussion on the logic beh”

5.3.4 Stiffness Model

and the process is repeated

(Reference 5.18) also provides

nd DAF approach.

The load and the stiffness models are essentially the same.

Typically, a three-dimensionalspace frame model of the structure is

made up of individual joints and members, each defining the joint

and member incidence, coordinates, hydrodynamic coefficients,

etc. that are necessary for generation of environmental loads. The

loads model, provided with member cross-section areas and stiffness

properties,joint releases, and boundary conditions,transforms into

a stiffness model. The structure mass model incorporates the

correct member sizes, joint coordinates and boundary conditions, and

can be considered a stiffness model. Static stiffness analysis

solution follows standard structural analysis technique. Dynamic

analysis is typically based on a modal (eigenvalue) analysis

solution; two modal analysis solution techniques may be used:

● The subspace iteration technique is a Ritz-type iteration

model used on a lumped mass system that produces eigenvectors

and eigenvalues for a reduced set of equations. This is the

method of choice for most fixed offshore structures since only

a relatively small number of modes are required to adequately

model the total structure response.

● The Householder tridiagonalization technique first

tridiagonalized the dynamic matrix, then computes all

eigenvectors and eigenvalues by inverse iteration. This

technique is most appropriate for structures with a small

number of degrees of freedom, for structures where all modal
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responses are required , or where consistent mass modeling has

been used.

Once eigenvectors and eigenvalues have been determined, specific

dynamic analyses under load (such as wave loading) maybe performed.

As previously mentioned, rigorous time integration analyses may be

undertaken, evaluating the dynamic response of the platform over

many cycles of wave loading until steady state response is achieved.

However, the previously recommended approach of expressing the

applied loading as a Fourier series and solving and superimposing

the response of each platform mode to each Fourier sinusoidal

component allows direct determination of platform dynamic response

without time consuming and costly time integration analyses.

The global analysis carried out is often intended to analyze the

three-dimensional space frame lateral deformations and ensure that

all components of the structure meet fatigue requirements. An

emphasis should also be placed on plan-level components near the

water surface and subjectedto vertical (out-of-plane)deformations.

5.3.5 Overview and Recommendations

Small structures in shallow-to-moderate water depths and in

relatively mild environments are typically not analyzed for

fatigue. Often, stress levels are evaluated and API’s simplified

allowable stress method is used to verify the integrity of design.

Other structures are designed for a wide range of pre-service and

in-service design conditions, including fatigue. Since a fatigue

analysis is carried out to ensure that the design has adequate

safety against damage due to fatigue during the planned life of the

structure, it should address the variables affecting fatigue

appropriately. Modeling and analysis variables (stiffness and mass

models, loading coefficients, stress RAOS, SCFS, etc.), affecting

the strength model, and the wave climate (scatter diagram,

directional probability,wave spectrum), affecting the time history

model, incorporate substantial uncertainties.
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5.4

5.4.1

The analysis effort must be kept comparatively flexible and

manageable and the level of effort should be compatible with design

objectives and available information.

It is recommended that a simplified allowable stress approach or a

deterministic fatigue analyses be limited to initial sizing of

members, if considered desirable. A thorough spectral fatigue

analysis is recommended to identify fatigue sensitive

components/details of a structure and to take corrective measures.

Considering its relative ease of application a spectral frequency-

domain method is well suited for design. A time-domain method is

better suited to determine the response of a bottom-supported

structure. Since it is time consuming and costly to determine

global and local dynamic response of the platform for each wave

height and period, an alternate less time consuming method is

desirable. Several methods (References 5.15 and 5.16) are

appropriate. A hybrid time- and frequency-domain analysis method

(Reference 5.9), also facilitates carrying out of extensive

parametric studies to assess fatigue sensitivity of structure

components for a wide range of variables and is recommended for

fatigue analyses and design.

DEVELOPMENT OF HOT-SPOT STRESSES

Nominal Stresses and Stress RAOS

The stresses obtained from a stiffness analysis, and the response

amplitude operators (RAOS) generated, represent nominal or average

stresses. In general, correct input of member cross-sectionalareas

and section properties allow determinationof nominal stresses quite

accurately.

More complex joints, incorporating bulkhead and diaphragm sub

assemblies, require careful evaluation to determine the realistic

load paths. To determine the nominal stresses at complex joints,
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either multiple stick elements (for each load path) or a finite

element model should be utilized.

5.4.2 Stress Concentration Factors and Hot-SPot Stresses

Background

The locations at which maximum stresses occur are called hot spots.

Hot spots usually occur at discontinuities such as the stiffener

edge or a cutout. On tubular member intersections, they usual1y

occur on either the weld toe of the incoming tubular (brace) or of

the main tubular (chord), depending on the geometry of the joint.

The stress concentration factor (SCF) is evaluated by taking the

ratio of the hot-spot principal stress to the nominal principal

stress. The hot-spot stress used in fatigue life assessment is

raised to a power of the inverse of the slope of the S-N curve

used. Since the inverse of the slope of S-N curve is usually

between 2.5 and 4.0, the choice of SCF can have approximately a

cubic effect on damage. Thus the SCF value is probably the most

important variable affecting the applicable stress ranges through

the life of a structure and thus the fatigue life of joints.

There are several practical approaches for determining SCF values:

● Develop an analytical model ofthedetail/joint and carry out

a finite element analysis (FEA).

● Test a physical model and obtain hot-spot stresses from

measurements.

● Use empirical formulations.

The use of FEA is the most reliable and reasonably cost-effective

approach for complex joints. When modeled correctly, the SCFS

obtained by FEA are very reliable and depend largely on the mesh

sizes used in the analysis. Whether the physical model used to

determine the hot-spot stresses is an acrylic model or another
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alternative, the accuracy of hot-spot stresses depends largely on

the ability to predict hot-spot stress locations in advance and

obtain measurements in those areas.

Since the use of both FEA and the physical model requires

substantial investment of time and cost, they can be used only on a

selective basis. Thus, most structure hot-spot stresses must be

defined based on the application of empirical formulations.

Joint Geometry

The primary variables affecting the magnitude of stress

concentration are weld profile and joint geometry. The weld profile

is accounted for in the S-N curve. The joint geometric

characteristics determine the magnitude of stress concentration.

For most simple structural details, typically awide range of plate

and stiffener joints, the nominal stresses can be used directly to

compute fatigue lives as the effect of SCFS are incorporated in the

S-N curves.

The joint geometries of tubular members are quite complex andthe S-

N curves are used with the hot spot stresses, requiring definition

of SCFS for each joint geometry and loading. The SCFS are

determined for axial load, in-plane moment and out-of-plane moment.

Typically, a peak SCF is determined and conservatively applied to

eight points around the intersection. For the crown and saddle

points shown on Figure 5-7 separate SCFS can be determined. At

other locations, the SCFS are then interpolated between the crown

and saddle positions.

Joint Definition

When tubular members frame into one another, they form a tubular

joint, with the largest diameter or thickest member being the

through member or chord and all other members being braces.
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Braces may have stubs or cones, which are the part of the brace

member welded to the chord. Typically, both the stubs and the cones

are thicker than the brace members.

To facilitate the development and use of empirical equations several

parameters are used in defining the characteristicsof a joint. The

chord diameter and thickness are referred to as D and T

respectively. The brace or stub diameter and thickness are referred

to as d andt. The angle from the chord to the brace is defined as

theta 0. The ratio of the brace diameter to chord diameter is

defined as beta, B. The ratio of chord radius to chord thickness is

defined as gamma, y. The ratio of brace thickness to chord

thickness is defined as tau, ~. The empirical equations used to

determine SCFS utilize the parameters . The (3,~, y, T. The

terminology used in defining a simple joint is shown in Figure 5-7.

Joint Type and Classification

Joints are classified into types based on geometry and loading. The

joint type usually looks like the letter formed from the brace and

chord intersection. Four basic joint types exist in offshore

structures:

1) T or Y joint

2) K joint

3) KT joint

4) X joint

Figure 5-8 shows the four common joint types.

Although the joint type usually looks like the letter formed from

the brace and chord intersection, the joint is actually classified

according to load distribution. If the axial load is transferred

between the brace and chord by shear, then the joint is classified

as a T or Y joint. If the load is transferred between the braces at

a joint, without traveling through the joint, then the joint is
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5.4.3

classified as a K joint. If the load is transferred by some

combination of shear through the joint and brace-to-brace, then the

joint is classified as a KT joint.

If the load is transferred through one side of the chord to another,

then the joint is classified as an Xjoint. Figure 5-9 shows joint

classification by load distribution.

Empirical Eauations

Prior to the discussion of empirical equations it is beneficial to

briefly discuss the available data on SCFS. Review of various

published data (References 1.8, 5.19, 5.20, 5.21 and 5.22) indicate

that substantial scatter of SCFS is observed. Variations in SCFS

occur in both nominally identical joints and in symmetrical

locations of joints where one would expect little variations in

SCFS. Material and fabrication imperfectionscontribute to the SCF

variations. Lalani et al (Reference 5.23) point out that the

parameters contributingto these variations can be grouped into two:

● Experimental error, including modeling, gauge position and

measurements and the loading.

● Expected variations due to material and fabrication

imperfections,including variations in weld profile, size and

imperfections.

The use of empirical formulations has been extensively accepted for

fatigue analysis of marine structures. A set of empirical formulae

developed by Kuang (Reference 3.2) were derived by evaluating

extensive thin-shell FEA results. The formulae proposed by Smedley

(Reference 3.3) and Wordsworth (Reference 3.4) of Lloyd’s Registry

were derived from evaluating the results of strain-gauged acrylic

models. Other empirical equations published include those by

Gibstein (References 5.21, 5.24), Efthymiou (5.19) and Wordsworth

(5.25).
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Whatever the basis for an empirical formula, the formula has an

applicable range of parameters and the level of conservatism varies

not only with the formulation but also within the applicable range

of parameters. The use ofSCFs also requires judgement not only on

the applicability of an empirical formula but also on assessment of

implications of in-plane and out-of-plane loadings/stresses.

The parametric equations developed by Kuang, Smedley-Wordsworth,and

$medley consist of different relationships

variables D, T, d, t, L, g, and 9.

Different equations are applicable for d

defined by the joint

fferent joint types.

Presently, the joint types and the applicable equations most often

used are listed below:

Joint T.YPe Applicable Equations

TorY Kuang, Smedley-Wordsworth, & Efthymiou
K Kuang, & Smedley-Wordsworth
KT Smedley-Wordsworth
x Smedley-Wordsworth,& $medley

The empirical equations given byUEG (Reference 1.8) are based on an

extensive database and relate to Woodworth equations. Modification

of Woodworth equations and the extension of the validity ranges

allow the application of UEG equations to joints with extreme

geometries. Comparisonof various empirical equations show thatUEG

equations yield generally conservative values of SCFS and are

considered to be most reliable. On the otherhand none of the

equations appear to allow accurate determination of K-joint SCFS

subjected to axial loading.

An excellent overview and reliability assessment of SCF empirical

equations are provided by Ma et al (Reference5.20), Tolloczko et al

(Reference 5.22) and Lalani et al (Reference 5.23). Further

discussion on SCFS and the predicted chord SCF for the different

equations for T and K joints are presented in Appendix C.
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Details of Equations

The details of some of the equations are given in Appendix C. The

equations are given in simple terms of joint geometry: D, T, d, t,

L, g, and r. The Kuang brace SCFS have been modified for the

Marshall reduction. The Smedley-Wordsworth chord SCFS have been

modified for the recommended d/D limitation.

The parametric equations should not be used outside of their

assigned limits without justification. Near the assigned limits,

the SCFS rapid decrease should be noted to determine if the

calculated SCF is unconservative. The Smedley-Wordsworth effects

revised for d/D limitation can dramatically increase SCFS for d/D

ratios near 1.0.

Minimum Stress Concentration Factor

The minimum stress concentration factor for all modes of loading

should be 2.0. This is generally accepted as an industry lower

bound. However, acrylic model tests from the Tern project in United

Kingdom showed a SCF of 1.6 could be used as a lower bound.

5.4.4 Illustration of a T-Joint SCFS

A typical T-joint with an assumed applied axial load is used to

illustrate the application of empirical equations.

The joint shown on Figure 5-10 is classified by load path and the

joint variables are specified in orderto determine an SCF according

to Kuang and Smedley-Wordsworth criteria. The Kuang brace SCF

includes a Marshall reduction factor, Qr. The Smedley-Wordsworth

chord SCF calculation uses the d/D limitation.

5.4.5 Overview and Recommendations

Uncertainties
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The SCF equations currently in use for simple tubular joint design

are based on results of acrylic model tests and finite element (FE)

analysis. Lloyd’s Register has recently studied these empirical

questions and assessed theirrel iabilitywhen compared against steel

specimen test data. Although the empirical equations are considered

reasonably reliable, substantial uncertainties exist as the SCF

equations:

● Sometimes do not properly account for relative braceloads

● Sometimes do not properly represent the stress at the brace

and chord connection of interest

● Axial SCF value for crown and saddle is not constant

The FE analysis of SCFS yield substantially different values

depending on both the modeling techniques and the computer program

used. The use of a thin or a thick element, modeling of the weld

and the definition of chord length substantially influence the

computed SCFS.

SCF equations for a T or a Y joint typically contain a term for

chord length. Since the appropriate length for a chord is not

defined, most designers use the chord can length. While this is

conservative, the use of the half of the bay length to represent the

chord could be very unconservative.

Substantial work carried out in Europe need further assessment and

analyses. An API Task Group will be formed in 1991 to review the

SCF equations in detail, to identify their validity and limitations

and to recommend preferred SCF equations for specific joint types

and load components.

An API initiated joint industry project (JIP) is proposed to

summarize the computer programs used and modeling strategies

implemented to investigate variables affecting the SCF (including

chord length) and to develop guidelines on obtaining SCFS by the use

of FE analysis.
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Screeninq Process

For a preliminary design ofa structure it is common practice to use

a blanket SCF of 5.0 or 6.0 for all joints, depending upon dynamic

effects. If the structure is susceptible to dynamic amplification

the higher blanket SCF should be used. Once the fatigue sensitive

joints are identified during this screening process, the SCFS for

these joints should be determined.

In the determination ofSCFs a parametric studyofvariablesd/Dand

t/T should be considered. The joint fatigue life is a function of

nominal brace stress and SCF. To increase joint fatigue life, the

nominal brace stress or the SCF should be reduced. An increase in

brace diameter can dramatically reduce nominal brace stress without

a significant increase in SCF. This is particularly true for brace

members intersecting large diameter legs. However, where members

are more similar in size, an increase in brace diameter also

requires an increase in chord diameter.

By increasing the brace diameter rather than increasing the brace

thickness, a more effective section can be used and prohibitively

low diameter to thickness ratios can be avoided. Increasing the

brace diameter may be the easiest wayto increase joint fatigue life

during preliminary design. The chord diameter may also have to be

increased to offset the SCF increases if the brace area and section

modulus are increased.

Comprehensive Desiqn

Once the member diameters are finalized a comprehensive fatigue

analysis and design may be carried out. The parameter most easily

modified during this stage is the member thickness. An increase in

brace thickness increases brace axial and bending section

properties, which will reduce brace nominal stress. However, as

stated above, the chord thickness should be increased accordingly.

Otherwise the brace nominal stress reduction will be offset by the

joint SCF increase, resulting in marginal difference in fatigue
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life. During the comprehensive design the best parameter to

increase is brace thickness while keeping t/T constant.

Further improvements in fatigue lives maybe obtained by determining

the SCF through the use of finite elements analysis or models

tests. Another alternative to lower the SCF is to stiffen the

joints with rings and thus reduce the SCFS to the lower bound

values. However, considering the increased fabrication costs of

stiffened joints, the use of rings should be considered the least

desirable option to lower the SCFS and improve the fatigue lives.

The validity of SCF equations and their sensitivities to various

geometric parameters are illustrated in Appendix C. It is

recommended that the tables and figures provided are studied to

determine an acceptable approach compatible with the specific

problem on hand. A finite element study results are also included

in Appendix C to illustrate the range of SCFS for a typical complex

joint. Since empirical equations are applicable for only simple

joints, a FEA is recommended for determination of complex joint

SCFS.
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6. FATIGUE STRESS HISTORY MODELS

6.1

Creation of the fatigue stress history model requires determination

of the fatigue environment and applicationof the environment to the

structure to produce stresses. The environment can be applied to

the structure by either a spectral analysis or by a time-domain

analysis. The spectral analysis derives the stress range and an

average N number of cycles from the statistical properties of the

stress response spectrum. A true time-domain analysis sorts the

stress ranges and accumulates the stress range counts as the stress

time history is being generated. For practical reasons a hybrid

time-domain method is often used to generate stress history.

DETERMINATION OF FATIGUE ENVIRONMENTS

To evaluate the fatigue life of a fixed structure or a floating

vessel a representative fatigue environment must be modeled. For a

fixed structure the fatigue environmentwill be the typical wave and

wind conditions for the surrounding area. For a ship the fatigue

environment will be the typical environmental conditions along

various routes.

6.1.1 Data Sources

The types of environmental data range from actual wave and/or wind

records to recreated (hindcast)data. The wave and wind records may

be raw recordings (not generally available) or condensed summary

reports produced by government agencies or environmental

consultants. Hindcast data are generated by various computer models

using environmental information available for the area or nearby

areas.
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Wave Records

Older wave and wind informationhas come from voluntary observations

by ship personnel and from measurements by weather ships and coastal

weather stations. The most likely source of current wave records

are from government agencies such as the National Oceanographic and

Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), obtained through various means,

including weather platforms and weather buoys. Newer techniques

using measurements from satellites provide more comprehensive wave

records. Hoffman and Walden (Reference 6.1) discuss environmental

wave data gathering in detail.

While majority of the published wave data is from the North

Atlantic, much of the data applicable to the Pacific were published

in Japanese and Chinese. Several recent publications (References

6.2, 6.3 and 6.4) in English provide additional description of wave

environment in Asia - Pacific.

The older wave and wind data has the advantage that it covers many

years (decades), but the disadvantages are that the wave heights

were visually estimated, the wave periods were crudely timed, and

the wind measurements were likely biased by the vessel speed.

Various data analysts have devised formulas to correct the

“observed” data. For example, Hogben and Lumb (Reference 6.5)

developed the equations to correlate the significant wave height

(Hs) and the mean zero uncrossing period (Tz) with the observed

data:

Hs = ( 1.23 + 0.44*HOWS)

Tz = ( 4.7 +0.32*Tows )

(meters)

(seconds)

HOws is the wave height and Tows is the period reported by observers

on weather ships.
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Actual recorded wave elevation data is the most accurate information

available. However, wave records are only available for a few

locations, and typically the time spans of available recorded wave

data are less than 10 years. Even recorded data may not be

complete. The most serious fault in recorded data is that

measurement techniques cannot detect the higher frequency waves.

Wave rider buoys measure wave slope and wave heights are derived

from the slope records. The resolution of these slope measurements

are limited by the dimensions and motion properties of the buoy.

The recorded data does not readily allow detection of the very long

period waves and subsequent data analyses “filter” out the long

period information. Filtering is used to separate “sea” and “swell”

wave spectra. The sea/swell filtering technique is often a simple

truncation of the measured spectrum above and below a selected

frequency. Thus, the higher frequency “sea” part of the spectrum

loses its longer period wave information.

Wind Data

The sources of wind data are the same as for wave data. Older data

tends to be voluntary observations from ships and newer data comes

from measurements on platforms or from weather buoys. Satellites

may provide informationon high altitude winds by tracking clouds or

from lower level winds by tracking weather balloons.

The older observations are logged anemometer readings and are

typically only the mean wind speed. The height above water at which

the wind speed was measured may be unknown. Various analysts have

devised methods to correlate observed wind data to actual measured

data.

Existing oil platforms allowed gathering of extensive wind records,

including gust readings which can be analyzed to derive wind

spectrum information. The presence of the platform has some effect

upon the measured wind velocity, and the location of the anemometer

is very important to the accuracy of the measurements.
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In many cases wind information may be available from transmitting

ships or nearby coastal weather stations for areas where wave data

is either skimpy or questionable. For these cases various equations

have been developed to estimate or verify the wave information.

Example equations to relate wind speed to wave height can be as

simple as the “25% Rule”,

H~ = 0.25 * U

where Hs is the significant wave height in feet and U is the

observed wind speed in feet/see. More involved equations include

the wind “fetch” and the wind duration. The wind fetch is the

distance over water that the wind acts. Appendix B presents the

equations developed by Bretschneider to calculate wave height and

period based on wind speed, duration and fetch.

Hindcast Data

Elaborate computer models have been developed to “hindcast” or

recreate weather (wind and wave) records. The hindcast models may

be for a region (such as the North Sea), or the models may be

oceanic or even global. One important consideration in the

development of hindcast models is the sensitivity of these modelsto

interaction of various parameters. Using

data to correlate the hindcast results can

hindcast models.

available wind and wave

improve the accuracy of

The hindcast models derive wind information from pressure and

temperature information. Pressuremeasurements are fairly accurate,

and the techniques of combining the pressure readings from many

measurement stations to produce isobar plots allows determinationof

the pressures over a large region without making measurements at

each grid point. The temperatures measured at coastal weather

stations surrounding the area of interest along with whatever

temperature measurements available from the area can be used to

identify temperature gradients, fronts, etc.
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Wave information is calculated from wind, accounting for direction,

duration and fetch. By integrating the weather conditions over

small time steps, a wind and wave history can be built. The

resulting records can be analyzed in a manner similar to that used

with actual wind and wave records to produce wave scatter diagrams

and wave exceedence curves.

6.1.2 Wave and Wind SDectra

Wave and wind spectra define the energy that is being applied to a

structure or vessel. There are many wave spectra formulations and

some of these are discussed in Appendix A. The most general and

therefore most useful wave spectrum formulation is the General

JONSWAP. The General JONSWAP spectra include the Bretschneider

spectra which in turn include the Pierson-Moskowitz spectra.

Reference 6.6 presents a summary of the various wind spectra. The

spectrum recommended in Reference 6,6 is defined as follows:

JONSWAP Wave SDectrum

The JONSWAP (Joint North Sea Wave Project) spectrum was derived from

wave measurements in the southern North Sea and is based on older

spectra formulations,Pierson-Moskowitz/Bretschneider/ISSCModified

P-M. The Mean JONSWAP spectrum has fixed parameters and represents

the waves measured during the project. The General JONSWAP

parameters can be varied so that the spectrum can represent either

fully developed seas or developing seas.

The formula for the JONSWAP spectrum is as follows:

s(f) = a (g2/f5)EXP[-1.25(f/fm)-4]qa

where a = EXP[-.5 (f-fm)2/(sfm)2]

The Mean JONSWAP is defined with the following parameters.
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q = 3.3

s = 0.07, for f< fm

s = 0.09, for f > fm

The Bretschneider spectrum is a subset of the General JONSWAP;

setting the gamma parameter to 1.0 converts the JONSWAP spectrum

into the Bretschneider or ISSC Modified P-M spectrum. Also setting

the alpha parameter to 0.0081 converts the JONSWAP spectrum into the

Pierson-Moskowitz spectrum.

As a guideline, the JONSWAP spectrum with gamma = 2 would be an

applicable spectrum for confined regional areas. The Bretschneider

spectrum (JONSWAPwith gamma = 1) would be applicable for open ocean

(Pacific or Atlantic) areas.

Ochi-Shin Wind Spectra

Ochi and Shin reviewed six wind spectra formulations currently in

use and have created an average wind spectrum to represent the

variation (gusts) of the wind about the mean value. The wind

spectrum represents the average of measured spectra and was

deliberately devised to accurately represent the low frequency

portion of the wind spectrum. The equation has three forms

depending upon the frequency range.

{

583 f*

s(f*) = 420 f*0”70/(l+f*O-3’)”-5

838 f*/(l+f*0.3s)ll.s

with f* = f z/uz,

where f = frequency in Hz,

z = height above sea level in meters, and

Uz = mean wind speed at height z in meters/see.
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6.1.3 Scatter Diaqram

Wave scatter diagrams

significantwave height

years.

show the occurrences of combinations of

and average zero-uncrossingperiod over many

$iqnificant Heiqht vs Zero-crossinq Period

Irregular waves do not have any consistent pattern of height or

period, but exhibit complete randomness. Irregularwave heights and

periods are usually defined by the statistical properties of the

wave record or by the properties of the energy spectrum which

represents the random sea. The significant wave height is taken to

be four times the standard deviation of the recorded water surface

elevations, or if the sea is represented by a half-amplitude energy

spectrum, the significant wave height is four times the square-root

of the area under the spectrum. The average zero-uncrossing period

is the average of the time intervals between negative to positive

sign changes in the recorded water surface elevations, or is the

square-root of the area under the spectrum divided by the square-

root of second moment of the spectrum (frequency in Hz).

The wave height and period distribution overtime can be obtained by

actual wave measurements. The heights and periods of all waves in

a given direction are observed for short periods of time at regular

intervals. A short time interval of several hours maybe considered

constant. For this sea state, defined as “stationary”, the mean

zero- uncrossing period, Tz, and the significant wave height, Hs,

are calculated. The Hs and Tz pairs are ordered, and their

probabilities of occurrence written in a matrix form, called a wave

scatter diagram. A typical wave scatter diagram, presenting

statistical data on the occurrence of significant wave height and

zero-uncrossing period for one direction is shown on Figure 6-1 and

further discussed in Appendix B.
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Seasonal Variation

The annual wave scatter diagram is often separated out into monthly

or seasonal (spring, summer, fall and winter) scatter diagrams.

Because a fatigue environment covers many years, the seasonal or

monthly scatter diagram cell values may be added to produce the

annual diagram.

Directional Variation

Sometimes the wave scatter diagram is separated out by direction.

This may be important for fixed structures, because waves from one

direction may cause a different stress distribution than waves from

another direction.

Sea and Swell

Sometimes the wave scatter diagrams are separated into “sea” and

“swell”. The sea scatter diagram shows the significantwave heights

and zero-uncrossingperiods defining sea spectra. The swell scatter

diagram usually shows the heights and periods of long period regular

waves. This separated information can be helpful in analyzing the

structure, because the swell may be present a large percentage of

the time, and the swell is likely to be from a different direction

than the higher frequency waves producing unique stress

distributions.

6.1.4 Directionality and Spreadinq

The directions that have been referred to up to now have been the

“central”direction of the sea. Irregularwaves are often idealized

as two-dimensionalwith wave crests parallel in the third dimension

and all waves moving forward. Such an irregular sea is called long

crested. In reality, storms occur over a finite area and the wave

heights diminish due to lateral spreading. If such waves meet other

waves from different directions, a more typical “confused” sea is

observed. A confused sea is referredto as a short-crested sea. The
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waves in a short crested sea approach from a range of directions

centered about the central direction.

Directionality

For a fixed structure the direction of the sea will affect the

stress distributionwithin the structure. Most fatigue analyses are

performed for four or eight wave directions. When directional wave

scatter diagrams are available the sea direction can be matched to

the analysis direction, and the fatigue damage accumulated. If the

data available do not includewave directionality,directions can be

estimated on the basis of wind roses or hindcasting.

Spreading

In order to model a short crested sea a “spreading function” is used

to distribute the wave energy about the central direction. In

typical analyses the short crested sea is represented by a set of

long crested spectra coming from directions spread over -90 deg to

+90 deg from the central direction

to the specified short-crested sea

The directional spreading function

and having a total energy equal

spectrum.

as defined by Kinra and Marshall

(Reference 6.7) is often used in the following form.

D (8) = Cn COSn (1?)

where n is a positive integer and is measured from the central

direction. The coefficient C. should satisfy the following:

A typical n value for wind-driven seas would be 2, while an

appropriate value for a limited fetch (restricted spreading) may be
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spreading.

A significant

(Reference 6.8) provides further

effect of short crested seas is that

response in a direction orthogonal to the

ship may develop considerable roll motion

headed into the waves.

discussion on

they can cause

central direction, i.e. a

even though the vessel is

6.2

In the design and analysis of typical offshore platforms (i.e.,

conventional structures in shallow or moderate waterdepths)

spreading is generally neglected. However, for both typical and

nonconventional structures such as the tripod or an extended base

platform (see Figure 6-2) spreading may be significant. A platform

with very different response characteristicsin two orthogonal axes,

such as the extended-base platform, may be susceptible to larger

dynamic response in one axis. Even a typical platform, with a

natural period coinciding with the wave force cancellation

frequency, will be subjected to higher wave loading at the

cancellation frequency and neglecting of spreading may not be

conservative.

STRESS SPECTRUM

A stress spectrum is the stress energy distribution resulting from

loading the structure with a particular sea spectrum.

6.2.1 Stress RAOs

In order to derive the stress statistics a stress response spectrum

is developed. The stress response spectrum is the product of the

wave spectrum ordinates times the stress response amplitude

operators squared. The stress response amplitude operators (RAOS)

are the stresses representing a “unit amplitude” regular wave,

obtained by normalizing the input wave heights.

The stress responses to a set of regular waves covering the complete

frequency (or period) range and the complete direction range are

6-10
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6.2.2

evaluated as explained in Section 5. For a vessel global effects

of port and starboard quartering seas are identical, allowing

reduction of applied loading cases. Similarly, for a platform with

two planes of symmetry several of the eight loading cases (45

deg. intervals) may be combined.

Res~onse Analysis

The response analysis squares the stress RAOS; multiplies them by

the spectrum ordinate; multiplies that product by the spreading

function; andsums/integratesoverdirections the results to produce

the stress spectrum.

The stress range spectra is integrated to allow determination of

various statistical parameters, including the zero-uncrossing

frequency, the mean squared value, etc., from which the short-term

probabilitystatistics preconstructed. The ’’Rayleigh’’distribution

can be used to idealize the stress range associated with a

particular cell (Hs and T) in the scatter diagram. Then, the

fatigue damage associated with each block can be computed, the

cumulative damage thus incorporating the weighting effect of the

joint probability of wave scatter diagram. Since the damage for

each cell is computed numerically, this approach is generally

defined as the “short-term numerical method.”

The typical loading response exhibits smaller stress cycles

interspersed among larger stress cycles, making it difficult to

identify the number of cycles contributing to fatigue damage.

Rainflow counting is the name of a large class of stress cycle

counting methods often applied to upgrade the short-term

statistics. The rainflow parameter, introduced by Wirsching

(Reference 6.9) is frequently used in upgrading stress spectra

statistics.

The stress range associated with a particular block of the wave

scatter diagram is random in nature and governed by a probability

density function. Such a density function, covering the fatigue
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life of a structure, cannot be defined bya closed-form mathematical

function. Most often a numerical long-term density function of the

stress range is used to determine the fatigue damage and the method

is identified as the “long-termnumerical method”. If the long-term

stress range density function is idealized, an approximate density

function can be used. “Weibull”

accepted shape parameter used to

density function. The fatigue

form. Incorporating the Weibull

distribution is one commonly

describe the long-term stress

damage computed is closed

shape parameter is generally

referred to as the “Long-Term Closed-Form Method”.

6.2.3 Uncertainties and Gaps in Stress SDectrum Develo~ment

There are several important variables contribut

uncertainties in the development of the spectrum.

Analysis assumptions substantially influence the

ng to the

calculated

results. The most important of these is the selection of scatter

diagram blocks. While atypical scatter diagram has40t060 blocks

(each representing the joint probability of Hs and T), these blocks

are often arbitrarily grouped into 10 to 15 super blocks to

facilitate analyses. In addition to the uncertainties introduced

dueto lumping of these blocks, validity of Rayleigh distribution is

also jeopardized due to limited number of blocks defining the entire

environment.

Other analyses uncertainties result from the use or omission of

various parameters (rainflow counting, Weibull d

their validity for the problem at hand.

Work carried out by various investigators have he”

stribution) and

ped enhance the

reliability of spectral fatigue analysis. Chen and Maurakis

(Reference6.10) offer a close form spectral fatigue analyses method

that eliminates some of the uncertainties due to analyses

assumptions and computational procedures. The computer program

developed, incorporating the self-contained algorithm, appears to

minimize the uncertainties due to analytical assumptions (i.e.,

6-12
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judgement errors) and facilities carrying out of a cost-effective

spectral fatigue analysis.

Some studies show that full-scale service stress data match the

predicted design stresses reasonably well. However, it should also

be noted that full-scale service stress data may substantially

differ from those predicted during design. This may be especially

true for ships and both the short-term and the long-term service

stress data require a careful scrutiny. Evaluation of full-scale

service stress data on three different ship types (a high-speed

containership, a bulk carrier and a VLCC) by Dalzell et al

(Reference 6.11) shows that short-term wave-induced bending moment

do not reasonably fit the Rayleigh distribution. The combined

dynamic stress distributions for two of the three ship types did not

fit the Rayleigh or the exponential distributions. Dalzell et al

recommend that additional response calculations are carried out for

different ship types utilizing Rayleigh and broad-band

distributions. Comparison of response calculations with

experimental and/or full-scaleresults should indicatethe magnitude

of error and advisability of corrective measures.

6.2.4 Decompose into Stress Record

To obtain a stress histogram from the response statistics, the

stress response spectrum for each wave spectrum in the scatter

diagram can be decomposed into a finite Fourier series. In orderto

produce a realistic stress record, the number of frequencies

required will be on the order of 100. Each component will have an

amplitude defined by the differential stress energy in the

neighborhood of the frequency. Each component will be given a

random phase. By summing the components ateach time step, a stress

value is obtained. The stress value is then accumulated into the

stress histogram, according to the probability of occurrence of the

particular wave spectrum. The stress histogram can then be used to

evaluate the fatigue life at the hot spot.
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6.3 TIME-DOMAIN ANALYSES

Nonlinear effects, such as submersion/ immersion, velocity squared

drag, mean drift offset, etc., may have a noticeable influence upon

the stresses of a structure. When the nonlinear effects are

substantial, the stresses may be directly calculated from a time-

domain analysis. For a time-domain analysis a discrete set of

regular waves are selected to represent the typical sea spectrum.

The structure response and the stress responses are evaluated by

stepping the waves past the structure in small time increments. At

each time step the Newtonian laws are satisfied.

The regular waves may be selected at equal frequency increments.

Each wave will be the same frequency difference away from its

neighbors, but each wave will have a different height corresponding

to the energy within its frequency increment. Typically, wave

period increments should not be greater than 2 seconds to correctly

define the effects of wave period variability. Wave heights in3 ft

(lm) increments are considered acceptable.

Alternatively, the regular waves may be selected so that they each

have the same energy (height). The area under the sea spectrum is

decided into bands of equal area. Either the centroid frequency

(first frequency moment divialedby area) or the zero-uncrossing

frequency (square-root of the second frequency moment divided by

area) of the frequency band is used as the regular wave frequency.

Regardless of the selection technique, each regular wave is assigned

a phase using some randomizing method. A number of waves, on the

order of 100, should be selected to insure that the random wave

record does not repeat itself during the “sampling” time.

Since any “bin” in the scatter diagram is characterized by a

characteristic wave height and a characteristic period, another

alternative technique may be used to facilitate the work. “Bins” of

unequal period (frequency) may also be used to help prevent

repetition of the random wave record.
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6.3.1 Stress Statistics

The resulting stress records are then processed to find the stress

statistics. The significant stress can redetermined as four times

the standard deviation of the stress values. Stress histograms can

also be derived from the records.

6.3.2 70 Percentile Spectra

Time-domain analyses tend to be computation intensive, and they

often require costly computer runs. Therefore, the number and

extent of time-domain analyses must be kept within reason by

selecting one or a few representative sea spectra for evaluation.

Selecting the representative sea spectrum and the regular waves to

model it will have an effect upon the resulting fatigue life.

Because the fatigue damage is an accumulation over many years of

exposure to mostly mundane sea conditions, the selected

(representative) sea state must be an average or mean condition,

with a slight hedge toward conservatism. A recommended selection is

a spectrum along 70 percentilewave height line, i.e. from a cell in

the scatter diagram below which lie 70% of the scatter diagram

probabilities. Thezero-uncrossing period would be near the median

on the 70 percentile line with a slight offset to the side that is

expected to produce the greater stresses.

6.4 OVERVIEW AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The long term wave environment, as defined by a wave scatter

diagram, is usually based on measurements and hindcasting.

Measurements should be reviewed as to the extent of area covered,

the time length of coverage, and the measurement system. Typically,

measurements are made for limited time spans. Accelerometers of a

measurement system may have limitations, preventing accurate

description of wave energy content in all frequency ranges and in

all directions.
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The wave environment definitions based on hindcast models are quite

reliable. However,modeling parametersshould be carefully reviewed

to ensure accuracy of the data. The environment is defined by

multiple “bins” in the scatter diagram, each “bin” representing a

significantwave height and a zero uncrossing period. Each “bin” is

used to generate a specific wave spectra, defining that seastate.

Since wind fetch and geographic parameters differ from one area to

another, mathematical formulationsdeveloped to define wave spectra

in one area may not be applicable to another area. Thus, as

discussed in Section 6.1 and in Appendix B, P-M, Bretschneider,

ISSC, JONSWAP, etc. wave spectra should be carefully reviewed as to

their applicability to a given geographic area.
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7.

7.1 BASIC PRINCIPLES OF FATIGUE DAMAGE ASSESSMENT

Fatigue damage of marine structures is typically determined usingS-

N curves and the linear cumulative damage rule known as Miner’s

rule. The S-N curves are usually provided in design standards,

where each curve is applicableto specific joint configurations.

The S-N curves applicable to details with complex stress patterns,

such as tubular joint interfaces, require amplification of the

nominal stresses by stress concentration factors (SCFS). The S-N

curves applicable to details with simple stress patterns, such as

hull scantlings, often include geometric effects and therefore can

be used directly with nominal stresses.

Application of Miner’s rule typically implies that the long-term

distribution of stress range is replaced by a stress histogram

consisting of a number of constant amplitude stress range blocks.

Thus, for a stress history covering many stress ranges, each with a

number of cycles (N), damage for each stress block is added to

produce cumulative fatigue damage. An alternative to this approach

is based on weighting and summing the probability density functions

to obtain a long-term probability density function. Total damage

can then be computed based on either numerical integration or the

use of Weibull shape parameter and a closed form solution. Chen

(Reference 4.10) offers a short-term closed form method that

facilitates spectral fatigue analysis. Further discussion on this

subject is presented in Section 6.2.

As discussed in Section 4.1, various recommendations, rules and

standards differ in defining desirable fatigue lives and the

specifics and applications of S-N curves. However, these

recommendations, rules and standards (References 1.5, 1.6, 1.7 and

4.14) generally adhere to the following basic principles of fatigue

damage determination:
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7.2

● Fatigue test data should be carefully evaluated andS-N curves

should be generated by statistical means to allow estimation

of failure probability and incorporation of conservatism into

the design. Separate S-N curves should be applicable to

different weld details and in some applications to different

profiles.

● S-N

not

● The

curves include a level of fabrication effects that should

be exceeded.

cumulative fatigue damage computation should be based on

Miner’s rule, and should consider

loadings (both global and local).

Fatigue damage assessment technology

the damaging effects of all

has benefitted from the

application of fatigue crack growth data and fracture mechanics

analysis of defects. In addition to predicting fatigue life,

fracture mechanics analysis allows better understanding of various

parameters that affect the behavior of welded joints. In turn,

experimental data and fracture mechanics analysis have allowed

upgrading of recommended S-N curves (References 1.5, 1.7) including

Gurney’s work on the influence of plate thickness (Reference 7.1).

S-N CURVES

The S-N curves recommended by various rules, recommendations and

codes are based on the application of constant amplitude stress

cycle on various detail/joint geometries in the laboratory until

fatigue failure. Most S-N curves for simple details (stiffener,

cutout, etc.) account for the local notch stress and can be used

with the member nominal stresses. Tubular joints of offshore

structures exhibit a wide variety of joint configurations and

details. Therefore, while the S-N curves account for several

parameters (plate thickness, weld profile), theydo not account for

peak stresses, requiring the application of SCF’S on computed

nominal stresses to obtain peak (hot-spot) stresses.
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The S-N curves that can be used directly with the nominal stresses

most often apply to ship structure details. Munse’s SSC-318 report

(Reference 1.3) documents the S-N curves for 69 ship structure

details and refers to earlier work by Jordan and Cochran (Reference

7.2) on in-service performance of ship structure details.

Tubular offshore components have more complex geometries

subjected to corrosive ocean environment, requiring

and are

careful

assessment of all parameters contributing to fatigue failure and

selection of appropriate S-N curves.

Many design, fabrication and in-service factors affect the fatigue

lives of details/joints. Fatigue cracks in welded joints often

initiate at weld discontinuities introduced during fabrication.

Weld quality problems that contribute to the degradation of fatigue

strength include:

● Planar defects in the body of the weld

● Incomplete penetration

● Imperfect weld

● Imperfect weld

● Development of

root quality

toe profile

an embrittled heat affected zone (HAZ)

Fatigue assessment requires definition of the number of applied

stress cycles (N). Welded details/joints subjected to repeated

cyclic stresses will go through several stages of crack growth. For

each hot-spot stress range (s), failure is assumed to go through

three stages:

● First discernible surface cracking (Nl)

● First through-wall cracking (N2)

● Extensive cracking and end of testing (N3)

Ideally, cracks should be large enough to detect, yet not large

enough to cause failure and alteration of load path. To ensure that

cracks are repairable, the number of cycles to failure in fatigue
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assessment is typically identified as the number required to produce

through-wall cracking (N2), which can often be visually detected in

a laboratory environment. To ensure accuracy of results tubular

joints being tested in a laboratory are sometimes pressurized and

the number of cycles to N2 is tied to the first drop in pressure.

Tests are carried out for numerous stress range blocks to determine

the number of stress cycles needed to reach failure, allowing

development of an S-N curve. An S-N curve is also based on

idealized laboratory conditions that may not fully represent the

actual fatigue life in a marine environment. As discussed in

Section 4.2.2, the S-N data for offshore components are based on

testing of fillet-weldedplates and small-scale tubular joints. The

test data on Figure 7-1 indicate substantial scatter and allow

development of S-N curves for a 99% confidence 1evel or a 95%

confidence level (representing the characteristic strength at two

standard deviations).

The use ofan S-N curve based on strictly small specimen data is not

advisable. Smal1 test specimens usual1y do not depict welded

offshore component details accurately as full-scale component

fabrication residual stresses are substantiallydifferent from test

specimen residual stresses. Further discussion on size effect of

welded joints is presented by Marshall (Reference 7.3).

It is also necessary to consider definition of hot spot stress

1evels. API reconnnendedX and X’-curves (with and without smooth

transition of weld profile at weld toe) are derived from hot spot

stresses obtained from strain gages placed within 0.25 inch (6 mm)

to O.lRt of the weld toe. The hot spot stresses as obtained are

less severe than the local stress concentrations at the weld toe,

but the S-N curve developed accounts for this difference. DEn

Guidance Notes (Reference 1.6) defines the hot spot stress as “that

which is as near the weld as possible without being influenced by

the weld profile”.
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The primary factors that influence the fatigue life assessment are

discussed as follows:

7.2.1 Desicm Parameters

The design is optimized to ensure effective resistance of marine

structures to both extreme and operating fatigue loads. Typically

thestructureandjoint/detail configurationsshould redeveloped to

minimize stress concentrations and stress levels, and arranged to

provide easy access to help maintain welding quality. The material

should be selected to have an acceptable chemical composition to

ensure weldability and satisfactorymechanical properties to ensure

notch toughness.

Fabrication specifications should permit only minimized mismatch

tolerances, thereby reducing SCF’S and residual stresses. They

should also control the quantity and quality of repair work, thereby

ensuring allowable defects in weldments comply with specifications.

These design parameters are discussed in Section3. and described in

more detail below.

Material Strenctth

Fatigue strengths of marine structure components

assumed to be affected by material strength. Cast

forged components of a structure have significant

initiation periods and material strength may have

are sometimes

steel node or

fatigue crack

an effect on

fatigue lives. However, material strength does not affect the

fatigue life of welded components of marine structures. As-welded

joints of marine structures contain inherent flaws and Maddox

(Reference 7.4) has shown that the fatigue 1ife of such joints is

largely expended in crack propagation. While increased material

strength retards crack initiation,the rate of crack growth has been

shown to be insensitive to material strength. Experimental work

carried out by Hartt et al (Reference 7.5) on high strength steel

(HSS) specimens in a corrosive ocean environment indicated fatigue
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damage accumulation similar to that of structural steel. Gurney

(Reference 7.6) indicates that increased material tensile strength

does not increase fatigue resistance and implies that a fatigue

design approach incorporatingmaterial tensi1e strength is not valid

for welded marine structures.

The effect of initial flaw size on

affecting crack propagation should

size estimating procedure by Grover

in assessing fatigue

Plate Thickness

Current S-N curves

(Reference 1.6) and

correction factor.

crack growth.

reconunended

fatigue life and the parameters

be understood. An initial flow

(Reference7.7) is quite helpful

by DnV (Reference 1.7), DEn

AWS (Reference 4.13) incorporate a thickness

DnV and DEn recommendations largely reflect

early work by Gurney (Reference 7.1) and many test programs

corroborating plate thickness effect corrections proposed by

Gurney. Class B, C, D, E, F, F2, G and N curves are applicable to

non-tubular (including tube-to-plate) joints based on detail

geometry, stressing pattern and method of fabrication/inspection.

While these eight classes are applicable without correction to plate

thicknessupto7/8inch (22MM), class Tcurve (for tubular joints)

is applicable to 1-1/4 inch (32 mm) plate.

The UK DEn Guidance Notes recoimnendspecific size effect (i.e.,

plate thickness) correction factors in the following form:

S = Sb (32/t)l/4
7“1

where

s = fatigue strength of a joint under consideration

(N/nun2)
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‘b = fatigue strength of a joint applicable to T curve

for 32 & wall thickness (N/mm2)

t = wall thickness of a joint under consideration (nnn)

Although the tubular joint test data available may be insufficient

to document the size effect throughout the range of plate

thicknesses in use, the data available has been grouped, analyzed

and relative fatigue strength data documented. Tolloczko and Lalani

(Reference 7.8) report that size effect is adequately represented in

the Guidance Notes (Reference 1.6) and that none of the more than

300 datapoints fall below the applicable S-N curves.

Test results show that plate thickness or scale increases can

adversely affect fatigue strength, perhaps due to increase in weld

toe stresses with an increase in plate thickness. S-N curves

modified to account for thickness-effect of thick plates often

substantially affect the fatigue lives computed. Some experts

consider the applicable plate thickness correction to be mild for

typical nodes. However, additional work by Maddox (Reference 7.9)

indicates that thickness correction may be too severe if only the

primary plate thickness is increased. His work on cruciform-type

joints (Figure 7-2) indicates that the joint proportions ratio (L/B)

has greater effect on fatigue strength than does the primary plate

thickness.

While Maddox’s encouraging results are applicable to joints

subjected to axial tension, increased primary plate thickness

subjected to bending stresses still adversely affects the fatigue

life. A typical joint in most marine structures is likely to be

subjected to substantial bending stresses. Thus, before any

relaxation of plate thickness effect on the S-N curves is attempted

further data are necessary for a range of geometries and combined

loading conditions.

.-
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“FabricationRestrictions

7.2.2

Fabrication specifications and drawings often attempt to minimize

the conditions that may adversely affect fatigue strength of a

detail/joint. Fatigue tests performed on various types of joints,

and fracture mechanics analysis carried out by Maddox (Reference

7.10), indicate that the fatigue life of a joint does not change

appreciably due to attachment of a backing bar on a plate. Fatigue

strength also”hasbeen shown to be unaffected by poor fit-up between

the backing bar andthe plateor by the configuration of the backing

bar. However, it should be emphasized that fatigue strength not

changing appreciably due to attachment of a backing bar or a poor

fit-up may have more to do with the root condition without backing

bar.

Fabrication and Post-Fabrication Parameters

Fabrication parameters coverall of the fabrication activities that

affect the quality of welded details/joints. These parameters,

ranging from welder qualification to heat input and cooling rates,

were identified on Figure 3-3 and discussed in Section 3.1.2.

Misalignments

Misalignments adversely affect the fatigue strength of a

detail/joint. When a misalignment between two elements is large,

both elements may haveto be improperly deformedto align them prior

to welding. Such joints incorporate substantial residual stresses.

If the misalignment between two elements is small, they may be

welded as-is, but the misalignment causes a stress concentration due

to the resulting secondary bending.

Because misalignment increases the stress at the weld toe of joints

loaded axially, the stress magnification factor (Kc) can be

correlated to fatigue damage. Fatigue test results for different

levels of misalignment in plate joints and tubulars carried out by



Maddox (Reference 7.11) provide the basis for assessment of

misalignments.

Weld Quality

A significant

appropriately

scatter of fatigue life test data is expected and

accountedfor. Acharacteristic strength representing

a 95% confidence level in test data

points falling substantially below the

are likely to be due to a problem with

welder qualification. Weld quality

may be used to assess data

S-N curve. Such data points

the welding procedure or the

degradation (and therefore

fatigue life degradation) due to incomplete penetration and poor

weld root quality can be minimized by developing a welding

specification applicable to the specific configuration and closely

adhering to it during fabrication. Weld quality degradation due to

undercut at the weld toe can be similarly minimized.

Weld Toe Profile

The significance of weld profiles on joints subjected to fatigue

loading is controversial. Substantial time and expenditures are

necessary to prepare a favorable weld profile, and weld

may increase welding costs by as much as 20%. Thus, weld

is limited to specific tubular joints of discrete marine

While API RP2A does “not recognize and quantify plate

profiling

profi1ing

systems.

thickness

effects, theAPI S-N curves recognize and quantify weld profile. As

illustrated on Figure 4-3 in Section 4.1.2, API (Reference 1.5)

recommends the use of an X-curve for welds with a favorable profile

while the X’-curve is reconnnendedfor welds without such a profile.

As il1ustrated on Figure 7-3, substantial preparation, weld bead

shape, application of extra weld beads and grinding may be necessary

to allow the use of an X-curve.

7-9
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7.2.3

Fatigue strength of a tubular joint is shown to improve due to weld

profiling (References 7.12 and 7.13). Weld profiling (including

grinding of weld toe) has two primary benefits:

● It can minimize the potential for crack propagation by

removing inherent crack-like flaws.

● It can reduce stress concentrations by improving local weld

profile.

However, grindingto remove flaws and to provide a smooth transition

between the weld and parent material is not universally accepted as

quantifiable benefit unless the weld toe undercut is sufficient.

Both AWSand API do not require a corrective measure if the undercut

of weld toe is less than 0.01 in. (See Figure C 10.7.5, Reference

4.14). DnV (Section 3.3.1 , Reference 1.7) states, “the effect of

weld profiling giving the weld a smooth concave profile compared

with the typical triangular or convex shape~ improve the fatigue

properties.” Although DnV accepts the use of an X-curve (in lieu of

a T-curve) provided weld profiling is carried out, it also

stipulates that the effect of profiling on the S-N curves will be

considered for each case separately.

The weld profiles applicable toAPI XandX’ S-N curves are shown on

Figure 7-3. However, to ensure that the flaws at weld toe are

removed, grinding or AWJ process should result in sufficient

undercut at the weld toe. The minimum undercut recommended by the

DEn Guidance Notes (Reference 1.6) is shown on Figure 7-4.

Further discussion and an excellent overview of the effects of weld

improvement techniques is provided by Bignonnet (Reference 7.14).

Environmental Parameters

The environment in which fatigue cracks initiate and propagate

substantiallyaffects fatigue life. The amplitude,distribution and
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7.3

frequency of loading identify severity of the fatigue environment.

Although a structure’s configuration can be optimizedto reduce the

stress range, the site-specific environmental loading controls the

choice of fatigue design and analyses method.

An environmental parameter that affects fatigue is either air or

seawater. Because of the adverse effects of seawater corrosion on

fatigue strength, adesign factor is often applied for fatigue life

in a seawater environment. However, an effective cathodic

protection system will reduce or prevent seawater corrosion, and if

such a system is used, the design factor may be deemed unnecessary.

This approach (and its inclusion in various rules, recommendations

and standards) is based on corrosion fatigue test data on welded

plate specimens with and without cathodic protection.

Environmental effects on welded flat plates have been assumed to be

the same as those on tubular joints. However, Wylde et al

(Reference 7.15) have indicated that the corrosive effect of

seawater on tubular joints may be greater than the effect on flat

plate specimens. Although difficult to document, tubular joints may

be more susceptible to environmental effects than small welded flat

plates due to scale effects, including initial flaws. Flat plates

may have longer fatigue lives as substantial time will be expended

in initiation of flaws.

FATIGUE DAMAGE COMPUTATION

State-of-the-art methodology for determining fatigue lives and

designing structures with fatigue lives in excess of the design

lives is primarily based on S-N curves and the cumulative damage

rule. The cumulative damage rule is an approach used to obtain

fatigue damage by dividing the stress range distribution into

constant amplitude stress blocks, assuming that the damage per load

cycle is the same at a given stress range.
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7.3.1

Current recommendations,rules and standards uniformly allow the use

of Miner’s rule to compute the cumulative damage. Applicable

cumulative damage rules are discussed in this section, followed in

Section 7.4 by a discussion of stress spectrum in the context of

fatigue damage

Miner’s Rule

The damage for

computation.

each constant stress block is defined as a ratio of

the number of cycles of the stress block required to reach failure.

Thus, the Palmgren-Miner linear damage rule defines the cumulative

damage (D) for multiple stress blocks as equal to:

‘iD=:T < 1.0
i=l i

As briefly discussed in Section 3.2.5, Miner’s rule can either

overpredict or underpredict the cumulative damage.

One source of inaccuracy regarding cumulative damage is the

application of constant amplitude stress blocks; it may be important

to be able to predict the fatigue damage due to variable amplitude

loading. Another source of inaccuracy is the sequence of loading;

while Miner’s rule cannot account for the loading sequence,

occurrence of large amplitude loads early in fatigue life can

accelerate the rate of crack growth. Another source of inaccuracy

for wide band processes is the choice of cycle counting method,

which is further discussed in Section 7.4.

Despite these sources of potential

to compute fatigue damage because

ability to predict fatigue damage

inaccuracy, Miner’s rule is used

of its simplicity as well as its

conservatively most of the time.

Other uncertainties in determining wave environment, wave loading

and hot-spot stresses contribute far more to the inaccuracy of
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7.3.2

fatigue damage predictions. Fatigue analysis assumptions also

contribute to the inaccuracy of fatigue damage predictions. As an

example, 10 to 15 stress blocks, each representing a significant

wave height and a zero-crossing point, may

analyses. Theuseof40to

considered impractical for

Alternative Rules

50 stress blocks

most analyses.

The ability to use servohydraulic testing

be used in the fatigue

is desirable, but often

machines and to apply

computer-controlled loads has allowed testing of a substantial

number of specimens subjected to variable amplitude loading

(References 7.16, 7.17, 7.18 and 7.19). Gerald et al (Reference

7.20) provide an excellent overview on variable amplitude loading.

Some analytical work carried out and many of the test results show

that Miner’s rule is realistic and conservative. However, some of

the test results also show that Miner’s rule may lead to

underprediction of fatigue damage.

One source of discrepancy may be crack growth fluctuations. Stress

block procedures used in tests result in the application of high

tensile stresses, which can retard crack growth. Test specimens

subjected to random loadings are less likely to have similar high

tensile stresses. Another source of discrepancy is the counting of

stress cycles. Gurney (Reference 7.17) and Trufiakov (Reference

7.21) conclude that small fluctuations superimposed on each stress

cycle add substantially to fatigue damage.

Miner’s rule is the accepted method for fatigue damage computation.

However, since alternativesto Miner’s rule have been proposed it is

beneficial to review one such rule.

Gurney proposes a damage rule by expressing the applied stress

spectrum in terms of the maximum stress range

cycles (ni) applied at proportions (pi) of

(1 ni)defined as the block 1ength. Gurney’s

(Smax), the number of

smax, and its length

rule states:
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n
NB=T

1
[p=+pi
Ei

. ‘c

where:

NB. = predicted life in blocks
NC = constant amplitude life at SmaX

NEI = number of cycles per block
2 ‘i ‘max

i = lton

This product rule can be compared to Miner’s

‘cNB=~

x Pi ni
1

where m is the slope of the S-N curve expressed as SmN - constant K

It should be noted that Gurney’s rule may also result in

underprediction of fatigue damage. Study of spectrum shape and

block length (Reference7.22) indicates that for long block lengths

Gurney’s rule may be unsafe.

7.4 STRESS HISTORY AND UPGRADED MINER’S RULE

7.4.1 Background

Miner’s linear cumulative damage rule can be used safely, provided

some of the wave environment uncertainties (including counting of

cycles and evaluating the stress ranges compatible with cycles) are

properly accounted for.
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Typically, the sea state represented by joint probabilities of

significant wave heights and characteristic periods (scatter

diagram) is applied to the transfer function to produce the stress

range spectrum. Integration of the spectra provides a number of

statistical parameters, such as the bandwidth, the zero-uncrossing

frequency, etc., allowing development of short-term probability

density functions.

The short-term probability density function of the stress range for

each significant wave height and its characteristic period is

generally defined by using a Rayleigh distribution. For this

assumption to be valid, (1) a large number of sea states must be

used, and (2) the stress cycles can be considered narrow-banded.

Individual stress cycles are considered narrow-banded when they are

readily identifiable and there is no ambiguity in counting the

stress cycles. The wide-banded loadings exhibit smaller stress

cycles interspersed among larger stress cycles. Because it is

difficult to define the stress cycles, different cycle counting

methods result in different fatigue damage predictions.

Rainflow counting is the name of a large class of stress cycle

counting methods, including the original rainflow method, Hayes

method, range-pair counting, range-pair-range counting, ordered

overall range counting, racetrack counting and hysteresis loop

counting.

Rainflow counting and other alternatives are briefly discussed in

Sections 7.4.2 and 7.4.3, respectively, to illustrate the options

available to upgrade Miner’s rule. However, it should be noted that

two very important variables affecting fatigue life computation

should be addressed in any attempt to upgrade Miner’s rule:

(1) S-N curves are based on constant amplitude stress blocks and

should be compared against variable amplitude results.
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(2) Damage computation does

may overpredict fatigue

large stress amplitude

propagation.

not account for stress sequence and

lives ofjoints/details subjected to

ranges early on,

7.4.2 Miner’s Rule IncorDoratinq Rainflow Correction

The rainflow counting procedure is more accurate

accelerating crack

than other counting

methods because the rainflow procedure is based on counting the

reversals in accordance with the material stress-strain response.

Modified Miner’s rule uses the rainflowcycle counting procedure but

does not require the stress process to be simulated.

D =#E (Sm)

where:

n =

K=

E(Sm) =

s =

If the process

D can be shown

total number of cycles

constant, equal to SmN

the mean value of S

a random variable denoting fatigue stress cycles

is stationary, Gaussian and narrow band, the damage

that:

where:

u =

ro =

RMS of the process

gamma function
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When the structure response yields narrow-banded stress cycles, the

7.4.3

choice of counting method is imaterial. Even for moderately wide

band stress cycle histories, the various cycle counting methods

produce similar fatigue damage predictions. The choice of counting

method becomes significant only for wide band stress histories with

an irregularity factor equal to or less than 0.5. The irregularity

factor is a measure of the band width, defined as the ratio of mean

crossings with positive slopes to the number of peaks or valleys in

the stress history.

Other Alternatives

An alternative approach to predicting fatigue damage under wide-band

stresses is to use the narrow-band stress approach and apply an

adjustment factor. Assuming a narrow band fatigue stress with the

same RMS, and the same expected rate of zero crossings, fo, as the

wide band stress, a damage estimate can readily be carried out.

Given the spectral density of the stress w(f), the kth moment of of

spectral density function mK is equal to:

f= fK w(f) df , while the
‘K= 0

RMS (Std dev.) = ~= i%, and the expected rate of zero crossings

with slope

f. = d~/mo

With this equivalent narrow band process, the fatigue damage can be

predicted by the following closed form solution:
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DNB = (f. T/K) (2/2 U)m r (f+ 1)

where

n = f. T

T= design life

Wirsching (Reference 7.23) proposes that the fatigue damage be

expressed as:

o
= a ‘NB

where A is the adjustment factorto fatigue damage predicted based on

a narrow-band stress. Thus, the rainflow counting effect to fatigue

damage can be incorporated directly if J is known. An empirical

formula proposed by Wirsching is as follows:

A (E, m) = a(m) + [1-a(m)] (LE)b(m)

where a(m) = 0.926 - 0.033 m

b(m) = 1.587m - 2.323

Thus the fatigue damage obtained by incorporating the narrow-band

adjustment factor, A provides a closed-form formulation. The

empirical formula allows fatigue damage predictions quite close to

those obtained by incorporating the direct rainflow method.

The A parameter introduced by Wirsching is an equivalent rainflow

adjustment factor intended to correct the slight conservatism of the

Rayleigh distribution. Whether a closed-form or a numerical

integration is carried out, short-termstatistics and the probability

density function allow obtaining of partial damage, weighting and

summing of all damages.
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7.5

7.5.1

Following the weighting of the short-term density functions, the

long-term density functions for the structure’s design life are

obtained. While the cumulative damage may be computed through

numerical integration, an approximation is introduced to allow

application of a closed-form solution. Typically, a Weibull shape

parameter (Weibull distribution) is used in predicting cumulative

fatigue damage based on the 1ong-term, closed-form method. This

subject is discussed further in Section 6 and in a comprehensive

paper by Chen and Mavrakis (Reference 7.24).

OVERVIEW AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Application of S-N Curves

The S-N curves used in determining fatigue damage computations should

be compatible with structural details investigated. The S-N curve

including the effect of peak stresses should be used together with

nominal stresses at the detail, while the S-N curve uninfluenced by

the weld profile should be used with nominal stresses increased“by

appropriate SCFS.

Scatter in fatigue test data should also be appropriately accounted

for. One primary parameter affecting scatter of S-N data may be

plate thickness. As plate thickness increases higher localized

stresses will occur near plate surface, accelerating propagation of

fatigue cracks. Considering that small specimen S-Ndata needto be

adjusted for scale effects and a reasonable confidence level should

be achieved, S-N curves may be obtained assuming 95% to 97.5%

confidence level and a log normal distribution.

There are other parameters that are difficult to assess yet they

affect the crack growth and fatigue failure, causing substantial

scatter of S-N data points. One important consideration is the size

of initial flaw (crack) and another is the number of flaws. Although

further work is necessary, Morgan’s (Reference 7.25) findings on
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interaction of multiple fatigue cracks provide valuable insight into

scatter of S-N data points.

Additional parameters contributingto the fatigue life uncertainties

are the effects of corrosive sea water environment and the

implications of long-life regime. Although catholically protected

offshore structure components in sea water are assumed to have the

same fatigue resistance as those components in air, the basis for

this assumption is the test data for simple plate specimens. Some

large scale tubular joint tests indicate (Reference 7.15) that the

corrosive effects of seawater on tubular joints may be greater than

the effect on small flat specimens. More test data is necessary to

quantify corrosive effects.

There are limited number of test data in long-life regime. As a

result, some codes do not provide endurance limit, some have a

changing slope and some have a definite plateau at different number

of cycles. These and other uncertainties require further research

work to upgrade current S-N curves. Current research efforts on

fatigue resistance are summarized in Section 9.

The S-N curves recommended byAPI, DEn and DnV (References 1.5, 1.6

and 1.7) may be used in the computation of fatigue damage. While

most early S-N curves were based on AWS data, current DEn curves are

largely based on work at the Welding Institute (primarily Gurney and

Maddox). DEn Guidance Notes also provide tables, allowing the

selection of S-N curves for specific details. For ship structure

details, appropriate DEn S-N curves can be selected based on

judgement in assessing the details and tables. Earlier works by

Munse (Reference 1.3) and Jordan and Cochran (Reference 4.4) can be

used directly or in comparison of component test data for ship

structure details.

The S-N curves given in DEn Guidance Notes are applicable to a base

case plate thickness of 7/8 inch (22 mm), requiring an adjustment of

the S-N curves for thicker plates. Considering further validation of
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thickness effect is necessary and the ship structure plate

thicknesses are not excessive, the correction factor may be

neglected.

The S-N curves reconanendedbyAPI for offshore platforms may be used

in the computation of tubular component fatigue damage. The API X-

curve and the DEn T-curve (identical to DnV T-curve up to 10 million

cycles for catholically protected areas - see Section 4.2.2)

intersect at about 500,000 cycles and would yield similar lives for

a plate thickness of 1-1/4 inch (32nmI). Most tubular chord and stub

thicknesses are likely to be greater than 1-1/4 inches and the

application of corrected DEn or DnV T-curves to compute fatigue lives

will result in shorter lives and considered to be appropriate.

Considering the effects of plate thickness, weld profile and undercut

on fatigue strength and the S-N curves it may be prudent to reassess

the hot spot stress range concept. Tolloczko et al (Reference 7.8)

recommend modifying the definition of hot spot stress range to

reflect weld toe defects. Then, the S-N curves will reflect only the

size effects.

7.5.2 Fatiaue DamacteComputation

Fatigue lives determined based on S-N curves and Miner’s cumulative

damage rule are uniformly acceptableto certifying and classification

agencies. The national and international standards allow the use of

simple cumulative damage rule for the computation of damage. Large

number of test results as well as the in-service performance records

of marine structures indicate adequacy of this approach.

Alternative rules to compute fatigue damage and methods to upgrade

Miner’s rule have been proposed. Although necessary to evaluate

possible benefits of such alternatives,additional complexity and the

cost should also be considered. Since the S-N curves are developed

based on constant amplitude stress ranges, the effect of variable
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amplitude loading and loading sequence on fatigue life is a valid

concern.

The results obtained from a substantial number of specimens subjected

to variable amplitude loading show that Miner’s rule is appropriate

and generally conservative. Dobson et al (Reference 7.26) studied

loading histories of containerships based on recorded service data.

When the stress intensity ranges were expressed as the root-mean-

square, the crack growth of laboratory specimens subjected to

constant-amplitude loading history compared quite well with those

specimens subjected to constant amplitude loading.

Fatigue damage computation is based on stress ranges and number of

cycles and does not account for stress sequence. Since welded

structure fatigue lives are largely expended in crack propagation,

application of sufficient number of large stress amplitudes early in

fatigue life is likely to accelerate crack propagation and

overpredicting of fatigue life. The uncertainty of stress sequence,

aside, the use of rainflow counting procedure, based on counting the

reversals in accordancewith the material stress-strain response, may

enhance accuracy of damage computation. However, improvement in

accuracy is significant only for wide band stress histories with an

irregularity factor equal to or less than 0.5. When the structure

response yields narrow-banded stress cycles, the choice of counting

method is innnaterial. Even for moderately wide band stress cycle

histories, the various cycle counting methods produce similar fatigue

damage predictions. Although further research is necessary,

especially on the effect of stress sequence, the use of S-N curves

and Miner’s cumulative fatigue damage rule is appropriate.
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8.

8.1.1

FATIGUE DUETO VORTEX SHEDDING

This section specifically addresses fatigue due to vortex shedding.

Fatigue due to vortex-induced vibrations is different from other

forms of fatigue discussed in previous sections only in its loading

characteristics. Generally, relatively small number of slender

members are susceptible to vortex-induced fatigue. However,

response to vortex shedding cannot be predicted using conventional

dynamic analyses techniques because the problem is non-linear. In

compliance with project objectives, a brief discussion is presented

on vortex shedding phenomena, analysis and design, damage assessment

and avoidance. A comprehensive discussion, including example

problems, is presented in Appendix D.

VORTEX SHEDDING PHENOMENON

Background

Amember exposedto fluid flow may be subjectedto unsteady drag and

lift forces caused by shedding of vortices. While the vortices shed

are most often due to steady wind or current flow, the phenomena can

occur due to combined wave and current action. Depending on the

member’s natural frequency and the velocity of fluid flow, the

member may experience sustained vibrations.

Many structure members may be susceptible to vortex induced

vibrations (VIV). Relatively large diameter cylindrical brace

members of a fixed offshore platform can be designed to avoid VIV.

Component members of a cargo boom on a ship or the flare structure

on production units (FPSO, platform, etc.) are relatively slender

and can not be readily designed to avoid VIV. Then, they need to be

either designed to have adequate fatigue strength to resist the VIV

over the design life of the structure or provided with devices or

spoilers to modify the vortex shedding and/or member natural

frequencies.
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8.1.2

It should be pointed out that the effect of wind-induced vibration

is often not adequately addressed during design. The basis for the

issuing of an offshore Safety Notice 7/87 by the U.K. DEn to all

North Sea Operators for reassessment of platform flare boom

structural adequacy was the discovery of fatigue cracks in the flare

boom struts. Bell and Morgan (Reference 8.1) report that the

original design documents revealed relatively low fatigue stresses

and high fatigue lives. Reanalyses of the flare boom joints

indicated that the extensive cracking observed may be due to the

combined effect of poor weld quality in the joints and the larger-

than-expected stress cycles due to vortex-induced vibrations.

Vortex Induced Vibration (VIV)

At low fluid velocities (expressed as Reynold’s numbers) the flow

across the cylindricalmember remains stable. As the fluid velocity

increases (i.e., higher Reynold’s numbers) the innermost part of the

shear layer adjacent to the cylinder moves more slowly than the

outer part of the layer. As a result, the shear layers “roll-up”

into discrete swirling vortices. These vortices are shed

periodically,either in pairs (in-lineflow) or sequentially (cross-

flow) from two sides of the cylinder, generating unsteady and very

complex pressure distribution. As illustrated on Figure 8-1 (from

Reference 8.2), the laminar boundary layer goes through several

stages of vortex turbulence with increasing Reynold’s numbers. A

detailed discussion on vortices and pressure distribution is

presented by Marris (Reference 8.3).

If the cylindrical member natural frequency (fn) is close to the

vortex shedding frequency, vibrations of the cylinder may affect the

vortices shed. The vortex shedding frequency (fv) will no longerbe

dependent onthe Strouhal number (St), and is likely to become equal

to the natural frequency of vibration. If this “lock-in” effect

materializes, further increases in the vibration amplitudes will be

observed.

where the

To prevent the occurrence of critical velocity (fc),

member natural frequency is equal to the vortex shedding
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8.2

8.2.1

frequency (i.e. fc = fn = fv), member stiffness and mass may be

modified. The maximum amplitude of oscil1ation for the critical

velocity is an important variable, directly affecting the stress

amplitudes. The maximum amplitude of oscillation of a member

depends on member support conditions and the Ks value, reaching a

value approximately equal to member diameter for simply supported

boundary conditiens. To prevent the lock-in effect, it is desirable

to keep the member natural frequencies to less than 70%or more than

130% of the vortex shedding frequency, whenever practical.

ANALYSES AND DESIGN FOR VORTEX SHEDDING

The interactive nature of the vortices shed and the vibration of the

cylinder makes analytical prediction of response to vortex induced

vibration (VIV) extremely difficult. Empirical formulations

(References 8.5, 8.6 and 8.7) have been developed to reflect the

state-of-the-art with respect to VIV technology. These empirical

approaches incorporate various parameters and are based on the

comparison of specific parametric values with experimental results.

Empirical formulations can be effective y used to avoid VIV, but

they are less reliable at predicting the occurrence of VIV and

determining the response amplitudes.

Suscelltibilityto Vortex Sheddinq

Cylindrical members may experience either in-line or cross flow

oscillations for a range of flow velocity and member response

characteristic ratios. To define susceptibilityof a member to VIV,

a reduced velocity (Vr) term is introduced:

v
vr=—

fnd

where:



v= flow velocity normal to the cylinder axis

fn = fundamental frequency of the member (H)

d= diameter of the member

Susceptibility of a member to VIV in air is different than in water

due to the density of air flowing around the member being different

than the density of water. Susceptibility of a member is defined

for in-line and cross-flow oscillations in both environments.

In-line VIVmay occur when:

l*2svr <3.5

and Kss1.8

1.7 < Vr < 3.2

Cross-flow VIV may occur

3.9svr<9

and K~s16

4.7<Vr<8

The stability parameter

affect susceptibility of

in an Ocean Current Environment

in a Wind Environment

when:

in an Ocean Current Environment

in a Wind Environment

(Ks) and other pertinent variables that

a member to vortex shedding are discussed

further in Sections D.2 and D.3 of Appendix D.

The response of cylindrical members to wave-induced vortex shedding

has not been investigated in depth. Often, it is considered to be

less critical than current-induced vortex shedding because wave

water particle velocities continually change both in magnitude and

in direction. Wave-induced vortex shedding is discussed in detail

in a comprehensive paper by Zedan, et al (Reference 8.8).
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8.2.2

8.3

VIV Response and Stresses

A strategy based on avoidance of VIV

marine structures. Primary structural

is quite feasible for most

members are usually designed

to be sturdy enough that they are not susceptible toVIV. However,

some secondary or non-structural members may be susceptible to VIV

in water and in air. An empirical approach proposed by DnV

(Reference 8.7) does not account for the nonlinear relationship

between response and damping, therebyyielding conservative response

amplitudes and stresses. To predict response amplitudes more

reliably an approach based on Hallam et at (Reference 8.9) is

recommended.

Cross-flow oscillations due to wind action may not always be

preventable, requiring the members to have sufficient resistance.

An empirical formulation based on a procedure by Engineering

Sciences Data’ Unit ESDU (Reference 8.6) that accounts for

interaction between vortices shed and forces induced is

recommended. This procedure and the basis for estimating maximum

bending stresses for different boundary conditions are discussed in

Sections D.4 andD.5 of Appendix D.

FATIGUE DAMAGE ASSESSMENT

All members susceptible to VIV should be assessed for fatigue

damage. First, the fatigue damage due to VIV is calculated. Then

a global fatigue analyses is performed and fatigue determined for

all critical members. The total fatigue damage is equal to the sum

of local (VIV) and global fatigue damage on each member.

Step-by-step determination of both local and global fatigue damage

is discussed further in Section D.6 of Appendix D. Application of

the procedure could indicate that the fatigue life is expended after

relatively small number of oscillations, requiring corrective

measures to be taken either in the design process or during

fabrication (devices, spoilers, etc.).
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8.4 METHODS OF MINIMIZING VORTEX SHEDDING OSCILLATIONS

8.5

Because the environmental factors that cause vortex-induced

oscillations (wave, current and wind) cannot be controlled,

minimizing the oscillations depends primarily on the physical

characteristics of the structure.

There are several ways to solve the problem of vortex-induced

oscillations:

● Control of structuraldesign (length,diameter, end fixity) to

obtain member natural periods to avoid the critical velocity.

● Control of structural design to have sufficiently high values

of effective mass and inherent damping to avoid the critical

velocity.

● Altering the pattern of the approaching flowto modify vortex

shedding frequency.

Further discussion on this subject is presented in Section D.8 of

Appendix D.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Fatigue damage due to vortex shedding is best prevented during the

design of the structure by sizing the members (length-to-length

ratio, rigidity, damping, etc.) to ensure that critical velocity

values are avoided. If geometric, design schedule or-economic

constraints preclude resizing of members susceptible to VIV, the

total fatigue damage due to local (VIV) and global response should

be computed and the integrity of those members verified. If a

limited number of members are found to be susceptible to fatigue

failure, the flow around such members may be modified through the

use of devices and spoilers.
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Verification of a member’s structural integrity due to VIV fatigue

is difficult due to the-interactivenature of the vortices shed and

the vibration of the member. State-of-the-artprocedures developed

to determine the response amplitudesof amember incorporate several

approximations. It is reconunendedthat some of the more important

of these approximations are carefully considered before starting a

VIV analyses:

● Experimental data used to correlate parameters in the

development of empirical procedures are limited. Published

data is not available for in-line VIV in uniform oscillatory

flOw.

● Accurate determinationof structuraldamping ratios in air and

in water is difficult. Thedamping ratios directly affect the

stability parameter and may contribute to either

underestimationor overestimationof the vibration amplitudes

and stresses.

● Tubulars extendingover multiple supports need to reevaluated

by considering support sleeve tolerances and spanwise

correlation of varying lengths and fixity prior to the

determination of natural frequencies.
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9.

9*1

FATIGUE AVOIDANCE STRATEGY

Most marine structures are designed and analyzed to resist extreme

loadings. Some structures, including offshore structures and ships

with special features, are also checked for fatigue. This approach

may be valid for structures in environments not susceptible to

fatigue loadings. A good overall design of marine structures

susceptible to fatigue loading (large ships and tankers, stationary

fixed and floating structures,etc.) can be achieved when fatigue is

given an equal emphasis to stability, strength and other

considerations during design, long before steel is ordered.

Fatigue design should be both an integral part of an overall design

effort and a part of a strategy covering the entire design life of

the structure. Thus the design, fabrication, inspection and

operational maintenance should be treated as interactive parameters

that affect fatigue avoidance strategy.

While most offshore structures susceptible to fatigue were properly

analyzed and designed to prevent fatigue failures, ship-shaped

vessels were seldom analyzed and designed for fatigue. The use of

high strength steel in recently constructed vessels proved that an

indirect fatigue design (i.e. member sizing, detailing) is not

sufficient to prevent fatigue failures. As a result, large number

of vessels constructed by reputable firms now incorporate detailed

finite element analysis and design to prevent fatigue failures.

REVIEW OF FACTORS CONTRIBUTING TO FAILURE

Mobile vessels and stationary structures differ not only in their

general configuration but also in the nature of applied

environmental loading. A stationary structure’s site-specific

environment usually determines the stress ranges and the number of

stress cycles, and is a major variable affecting fatigue life. The

next most important variables are the parameters affecting design

and fabrication quality. While maintenance may not be important

early in design life, it assumes a major role as the structure

9-1
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9.2

ages. The designer has no control over the environment, but other

factors can be addressed to enhance fatigue quality.

The factors that affect fatigue quality can be reviewed in four

groups. It appears reasonable to assume that each of these four

groups contributes equally to fatigue failure:

● Design

● Fabrication

● Maintenance

● Operational Loads

The fatigue life of a vessel is similarly affected by the activities

undertakenduring design, fabrication,maintenance work and severity

of operational loads. Skaar (Reference 9.1) reports that a survey

to assess the approximate importance of design, fabrication,

maintenance and operations indicated that each contributes about

equally to overall quality.

BASIC FATIGUE AVOIDANCE STRATEGIES

9.2.1 Basic Premises

Review of fatigue failures shows that while relatively few failures

threaten structural integrity, repairs are costly and the cost of

continuous inspection and maintenance is appreciable. A survey of

design configurations and structural details shows that designers

who have access to operational feedback on inspection, repair and

maintenance, generally develop more reliable designs. To ensure a

functional,high-qualitystructure (i.e.,with structural integrity)

that is cost-effective, both capital expenditures (CAPEX) and

operating expenditures (OPEX) should be addressed simultaneously.

The review of marine structures indicate several design

philosophies:
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● An indirect fatigue design where the design for extreme

Ioading andexperience-based detailing are intended to provide

ample fatigue resistance. This approach may be valid for

structures subjected to negligible cyclic loadings.

● ✍ Simplified allowable stress methods based on in-service data

and valid theoreticaldevelopments. This approach is valid as

a design tool to size structure components.

● Comprehensive fatigue analyses and design methods with

appropriate fatigue strength and stress history models. This

approach, including finite element analyses to accurately

determine the stress distributions, should be used in the

design of all structures susceptible to fatigue failure.

● Comprehensive fatigue analyses and design methods, taking the

lifetime inspection and maintenance strategies into account.

This is the valid approach to implement a cost-effective

fatigue avoidance strategy.

Design, inspection and maintenance are thus logically treated as

interdependent parts of an overall process contributing to the

quality of a structure.

The other basic premises affecting fatigue avoidance strategies can

be summarized as follows:

● The fatigue life is usually taken as twice the design life.

The target fatigue lives can be chosen tobe about fiveto ten

times the design life with very little increase in steel.

The additional expenditures caused by the slight increase in

steel cost can be offset many times over by savings in

operating expenditures associatedwith inspection, repair and

maintenance.

● Service experience is of utmost importance in the design of

marine structures. The designer should have an access to
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failure data on various structures, including continuous

system stiffening details (i.e., orthotropically stiffened

hul1plate).

● Typically, stiffening detail failures cause serviceability

problems, affecting the extent of a structure’s repair work

and cost. Unrepaired, they may cause buckling, flooding and

progressive collapse, thereby, resulting in the pollution of

the environment and the loss of structural integrity.

● Typical tubular interface failures of stationary structures

can cause substantial degradation in structural integrity.

Repairs on location, especially underwater, are extremely

costly and are not always entirely successful.

9.2.2 FatictueAvoidance Strategies

Fatigue avoidance strategies for ships and tankers are both similar

and dissimilar to those for fixed and floating stationary

structures. The primary components of continuous systems (ship

longitudinal girder, semisubmersible column, etc.) are designed to

provide ample strength, and the redundant load paths provided by

multiple stiffeners make fatigue more a serviceability problem. A

discrete system such as a fixed platform may have redundancy to

prevent major degradation of the structure, yet redistribution of

load paths will accelerate crack growth in adjacent areas and can

cause failures in these areas. To prevent additional failures,

repair work should not be postponed beyond a reasonable period.

The basic fatigue avoidance strategies are best addressed as the

factors that affect design and maintenance:
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● Global Configurations

A design strategy that provides a global configuration with

redundancy and minimizes both the applied loads and the

response will enhance structure fatigue life and reduce

maintenance costs.

Both continuous system and discrete system global

configurationscan be optimized to various degrees to minimize

the effect of applied loads and the response of the structure

to these applied loads. The dynamic response of the structure

can contribute to substantial cyclic stress (i.e. both global

and local dynamics, including vortex induced vibrations) and

should be minimized.

•~ Joint/Weld Details

The structuraljoint/welddetails should be developed basedon

operating experience, analytical studies and assessment of the

impact of actual fabrication yard work to minimize the stress

concentrations,adverse fabricationeffects and stress levels.

The joint/weld details

stress concentrations.

failures and analytical

should be designed to prevent large

Review of typical joint/detail

parametric studies should be used to

identify both “desirable” and “undesirable” details. Review

of some of the published data on structural detail’failures

(References 9.2, 9.3, 4.2 and 4.3) also illustrate that such

fatigue failures can be significantly decreased by avoiding

magnification of stress patterns on a structure detail.

Jordan and Cochran (Reference 9.2) surveyed 3,307 failures in

over 50 ships and presented their findings by grouping the

structural details into 12 families

within each family (twelve families:

brackets, non-tight collars, t.
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connections, knife edge crossings, miscellaneous cutouts,

clearance cuts, deck cutouts, stanchion ends, stiffener ends,

and panel stiffener ends) should provide an invaluable

operational feedbackto the designer in understandingrelative

susceptibility of different details to fatigue failure.

● Material and Fabrication

The material selected, procedures specified and fabrication

specificationsissued should be compatible with each other and

meet the requirements of the intended function of the

structure.

The design effort should ensure selection of material with

chemical composition and material properties applicable for

the structure’s intended function. Welding material and

procedures should be compatible with the structural material

selected. Overall fabrication specifications, covering

fabrication tolerances, repair procedures, etc., should be

developed to meet the target objectives. Specifications

should reflect a balance between cost and fit-for-purpose

approach to quality.

Maintenance

Stationary structures may require a higher degree of design

conservatism than mobile structures to minimize the cost of

maintenance, inspection and repair. Maintenance and inspection

programs should be developed during design to reflect both design

conservatism

Maintenance,

parameters.

differs from

and functionality of the structure and its components.

inspection and repair are interactive in-service

The maintenance and inspection of continuous systems

discrete systems largely in degree of accessibility.

Most continuous systems (such as interiors of hulls, columns and

pontoons) can be routinely inspected and maintained. Such units can

be brought to shipyards for scheduled or unscheduled repairs.
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Fatigue avoidance strategy for mobile vessels should consider both

9.3

the consequence of limited degradation due to fatigue failure and

the relative ease of routine maintenance and scheduled repairs.

Most discrete systems, such as offshore platforms, are stationary

and their components are generally not accessible for internal

inspection. Thus, inspection is carried out externally, both above

and below water. Any repair work undertaken is costly and may be

only partially successful. Were regulations impose comprehensive

inspection and maintenance programs, such as in the North Sea, a

fatigue design philosophy addressing the inspection and maintenance

issues also facilitates certification of design. Typically,

redundancy and consequence of failure dictate the inspection

intervals. Those areas known to be susceptible to fatigue failure

will require more frequent inspection intervals. Similarly,

inspection results should be the basis for altering the recommended

inspection schedule as necessary.

Analysis

Analytical assumptions and the methodology implemented for fatigue

life computations have dramatic effects. The choice of fatigue

analyses appropriate for a specific project depends on the

information available, research gaps, and sensitivity of structure

to fatigue failure. Because fatigue analysis approach is not truly

an avoidance strategy, it is discussed separately in Section 9.4.

FATIGUE STRENGTH IMPROVEMENT STRATEGIES

Fatigue strength improvement and fatigue avoidance strategies

benefit from application of an appropriate design philosophy that

allows development of structure and component integrity, and that

facilitatesquality of construction. The specific methods discussed

in the section are remedial measures for fatigue strength

improvement.
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9.3.1 Fabrication Effects

The fatigue strength

parent material due a

of welded joints/details is lower than the

wide range of fabrication effects. Some of

the primary causes for the degradation of fatigue strength are due

to:

● Increase in peak stresses due to geometrical effects and

discontinuities(stressamplification)and mismatch tolerances

(bending stress) introduced.

● Residual stresses introduced

excessive heat input, etc.

● Defects introduced in the weld

edge of welds.

due to welding, forced fit,

material, and undercut at the

Adverse fabrication effects are minimized by addressing

during design and specification writing. Both

the issues

experience

(operationaland design) and parametric studies al1ow development of

“desirable” details to minimize the local increase of stresses.

Fabrication specifications are prepared to optimize fabrication

quality without excessive expenditures.

9.3.2 Post-Fabrication Strenqth Improvement

Numerous post-fabricationprocesses can partially or totally counter

the fabrication effects that contribute to degradation of fatigue

strength. However, post-fabrication processes may be costly and

should not be incorporated in the design process routinely.

The development of fatigue cracks depends largelyon the geometryof

the joint detail and often developat the weld toe. Any mismatchof

parent plates will facilitate propagation of the crack through the

weld until a failure across the throat is observed. Deposition of

extra weld metal in the throat area to decrease the shear stress can
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improve the fatigue strength. The methods available to improve

fatigue strength can be-grouped into two:

● Modification of weld toe profile

● Modification of residual stress distribution

Some of the methods in each category are identified on Figure 9-1

and discussed in this section.

Modification of Weld Profile

Both contour grinding of the weld profile and the local grinding of

the weld toe area are recommended to improve fatigue strength. The

two key objectives in the modification of weld toe profile are:

● Remove defects at the weld toe.

● Develop a smooth transition between weld material and parent

plate.

By applying either local grinding or remelting techniques to remove

defects and discontinuities, the fatigue life is increased as a

function of time required for crack initiation. Some applicable

methods are as follows:

● ✍ Grindinq

Full-profile burr grinding, toe burr grinding or localized

disc grinding can be carried out. Considering the time

required for grinding, local-weld toe grinding has become one

of the most frequently used grinding methods. Careful and

controlled local grinding of the weld toe improves the fatigue

strength of a specimen in air by at least 30%, equivalent to

an increase in fatigue life by a factor greater than 2.

However, to obtain such a benefit the grinding must extend

about 0.04 inch (1 nun)beneath the plate surface. Typical

defects and corrective measures are shown on Figure 9-2.
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● Controlled Erosion

An alternate weld toe

pressure water jet

controlled conditions

modification technique uses a high-

containing grit. Under carefully

the weld toe area can be eroded as

though it were being ground. Work carried outon fillet welds

with abrasive water jetting (AWJ) by Maddox and Padilla

(Reference9.4) and King (Reference9.5) indicate that fatigue

life improvement due to AWJ erosion and toe grinding are

comparable. The S-N curve improvements obtained due to weld

toe abrasive water jet erosion are illustrated on Figure 9-3.

This approach does not require heat input and can be carried

out quickly, offering an advantage over alternative methods.

● Remeltinq Techniques

Remelting weld material to a shallow depth along the weld toe

results in removal of inclusions and helps achieve a smooth

transition between the weld and the plate material. Tungsten-

inert-gas (TIG) and plasma welding are not practical

techniques for routine use, but TIGandplasma dressing can be

used to improve the fatigue strength of selective areas.

TIG welding is based on astringer bead process

is performed on welds made by other processes

region is melted to a shallow depth without

TIG dressing

where the toe

the use of a

filler material. Slag particles in the remelted zone are

brought to the surface, 1caving the weld toe area practical1y

defect free. Ahigh heat input should be maintainedto obtain

a good profile and a low hardness. A low hardness in the

heat-affected zone (HAZ) may be also achieved by a second TIG

pass.

Plasma dressing requires remelting the weld toe using the

plasma arc welding technique. It is very similar to TIG

dressing, but plasma dressing uses a wider weld pool and

higher heat input. This technique is relatively insensitive
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to the electrode position, so the strength improvements are

better than the improvements obtained from TIG dressing.

Although overall weld profiling is considered desirable for

tubular intersections, rules and recommendations other than

API do not allow improvement in fatigue strength of a joint

unless weld profiling is accompanied by weld toe grinding.

Tliefatigue strength increase of welded joints dueto weld toe

grinding in air is considered equally applicable to

catholicallyprotectedwelded joints in seawater. However, in

the absence of cathodic protection, a corrosive environment

helps to initiate fatigue cracks. Thus, without cathodic

protection, fatigue strength improvement due to weld toe

grinding cannot be justified.

The fatigue strength increase in welded joints dueto weld toe

grinding is basedon simple plate specimens tested in air and

in seawater (with and without cathodic protection). However,

extension of welded plate specimen test data to tubular joints

may not be correct. Hork carried out by Wylde et al

(Reference 9.6) indicates that additional research is

necessary because:

1) The corrosive effect of seawater appears to be greater

on tubular joints than on flat plates.

2) Cathodic protection appears to be less effective on

tubular joints than on flat plates.

Modification of Residual Stress Distribution

A wide range of residual stress techniques are available to

redistribute the fabrication stresses at a welded joint. If large

residual tensile stresses are present at a welded joint, the applied

stress cycle near the weld toe can remain wholly tensile. Thus,
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after a given number of stress cycles, the stress range to cause

failure is practically constant for a wide range of mean stresses.

The undesirable tensile residual stresses at the weld can be

modified by the following methods to set up desirable compressive

stresses at the weld toe:

● Stress Relief

Various fatigue tests on simple plate specimens indicate that

an improved fatigue strength can be obtained by stress relief

due to post-weld heat treatment (PWHT). However, PIate and

stiffening elements of continuous systems rarely require

stress relief. Thick tubular joints with residual stressesas

a result of fabrication work can often benefit from stress

relief. Yet, it is not clear that a complex joint with built-

in constraints can be effectively stress relieved. It is

1ikely that substantial residual strains and stresses wil1

remain at a joint assembly after PWHT.

Localized stress relief

embrittled heat-affected

localized heat input in a

may be very

zone (HAZ).

HAZ alters the

beneficial in an

Typically, high

material properties

and causes reduced fatigue life due to unstable fracture. A

PWHT carried out to improve toughness of the HAZmay partially

restore the fatigue strength of welded joints, as the residual

stresses have an influence in the development of fatigue

cracks. Previous investigations on this subject (Reference

1.8) document influence of PWHT on fatigue.

● Compressive Overstressinq

Compressive overstressing is a technique in

residual stresses are introduced at

which compressive

the weld toe.

Experimental results and analytical work demonstrate

effectiveness of prior overstressing, but the procedure to be

implemented does not appear to be practical for most marine
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9.3.3

structures. A comprehensive discussion of strength

improvementtechniques by Booth (Reference9.7) is recotmnended

for further review of compressive overstressing.

Peening is a cold working process intended to produce surface

deformations to develop residual compressive stresses. When

impact loading on the material surface would otherwise cause

the surface layer to expand laterally, the layer underneath

prevents such surface layer expansion, creating the

compressive residual stresses at the surface. Typical peening

methods are hamer peening, shot peening and needle peening.

Further discussion on peening techniques and their relative

benefits is provided by Maddox (Reference 9.8).

Comt)arisonof StrenctthImrirovementStratecties

Strength improvement techniques are time consuming and costly and

they should be applied selectively. Comparison of different

techniques allows assessment of their effectiveness and cost. The

recommended strength improvement strategy depends on the

characteristics of the structure (global and local) and the

preference for one technique over others based on effectiveness,

cost and fabrication yard characteristics.

Some of the more important comparisons of various approaches

available to improve fatigue strength of weld details subjected to

a wide range of stresses are as follows:

● Full profile burr grinding is preferable to toe burr grinding

only, or disc-grinding only, because it results in higher

fatigue strength even at a substantial cost penalty.

Disc grinding requires the least time and cost. However, it

produces score marks perpendicular to the principal stress

direction, making this technique less effective than others.
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A second pass with polishing disc is considered advisable. A

complete chapter on weld toe grinding by Woodley (Reference

9.9) provides a detailed discussion on grinding techniques.

● Using a high-pressure abrasive water jet (AWJ) process for

controlled erosion of the weld toe area can be as effective as

grinding. Its simplicity, speed and non-utilization of heat

make controlled erosion very promising. Work carried out by

King (Reference9.5) indicate that AWJ process is suitable for

a range of material removal applications, including weld toe

dressing, gouging and weld edge preparation.

● A wider weld pool makes plasma dressing less sensitive to the

positioning of the electrode relative to the weld toe,

compared with TIG dressing. Therefore, the fatigue strength

improvement obtained from plasma dressing is generally better

than that obtained from TIG dressing.

Both methods are suitable for automation and cost-effective

application.

● Review of grinding, remelting and peening techniques indicate

substantial scatter of fatigue strength improvements.

Typically the best fatigue strength improvements are achieved

byTIG dressing and hannnerpeening. Toe disc grinding is the

least effective technique. Figure 9-4, obtained from

Reference 9.7, provides a good comparison of various fatigue

strength improvement techniques.

9.4 FATIGUE ANALYSIS STRATEGIES

9.4.1 Review of Uncertainties. Gaps and Research Needs

There are many uncertainties in a fatigue analysis, carried out to

determine the fatigue lives of marine structure components. To

ensure validity of analysis the first objective is to accurately

predict the stress-history for the lifetime of the structure. The
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second objective is to accurately evaluate the fatigue strength of

the structure components and to calculate the cumulative fatigue

damage basedon stress-history and fatigue strength. While some of

the uncertaintiesoccur in nature, others are caused by shortcomings

in simulating the actual behavior.

Uncertainties in Predicting Stress Histor.v

It is necessary to model the actual structure as closely as possible

to determine the applied loads and the response of the structure to

these applied loads. Since marine structures are typically

indeterminate structures, stresses are strongly dependent on the

structuralconfiguration,necessitatingcareful simulation of actual

member and joint behavior.

a) Hydrodynamic Loads Model

The ship structure loads model allows the use of strip methods

or 3-D flw solutions to determine the wave loads. The

accuracy of the wave load determination depends on the ability

to accurately define the wave force coefficients, marine

growth, wave steepness, hydrostatic effects and hydrodynamic

effects.

The loads on a stationary semisubmersible or fixed platform

are typically determined from Morison’s equation. Fixed

platform loads are largely affected by the accuracy of wave

inertia and drag force coefficients, wave steepness, marine

growth and the shielding effect of component members.’ The use

of a stick model is valid for a fixed platform, the use of a

stick model for a structure made up of large members will

result in inaccurate loads.

Because large members will disturb the flow, leading to highly

frequency dependent diffraction, a three-dimensional

diffraction theory is often used to determine the wave force

components to directly account for the effect of one member on
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b)

others. Extensive analytical and experimental work provides

validation of techniques used to generate the loads.

Fcrstandard vessels with aforward speed, strip methods often

provide the desirable accuracy. Although the diffraction

methods are still considered largely a research tool by many,

they are now used as an analyses and design tool by others.

Limited amount of available data on wave-induced and dynamic

impact (i.e. slawaning)loading on vessels and the vessel

response do not facilitate calibration of analyses models. It

is necessary to obtain sufficient data for various vessel

types for an extended period. Boylston and Stambaugh

(Reference 9.10) recommended program to obtain loading

computer records, based on vessel strains for at least three

vessel types over a five-year period, should provide

sufficient data on probabilistic loadings and the vessel

response.

Mass. Motions and Stiffness Models

There are few uncertainties in developing an accurate mass

model. The motions model, however, is largely affected by the

assumptions made to define the motions and stiffness models

and the analyses techniques chosen. The uncertainties built

into these models that allow the definition of nominal

stresses are:

linearization of drag term

definitionof joint releases, complexity of joint, joint

flexibility etc.

definition of strongbacks and global versus local

distribution of loads

added mass

appurtenances modelling

structural damping (for bottom-supported structures)

foundation matrix (for bottom-supported structures)
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c)

relative slippage--betweenjacket legs and piles.

Additional uncertaintiesintroduceddue to assumptionsmadeon

analyses techniques, are:

application of regular or random waves

applicationof time-domain or frequencydomain solutions

use of deterministic versus spectral analyses

While some of

simulation of

uncertainties in

the uncertainties relate to analytical

actual conditions, others reflect the

both the nature and in simulation. Most

analysis and modeling uncertainties can be minimized, and the

current state-of-knowledge and tools available facilitate

obtaining accurate nominal stress distributions.

Since the structure dynamic responses (both global and local,

including vortex induced vibrations) contribute substantial

cyclic stresses, it is extremely important to minimize the

uncertainties in simulating structure responses.

Hot Snot Stresses

Peak stresses can be reasonably well defined by the use of

physical models and finite element analyses. However, for

most analysis and design work the time and cost constraints

necessitate the use of empirical formulations to obtain the

SCFS and define the hot-spot stresses.

Al1 empirical formulations have application 1imits and the

accuracy of the SCFS computed depend on several variables.

More finite element work is required to define the interaction

of parameters for a wide range of joint geometries to upgrade

existing empirical formulations.
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d) Stress SDectrum

Hot-spot stresses combined with the long-term effects of the

environment allow development of the stress spectrum.

Randomness of ocean environmentmakes both the short and long-

term prediction of sea states quite difficult. The

uncertainties of nature that influence the life-time stress

history of a stationary structure are:

- Use of full scatter diagram ofHs andT

- Variations ofT

- Percentage of occurrence estimates

- Wave directionality

- Interaction of wave and current

For some site-specific stationary structures, a good existing

database may allow comprehensivehindcasting studies to predict both

short- and long-term environment with a reasonable certainty. A

reliability-based full probabilistic fatigue analysis al1ows

selection of the degree of reliability that affects the fatigue

life, such as the environmental loading, size and distribution of

defects, fatigue strength, etc. However, even commonly used

spectral fatigue analyses,which is deterministic, (i.e. application

of only probabilisticenvironmentalconditions), the desirable level

of uncertainty for the environment can be chosen to be compatible

with the other factors that affect the computed fatigue life.

For oceangoing ships which move through various site-specific

environments in a single route, the stress history is very difficult

to define. A full probabilistic reliability analysis, orthe useof

conservative upper bound conditions, is necessary to account for the

many different routes over the the uncertainties regarding the use

of very different routes over the life of the vessel as well as

route changes due to extreme environmental conditions.
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Fatigue strength is not analyzed but determined from laboratory test

specimens. The experimental work that allows the definition of

fatigue strength and the S-N curves require substantial further

work. Some of the basic variables contributing to the uncertainty

fatigue strength include the effects of:

Geometry (weld profile, toe discontinuity, etc.)

Defect type, size and location

Definition of fatigue failure (Nl, N2) in S-N data

Size on S-N data

Assumption of a linear model and log normal distribution for

N

Environment (corrosion, cathodic protection, etc.)

Load amplitude and sequence

Fabrication residual stresses

Post-fabrication procedures to increase fatigue strength

Due to large uncertainties in each

strength data show a very large

somewhat conservative S-N curves.

of the items listed, the fatigue

scatter, requiring the use of

The available test data on high

stress range-low cycle fatigue failure is limited. Thus, the S-N

curves for the 1000 to 10,000 cycle range are less reliable than the

high cycle ranges.

While additional work is necessary to better define geometric

variations, the recent research has shown that there are also some

uncertainties regarding the:

● Beneficial effect of weld profile without weld toe grindingor

remelting

● Assumption of catholically protected joints in sea water

having the same fatigue strength in air

● Classification of joints based on geometry rather than load

pattern
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Cumulative fatigue damage computations have been and still are based

9.4.2

on Miner’s linear cumulative damage rule. Alternative stress cycle

(rainflow) counting methods have allowed reduction of uncertainties

for wide-band loading. Gurney’s rule provides an alternative to

Miner’s rule. However, the most important research gap in the

computation of fatigue damage is the sequence of loading. The wave

1oading, which is of stochastic nature, have been simulated by

Markow matrix (Reference 9.11) to carry out fatigue test of plates

under stochastic and constant amplitude loading (Reference 9.12).

These initial tests indicate fatigue strength properties for

constant amplitude and spectrum loading may be different. Unti1

more research is carried out on loading sequence it should be

presumed that a certain number of large amplitude stress cycles

during the beginning of a structure’s life would be likely to

accelerate the fatigue crack growth of most defects. A series of

tests being carried out at Technical University of Denmark

(Reference 9.13) should provide more definitive conclusions on

fatigue life of welded joints subjected to spectrum loading under

various corrosive conditions.

Recent Research Activities

Extensive fatigue research activities were carried out in the

1980s. A large percentage of these activities were carried out in

Europe, addressing the parameters affecting fatigue life of

joints/details in the extreme North Sea environment. Other research

activities carried out in the United States and elsewhere indicate

that the research activities are often complementary and generally

avoid duplication of effort.

The fatigue research activities are generally carried out in two or

three phases over multiple years. While some research activities

were completed, others will continue into early 1990s. These

research activities may be grouped into following areas and the

relevant activities are sunanarizedon Figure 9-5.
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● Stress concentration factors; including collating of existing

data, calibration of SCF equations and development of

parametric equations.

● Fatigue analysis and design methods; including finite element

analysis procedures and application of fatigue design rules.

● Fatigue resistance; including simple plate S-N curves and

complex details, S-N curves for stiffened joints and S-N

curves for different materials.

● Effect of various parameters on fatigue life; including the

effect of cathodic protection in seawater, plate thickness and

weld profile effects.

● Fatigue

● - Fatigue

damage,

life improvement techniques.

life determination; including review of cumulative

assessment of random loading and low cycle fatigue.

9.4.3 Cost-Effective Analysis Strategies

Acost-effective analyses strategy is relatively easy to develop for

any marine structure. First, the structure configuration and the

likely marine environment should be assessed to determine

susceptibility of the structure to fatigue. Second, structure

configuration and operational response characteristics should be

assessed to determine the desirable analyses techniques to generate

the loads and to determine the response of the structure.”

Although computer cost is an important variable in developing an

analysis strategy, computer cost should be assessed in conjunction

with engineering time and effort as well as the time available to

complete the fatigue analysis and design. Most important, design is

an iterative process and structural changes will invariably occur

during fatigue analysis. Thus, fatigue analysis should be treated
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9.5

as a parametric study intended to identify the fatigue-susceptible

areas for improvement.

Considering that small increases in steel used can appreciably

increase fatigue

lives (at least

times the design

a factor of two

lives, it is recommended that the target fatigue

for a screening effort) be taken as five to ten

life while most rules and reconunendationsspecify

between fatigue and design life. Then, changes

introduced during design that has an impact on applied loads and

stress distributions can be readily accommodated.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Fatigue avoidance strategies adopted and the design tools used have

served as well. However, further efforts are necessary in carrying

out more research, in developing

and design, and in upgrading

incorporate the research results.

further improvements in analyses

the rules and regulations to

Recommendations presented in Section 5 through8 provided the basis

for further in-depth discussions in Section 9. Applicable

references in each section are listed in Section 10. Some of the

primary recommendations are listed as follows:

● Although “allowable stress” methods may be used as a

“screening process,” a detailed fatigue analysis is often

necessary.

● Assessment of various empirical equations indicate that the

UEGequations yield conservative prediction ofSCFs for awide

range of geometry. However, empirical equations provided by

UEG, Efthymiou, Kuang and others should be reviewed for joint

geometry and loading condition to allow selection of most

appropriate equation.

● The long-term wave

models are quite

environment definitions based on hindcast

reliable. However, modeling parameters
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should be carefully reviewed and the model calibrated to

ensure the reliability of data.

● ✍ The S-N curves used indetennining fatigue damage computations

should be compatible with structural details investigated.

● Considering the effect of size, weld profile and undercut on

fatigue strength and S-N curves, it may be prudent to reassess

the hot spot stress range concept. The definition of hot spot

stress range can be modified to reflect the weld toe defects.

● The use of Miner’s cumulative fatigue damage rule with the S-N

curves is appropriate. Further research, especial1y on the

effects of stress sequence and counting of stress reversals,

is considered necessary.

9.5.1 Research Priorities

Whether designing a supertankeror an offshore platform, significant

fai1ure modes can be identified, environmental 1oads generated,

structure response characteristics determined, and stress

superpositionscompatiblewith the environment and the failure modes

computed. Although strength statistics for these structures can be

expressed in terms of means and variance, lack of sufficient

statistical data on loads, stresses and strength prevent full

probabilistic fatigue analyses. A development of a semi-

probabilisticanalysis approach applicableto various structures and

that does not require a distribution shape is desirable.

While a typical fatigue damage assessment is based on fatigue

strength data yielding S-N curves, such an assessment can also be

made based on fracture mechanics and crack growth laws. While the

damage assessment is based on propagation of individual crack, work

carried out by Morgan (Reference 9.14) has indicated possible

interaction of multiple cracks. Thus, further work is necessary to

obtain data on interaction of cracks as well as interaction of

parameters affecting development of S-N curves.
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9.5.2

Additional areas requiring further research are sununarized as

follows:

Parallel study of weld profile and weld toe defects.

Analytical study of existing data for weld toe defect stress

levels and through-thickness stress levels.

Identification of the type and magnitude of the errors

introduced in laboratory work and development of appropriate

means to normalize test data.

Further assessment of empirical equations. Available test

data should be further evaluated, incorporating necessary

correction of data, and reliability and limitation of

equations revised, as necessary.

Carrying out of additional tests in both air and in ocean

environment to fill the gaps in existing research.

Development of NDE methods to quantify residual stresses

introduced during fabrication.

Further study of long-term wave environment.

Further assessment

Rules and Regulations

of stress sequence on fatigue life.

Existing rules, regulations and codes are adequate and generally

conservative. However, differences exist between various rules,

regulations and codes, including omissions and inconsistencies.

Research data obtained in the 1980s was the basis for revisions

introduced into the 4th Edition of Guidance Notes (1990). Similar

effort has been initiated to revise API RP 2A. Some of the recent

studies published (References 7.8 and 5.20) follow a deliberate

format to facilitate extraction of data to upgrade existing rules
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and regulations. These and other study results should prove

valuable in revision and upgrading of rules and regulations.
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GROUP

METHOD

Modification of

Weld Profile

a. Local and Contour

Grinding

b. Controlled Erosion

c. Remelting Techniques

- TIG Dressing

- Plasma Dressing

Modification of Residual

Stress Distribution

a. Stress Relief

b. Compressive

Overstressing

- Local Compression

- Spot Heating

c. Peening

- Shot Peening

- Hammer Peening

- Needle I%ening

Figure 9-1 Typical Methods to Improve Fatigue Strength
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A. REVIEH OF

The ocean

The waves

waves are

OCEANENVIRONMENT

environment is characterized by waves, wind and current.

are typically irregular (confused or random seas). Some

generated locally by the wind, and some waves are generated

great distances away. The wind is unsteady, with gusts. The wind

varies with height above water. The current is caused by the wind,

by waves, by the tide, and by global temperature differences. The

current varies with depth. All of these characteristics vary with

time.

A.1 IRREGULAR WAVES

Irregular waves

infinite number

(a random sea) can be described as the sum of an

of individual regular (sinusoidal) waves of different

amplitude, frequency, and phase (Figure A-l). Therefore, the

randomly varying sea surface elevation can be represented by a

Fourier series.

N
a*cos(wi*t+Oi)n(t) = z i

i=l

where n(t) is the water surface elevation measured from

still water level,

ai is the amplitude of each component regular wave,

w. is the frequency of each component regular wave,
1

t

$j is the phase ang’

wave, and

is time.

e of each component regular

A-1 ,/-—,
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The most distinctive feature-of a random sea is that it never repeats

its pattern and it is impossible to predict .its shape. -Therefore,

total energy is used to define a particular sea. The energy (E) in

an individual regular wave per unit surface area is,

E = +*p*g*a2

and the total energy of the sea is the sum of the energies of the

constituent regular waves.

N
E = $*P*g* z a:

i=l

The total energy of the sea is distributed according to the

frequencies of the various wave components. The amount of energy per

unit surface area within the small frequency band (tii,wi+dm) is,

E{wi) = +*D*g*ai2*d~

The total energy of the sea is then the sum of the energies within

the individual wave components. If the sea is made

number of waves, the energies of the waves form a

the above summation may be replaced by an integral.

up of an infinite

smooth curve, and

The smooth distribution of the wave energy is called the energy

spectrum or wave spectrum of the random sea, and is often designated

as S(W). A wave spectrum is normally depicted as a curve with an

ordinate of energy and an abscissa of frequency. A typical wave

spectrum has a central peak with a tapered energy distribution either

side of the peak.
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The recommended form of displaying a wave

ordinate of %*a2 and an abscissa of M, radial

since the engineer will encounter wave spectra

of forms, using various bases and units, the

factors are provided in the following sections.

Suectrum Basis

spectrum is with an

frequency. However,

equations in a number

applicable conversion

The recommended spectrum basis is half amplitude squared or energy.

Often spectrum equations having a different basis are encountered.

Before any statistical calculations are performed with a spectrum

equation, the equation should be converted to the recommended basis.

For a “half amplitude” or “energy” spectrum, the basis is one-half

times the amplitude squared.

S(M) = **n*

S(m)dm = E / (pg)

where,

s

(IJ

E

is the spectral ordinate,

is the radial frequency,

is the wave amplitude of the constituent wave of

frequency,

is the energy content of the constituent wave of

frequency, M.

For an “amplitude” spectrum, the basis is amplitude squared.
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s(w) = 2*(4*112) -

For a “height” spectrum, the basis is height squared.

S(u) = h2

s(u) = 8*(+*n2)

where,

h is the height of the constituent wave of

frequency, M.

For a “height double” spectrum, the basis is two times the height

squared.

s(w) = s*h2

S(u) = 16*(%*r12)

The basis of the spectrum must be determined before the spectrum

used in an analysis, because the ordinate of one representation

the spectrum may be as much as 16 times as great as the ordinate

another representation.

Units

The spectrum equation may be expressed in

circular frequency, or period. Conversion

and radial frequency is accomplished

constant, 27T.

u . 2T*f

s(w) = s(f) / (21r)

,. ,

is

of

of

terms of radial frequency,

between circular frequency

by multiplying by the
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where,

—

f is the circular frequency.

The conversion between period and radial frequency is more

complicated.

111 = 2T/T

S(f) = T2*S(T)

s(w) = T2*S(T) / (2Ir)

where,

T is the period.

When converting between period and frequency, the abscissa axis is

reversed. Zero period becomes infinite frequency, and infinite

period becomes zero frequency.

Wave spectrum equations may be used with any length units by

remembering that the spectrum ordinate is proportional to amplitude

squared or height squared.

‘(m)meter
= (0.3048)2*S(~)feet

The mathematical formulation for the wave spectrum equation will

often include the significant height squared or the gravitational

constant squared, which when entered in the appropriate units will

convert the equation to the desired length units.

A.2 PROBABILITY CHARACTERISTICS OF WAVE SPECTRA

The characteristics of ocean waves are determined by assuming that

the randomness of the surface of the sea can be described by two

A-5



common probability distributions, the Gaussian (or normal)

distribution and-the Rayleigh distribution. These probability

distributions are used to define the distribution of wave elevations, n,

and of wave heights, H, respectively.

A.2.1 Characteristic Frequencies and Periods

For design purposes sea spectra equations are selected to represent

middle aged seas that would exist some time after a storm, yet which

are still young enough to have a good dispersion of wave

frequencies. The primary assumption about the design seas is that

the wave elevations follow a Gaussian or normal distribution.

Samples of wave records tend to support this assumption. In

conjunction with the Gaussian distribution assumption, the wave

elevations are assumed to have a zero mean. Digitized wave records

tend to have a slight drift of the mean away from zero, usually

attributed to tide or instrument drift. The Gaussian distribution

assumption is equivalent to assuming that the phase angles of the

constituent waves within a wave spectrum, are uniformly distributed.

The Gaussian distribution allows one to calculate statistical

parameters which are used to describe the random sea. The mean

elevation of the water surface is the first moment of the Gaussian

probability density function. The mean-square is the second moment

taken about zero, and the root-mean-square is the positive square

root of the mean-square. The variance is the second moment taken

about the mean value. The standard deviation is the positive square

root of the variance. Since the wave elevations are assumed to have

a zero mean value, the variance is equal to the mean-square, and the

standard deviation is equal to the root-mean-square. In present

practice, the area under a random wave energy spectrum is equated to

the variance.

In a similar way, the characteristic frequencies and periods of a

wave spectrum are defined in terms of the shape, the area, and/or the

area moments of the ~*a2 wave spectrum. Depending upon the

A-6
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particular wave spectrum formula, these characteristic periods may or

may not- reflect any real period. The area and area moments are

calculated as follows.

Area:

Nth Area Moment:

mn=f~w ‘*S(m)dw

The characteristic frequencies and periods are defined as follows.

mm:

The peak

5(w) is

‘P:

The peak

Peak frequency

frequency is

a maximum.

Peak period

period is the

S(M) is a maximum.

T = 2il/um
P

Tm: Modal period

the frequency at which the spectral ordinate,

period corresponding to the frequency at which

The modal period is the period at which S(T) is a maximum. Since the

spectrum equations in terms of frequency and in terms of period

differ by the period squared factor, the modal period is shifted away

from the peak period.
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T:v. Visually Observed Period, or Mean Period, or Apparent

Period

The visually observed period is the centroid of the S(u) spectrum.

The International Ship Structures Congress (ISSC) and some

environmental reporting agencies have adopted Tv as the period

visually estimated by observers.

Tv = 2~*(mo/m2)4

Tz : Average Zero-uncrossing period or Average Period

The average zero-uncrossing period is the average period between

successive zero up-crossings. The average period may be obtained

from a wave record with reasonable accuracy.

Tz

Tc :

The crest

The crest

dependent

equipment

Tc

T5:

= 2n*(mo/mz)4

Crest Period

period is the average period between successive crests.

period may be taken from a wave record, but its accuracy is

upon the resolution of the wave measurement and recording

and the sampling rate.

= 2~*(mz/mq)%

Significant

The significant period

Period

is the average period of the highest one-third

of the waves. Some environmental reporting agencies give the sea

characteristics using Ts and Hs, the significant wave height. There

are two equations relating Ts to Tp.

Ts = 0.8568*TP, Old
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T~ = 0.9457*T
P’

New

The first equation applies to original

and the second is the result of recent

A.I).

The peak period, Tp, is an unambiguous

Bretschneider wave spectrum,

wave studies (See Reference

property of all common wave

spectra, and is therefore the preferred period to use in describing a

random sea.

A.2.2 Characteristic Wave Heiqhts

From the assumption that the wave

Gaussian distribution, it is possible

follow a Rayleigh distribution. Since

elevations tend to follow a

to show that the wave heights

wave heights are measured from

a through to succeeding crest, wave heights are always positive which

agrees with the non-zero property of the Rayleigh probability

density. From the associated property that the wave heights follow a

Rayleigh distribution, the expected wave height, the significant wave

height, and extreme wave heights may be calculated. The equation for

the average height of the one-over-nth of the highest waves is as

follows.

H,,n/ (mo) + = 2* [2*ln(n)]%+

n*(2~)%*{l-erf[(ln(n)}%l}

where:

m
o

is the variance or the area under the energy

spectrum,

In is the natural logrithm,

erf is the error function, (the error function is

explained and tables of error function values are

available in mathematics table books.)
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The characteristic wave heights of a spectrum are related to the

total energy in the spectrum. The energy is proportional to the area

under the +*a2 spectrum.

Ha: Average Wave Height

The average or mean height of all of the waves is found by setting

n=l.

Ha= 2.51*(mO)%

H~: Significant Height

The significant height is the average height of the highest one-third

of all the waves, often denoted as H
1/3”

Hs = 4.00*(mO)*

Hmax: Maximum Height

The maximum height is the 1 -gest wave height expected

number of waves, (n on the order of 1000), or over a

period, (t on the order of hours).

among a large

long sampling

The maximum wave height is often taken to be the average of the

l/1000th highest waves.

H = 7.94*(m )% = 1.985*Hs
1/1000 o

Using the one-over-nth equation and neglecting the second term gives

the following equation.

H = 2*[ln(n)]+*(mO)%1/n
or
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H = 2*[2*ln(n) ]+*Hs
1/n

A.3

->

A.3.1

For n = 1000, this gives,

H = 7.43*(mO)+ = 1.86*Hs1/1000

For a given observation time, t, in hours, the most probable extreme

wave height is given by the following equation.

Hmax = 2*[2*mO*ln(3600*t/Tz)]%

The 3600*t/Tz is the average number of zero up-crossings in time, t.

WAVE SPECTRA FORMULAS
,...

The Bretschneider and Pierson-Moskowitz spectra are the best known of

the one-dimensional frequency spectra that have been used to describe

ocean waves. The JONSWAP spectrum is a recent extension of the

Bretschneider spectrum and has an additional term which may be used

to give a spectrum with a sharper peak.

Bretschneider and ISSC Spectrum

The Bretschneider (Reference A.2) spectrum and the spectrum proposed

as a modified Pierson-Moskowitz spectrum by the Second International

Ship Structures Congress (Reference A.4) are identical. The

Bretschneider equation in terms of radial frequency is as follows.

S(U) = (5/16)*(Hs)2*(um”/w5)*exp [-1.25*(U/Mm)-’ ]

where:

A-n
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H~ is the

‘m is the

The Bretschneider equation

significant wave height, and

frequency of maximum spectral energy.

may be written in terms of the peak period

instead of the peak frequency, by substituting urn=2iT/T.
P

S(u) = (5/16)*(ti)2* [(21r)4/(u5*(T)4)]*
exp[-l~25*(2~q/(~*T )4] p

A.3.2 Pierson-Moskowitz Spectrum

The Pierson-Moskowitz (Reference A.4) spectrum was created to fit

North Atlantic weather data. The P-M spectrum is the same as the

Bretschneider spectrum, but with the H* and Mm dependence merged

into a single parameter. The frequency used in the exponential has -

also been made a function of reported wind speed. The equation for

the Pierson-Moskowitz spectrum is as follows.

S(u) = a*g2/~S)*exp[-~*(~0/~)4]

where:

a

B

&l
o

and, U

: 0.0081

= 0.74

= g/u

is the wind speed reported by the weather ships.

The Pierson-Moskowitz spectrum equation may be obtained from the

Bretschneider equation by using one of the following relations

between H~ and Wm.

A-12
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H~ = 0.1610*g/(um)2

‘m = o.4o125*g/(H#

An interesting point that may be noted is that if B were set equal

to 0.75 instead of 0.74, the w would be the frequency
o

corresponding to the modal period, Tm.

A.3.3 JONSWAP and Related Spectra

The JONSWAP wave spectrum equation resulted from the Joint North Sea

Wave Project (Reference A.5). The JONSWAP equation is the original

Bretschneider wave spectrum equation with an extra term added. The

extra term may be used to produce a sharply peaked spectrum with more

energy near the peak frequency. The JONSWAP spectrum can be used to

represent the Bretschneider wave spectrum, the original Pierson-

Moskowitz wave spectrum, and the ISSC modified P-M spectrum. The

full JONSWAP equation is as follows.

s(w) = (aj*g2u5 ) *exp[-1.25*W/um-’)*ya

where:

a = exp [-**(M-Wm)2 / (U*WM)2]

‘m is the frequency of maximum spectral energy.

The Joint North Sea Wave Project recommended the following mean

values to represent the North Sea wave spectra.

Y = 3.3

0 = 0.07, for W<Wm
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a = 0.09, for UJ>wm

The

U

The

value of Q is found by integrating the spectrum and adjusting

to give the desired area.

Bretschneider equation and the ISSC equation can be obtained by

setting the following parameter values.

Y = 1.0

a = (5/16 )*( Hs)2*(#/g2

The Pierson-Moskowitz equation is obtained from the further
restriction that Hs and Urn are related.

H~ = 0.1610*g/(wm)2

or

‘m =
0.140125* (g/H5)+

or

a = 0.0081

When Y is set to one the JONSWAP term is effectively turned off.

Without the JONSklAP term, the wave spectrum equation can be

mathematically integrated to give the following relationships among

the characteristic wave periods.

Tp = 1.1362 *TM

‘P = 1.2957 *TV

‘P = 1.4077 *TZ
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‘P
= 1.1671*TS .

For Y = 1, the fourth area moment is infinite. The crest period,

T~, is therefore zero.

For values of y other than one, the JONSWAP equation cannot be

mathematically integrated. The period relationships as a function

of Ycan be calculated by numerical integration of the wave spectrum

equation over the range from three-tenths of the peak frequency to

ten times the peak frequency.

The shape of the JONSWAP spectrum can be further adjusted by changing

the values of e. The e values are sometimes varied when the JONSWAP

spectrum is used to fit measured wave spectra.

A.3.4 Scott and Scott-Wieqel Spectra.-

The Scott (Reference A.6) spectrum was also formulated to fit North

Atlantic weather data. The Scott spectrum is the Derbyshire

(Reference A.7) spectrum with S1ight modifications to the constants

in the equation. The spectrum equation is as follows.

s(w) = 0.214*(Hs)2*exp[-(~-wm)/ {0.065*(U-Mm+ 0.26)}4]

for -0.26 < OJ-Wm < 1.65

= o, elsewhere.

where
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H~ is the significant height,

‘m
= 3.15*T-l+&Wl*T-2,

T is the characteristic period of the waves.

The timis the frequency of the peak

unfortunately, the period, T, used in the

correspond to any of the mathematical

spectrum. The equation for ~mwas derived

data.

spectral energy, but

equation for ~mdoes not

characteristics of the

as a curve fit to real

The Scott-Wiegel spectrum is a Scott spectrum modification that was

proposed by Wiegel (Reference A.8). The constants are adjusted to

match the equation to a “100-year storm” wave condition. The new

equation is as follows.

S(UJ) = 0.300* (H~)*exp[-(w-wm)4/

{0.0.353* (M-WM+0.26) } ]

The umin this equation is 1.125 times that specified for the Scott

equation.

A.4 SELECTING A WAVE SPECTRUM

Information about the random sea characteristics in a particular area

is derived by either ‘wave hindcasting’ or by direct wave

measurement. For many areas of the world’s oceans, the only data

available is measured wind speeds and visually estimated wave

heights. Sometimes the estimated wave heights are supplemented by

estimated wave periods. For afew areas of intense oil development,

such as the North Sea, direct wave measurement projects have produced

detailed wave spectra information.
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A.4.1 Wave Hindcastinq

Wave hindcasting is a term used to describe the process of estimating

the random sea characteristics of an area based upon meteorological

or wind data. Various researchers (ReferencesA.2, A.4, A.6, A.7 and

A.8) have attempted to derive a relationship between the wind speed

over a recent period of time and the spectrum of the random sea

generated by the particular wind. The wind speed data is usually

qualified by two additional parameters, the duration that the wind

has been blowing at that speed and the fetch or distance over open

ocean that the wind has been blowing.

A set of equations as derived by Bretschneider (ReferenceA.2), which

relate wind speed, duration and fetch are as follows.

g*H# = 0.283*tanh[0..125*(g*F/Uz)””42]

g*Ts / (2r*U) = 1.2*tanh[0.077*(gF/U2)””42

g*tminl” = 6.5882*exp{[0.161*A2-0.3692*h+2.024]%
+ O.8798*A}

where

u

F

A

t min

tanh

is the wind speed,

is the fetch,

= ln[g*F/U2],

is the minimum duration for which the fetch will

determine the significant height and period, and

is the hyperbolic tangent.

...
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If the wind duration is less than tmin, then the third equation is

used to find the fetch which would correspond to tmin = t.

For a fully arisen sea, the above equations simplify to the

following.

g*Hs/U2 = 0.283

g*Ts/(2T*U) = 1.2

Other relationships have been developed in the references. Often

specialized weather/wave research companies have developed elaborate

wave hindcasting models to derive the wave spectra characteristics

for particular areas. However, the assumptions incorporated into

these models have very profound impact on the outcome.

A.4.2 Direct Wave Measurements

By installing a wave probe or a wave buoy in the ocean area of

interest, wave elevation histories may be directly measured. The

elevation of the sea at a particular point is either recorded by

analog means or is sampled at short time intervals (typically one

second) and recorded digitally. The wave elevations are usually

recorded intermittently, ie. the recorder is turned on for say 30 min

every four hours.

The wave records are then reduced by computer, and the wave

characteristics are summarized in various ways. Two common ways of

summarizing the data are as a wave scatter diagram and/or as a wave

height exceedance diagram.

The wave scatter diagram is a grid with each cell containing the

number or occurances of a particular significant wave height range

and wave period range. The wave period range may be defined in terms

of either peak period or zero-uncrossing period.
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The wave height exceedance diagram is a curve showing the percentage

of the wave records for which the significant wave height was greater

that the particular height.

M WAVE SCATTER DIAGRAM

Wave scatter diagrams show the occurances of combinations of

significant wave height and average zero-uncrossing period over an

extended time period such as many years.

Wave height distribution over time can be obtained by actual wave

measurements. The heights and periods of all waves in a given

direction are observed for short periods of time at regular

intervals. A short time interval of several hours may be considered

constant. For this sea state, defined as “stationary”, the mean zero

up-crossing period, Tz, and the significant wave height, Hs, are

calculated. The Hs and Tz pairs are ordered and their probabilities

of occurance written in a matrix form, called a wave scatter diagram.

Sometimes wave scatter diagrams are available for the sea and for the

swell. The sea scatter diagram includes the sea spectra generated

locally. The swell scatter diagram contains the swell spectra (or

regular waves) generated far from the area, days before. Due to

greater energy losses in high frequency waves and the continual phase

shifting caused by viscosity, the energy in irregular seas tends to

shift toward longer periods, and the spectra becomes more peaked as

time passes. The energy in the swell is concentrated about a single

long period/low frequency, and often the swell is treated as a single

regular wave.

A typical wave scatter diagram, presenting statistical data on the

occurance of significant wave height and zero up-crossing period per

wave direction is shown on Figure A-2.
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Sample Wave scatter Diagram

s 12 +..-..+---.-+-----+-w---+-----+-_---+-----+-----+-.---+.----+-.-_-+

i 1111111 11111

9 11 +---..+----.+-----+-..--+----.+-----+----.+-----+-.---+-.---+-----+

n 111111 10.511.01 I I I

i 10 +-----+-----+-..--+----.+.----+-..--+-----+-.---+-----+---..+----.+

f 111[11 11.012.011.51 I I

i 9 +----.+.----+...--+--...+-----+-.-.-+-----+..---+--..-+---.-+---..+

c 1111 10.511.512.513.010.51 I I

a 8 +-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+--.--+---.-+

n 1111 11.015.015.512.510.51 I I

t 7 +-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+---.-+-----+

1111 I 5.0 113.0 111.0I 2.0 I I I I

w 6 +-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-.---+

a II I 0.5 I 6.0 118.0 123.0 I 8.5 I 1.0 I I I I

v 5 +-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+---.-+-----+-----+

e II I 4.0 126.5 148.5 126.5 I 7.0 I 2.5 I 0.5 I 0.5 I I

4 +-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-..--+-----+-----+

H I 1 1.5 139.5 179.5 163.5 120.0 I 6.0 I 3.0 I 1.5 I 0.5 I 0.5 I

e 3 +-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+---.-+-----+

i I 0.5 150.0 I105.OI95.5 135.0 111.5 I 5.5 I 2.0 I 1.5 I I I

9 ,2+-----+-----+-----+.----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+.----+---..+

h I 1.5 159.5 189.0 134.5 112.0 I 7.0 I 4,0 I 1.5 I 0.5 I I I
—

t 1 +-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-.----+-----+-----+

12.5118 .018.012.512.511.510.5 I I i I I

(m) O +-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

Zero Up-crossing Period, Tz (see)

Sum of Occurances 999.5

Figure A-2 A Typical Wave Scatter Diagram for the Central North Sea
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Using the significant wave height and zero up-crossing period from

the wave scatter diagram and selecting a representative sea spectrum

formulation, the energy of each sea state can be reconstructed.

A*6 WAVE EXCEEDANCE CURVE

A wave exceedance

are greater than

intervals. Table

exceedance curve.

Wave Height (ft)

Cl

5

10
15

20

25

30

35

40

curve shows the number (percentage) of waves that

a given wave height ‘for consistent wave height

A-1 shows the type of data contained on a wave

Number of Waves

35,351,396

3,723,300

393,887

41,874

4,471

480

51

5

1

Table A-1 Wave Exceedance Data for

(N)

Campos Basin

(Number of Waves from Northeast)

This data can be plotted on semi-log paper and closely approximated

by a straight line plot. Typically, a wave exceedance H-N curve can

be defined with the following equation.

H

where

Hm

‘z

MIC:500400CC-A

= Hm+mz * 109 f!h

is the maximum wave height for the design life,

is the slope of the H-log N curve, -Hm/log Nh,
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Nm is the

Nh is the

H.

total number of waves in the design life, and

number of occurances of waves with height exceeding

A.7 WAVE HISTOGRAM AND THE RAYLEIGH DISTRIBUTION

Actual wave height measurements can be plotted to show the number of

waves of a given height at equal wave height intervals. The

histogram obtained can be defined by a simple curve.

A simple curve that fits most wave histograms is the Rayleigh

distribution. Past work have shown that the Rayleigh distribution

often allows accurate description of observed wave height

distributions over a short term.

The Rayleigh distribution is typically given as,

p(Hi) = 2*Hi *EXP(-H12/~2) * (1/~2)

where

P(Hi) is the wave height percentage of occurances,

Hi is the wave heights at constant increments,

~ 2 is the average of all wave heights squared.

A.8 EXTREMEVALUESAND THE WEIBULL DISTRIBUTION

For design purposes an estimate of the maximum wave height (extreme

value) is required. The Rayleigh distribution provides such an

estimate over a short duration. However, in order to estimate the

extreme wave that may occur in say 100 years, the Weibull

distribution is often used.

,...,
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A.9

The equation for the Weibulldistribution is as follows.

P(H) = 1 - EXP[ -( (H-E)/e )= ]

where

P(H)

H

E

is the cumulative probability,

is the extreme height,

is the location parameter that locates one end of

the density function,

e is the scale parameter, and

a is the shape parameter.

By plotting the wave exceedance data on Weibull graph paper, the

distribution can be fit with a straight line and the extreme value

for any cumulative probability can be found by extrapolation.

WIND ENVIRONMENT

The wind environment, source of most ocean waves, is random in

nature. The wind speed, its profile and its directionality are

therefore best described by probabilistic methods.

A.9.1 Air Turbulence, Surface Roughness and Wind Profile

Air turbulence and wind speed characteristics are primarily

influenced by the stability of the air layer and terrain. For

extreme wind gusts the influence of stability is small, making
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turbulence largely a function of terrain roughness. In an ocean
environment, the wave profi1e makes prediction of wind
characteristics more difficult. As the wind speed increases, the

wave height also increases, thereby increasing the surface
roughness. A surface roughness parameter is used as a measure of the

retarding effect of water surface on the wind speed.

A simple relationship developed by Charnock (Reference A.9) is often

used to define the surface roughness parameter and the frictional

velocity in terms of mean wind speed. Further discussion on surface

roughness parameter and drag factor is presented in an ESDU document

(Reference A.10).

Full scale experiments carried out by Bell and Shears (Reference

All) may indicate that although turbulence will decay with the

distance above sea surface, it may be reasonably constant to heights

that are applicable for offshore structures.

Considering that wind flow characteristics are primarily influenced

by energy loss due to surface friction, the mean wind profile for an

ocean environment may be assumed to be similar to that on land and to

follow this power law:

v
mz

= Vmzl (z/zL) u

where:

v mz

v mzl

= mean wind velocity at height z above LAT

= mean wind velocity of reference height above

LAT

= height at point under consideration above

IAT
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Z1 = reference height, 30 ft (10 M), above LAT

(typical)

u
= height exponent, typically 0.13 to 0.15.

A.9.2 Applied, Mean and Cyclic Velocities

The random wind velocity at height z can be thought of as a

combination of time-averaged mean velocity, Vmz, and a time varying

cyclic component, vz (t).

Vz (t) = Vmz + v~ (t)

A range of mean and associated cyclic wind speeds can be extracted

from an anemogram and divided into one- to four-hour groups over

which the cyclic component of the wind speed is approximately

equal. By describing cyclic wind speeds associated with an average

value of the mean component of the wind speed over a particular

period of time, a number of pairs of mean and associated cyclic

speeds can be obtained. In addition to the applied, mean and cyclic

wind speeds shown on Table A-2, their probability of occurrence is

necessary to generate a scatter diagram. If sufficient data are not

available, the number of occurrences can be extrapolated based on

similar data. Table A-2 is given only to illustrate the wind make-up

and the uncertainties associated with wind data.
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Applied Wind

Speed Vz(t)

ft/s (m/s)

4.26 (13)

78.7 (24)

101.7 (31)

134.5 (41)

154.0 (50)

180.4 (55)

Mean Wind

Speed Vmz

ft/s (m/s)
.---------_

29.5 (9)

62.3 (19)

78.7 (24)

101.7 (31)

124.6 (38)

131.2 (40)

Cyclic Wind Probability

Speed vz(t) of

ft/s (m/s) Occurrence %

13.1 (4) 16.7

16.4 (5) 45.8

23.0 (7) 12.5

32.8 (10) 16.7

39.4 (12) 4.2

49.2 (15) 4.2

Table A-2 Applied, Mean

Extreme Gust Environment

A.9.3 Gust Spectra

and Cyclic Wind Speed Distribution for an

The power spectral density function provides information on the

energy content of fluctuating wind flow at each frequency
component. A study of 90 strong winds over terrains of different

roughness in the United States, Canada, Great Britain, and Australia

at heights ranging from 25 feet (8m) to 500 feet (150m) allowed

Davenport (Reference A.12) to propose a power density spectrum of

along-wind gust (the longitudinal component of gust velocity).

A modified version of the Davenport spectrum, due to Harris

(Reference ??), is given by:

where:

m=qf
kV; (2 + f’)$i’
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n

S(n)

k

v

f

L

= fluctuating frequency 2

= power density [(m/see )/Hz]

= surface roughness drag factor corresponding

to the mean velocity at 30 ft (lOm) (i.e.

0.0015)

= mean hourly wind speed at 30 ft (lOm) m

= non-dimensional frequency (nL/V ) m

= length scale of turbulence ( 1200 to 1800m,

typical)

The Harris spectra may be used to develop the wind spectra for each

one of the mean wind speeds associated with the scatter diagram.
...

-,
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B. REVIEW OF LINEAR SYSTEM RESPONSE TO RANDOM EXCITATION

B.1 GENERAL

B.1.l Introduction

Spectral analysis is used to determine the response of linear systems

to random excitation. In the case of offshore structures, the random

excitation comes from either irregular waves or winds. Typical

offshore systems subjected to spectral analysis include ships,

semisubmersibles, jack-ups, tension-leg platforms and bottom-

supported fixed platforms. Responses of interest include motions,

accelerations, and member internal forces, moments, and stresses.

Floating units are evaluated by spectral analysis for motions in

random seas. The strength and structural fatigue integrity are often

assessed with spectral analysis.

B.1.2 Abstract

A spectral

operators,

spectrum.

analysis combines a set of regular wave response amplitude

RAOS, with a sea spectrum to produce a response

Characteristics of the response may be calculated from the

response spectrum, and a random

For certain spectral analyses,

produce a wave slope spectrum

sea

the

or

transfer function can be derived.

sea spectrum-must be modified to

to adjust the sea spectrum for

vessel speed. A spreading function can be applied to the sea

spectrum to model a short-crested random sea.

A wave force spectrum can be created directly from force RAOS and the

sea spectrum.

A regular wave transfer function is found as the solution to the

equations of motion. The regular wave transfer function can be.

expressed in terms of RAO and a phase angle.
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Awhite noise function-may be used to represent a very broad banded

input spectrum, if the response spectrum is narrow banded.

The extreme response can be calculated from a given extreme wave, or

the extreme response may be statistically derived from a set of

spectral analyses.

The sea spectra used in the computation of random sea response can be

reduced in number by selecting a smaller family of representative

spectra, or by creating a set of mean spectra.

0.1.3 m

The purpose of this appendix is to provide a background of the

spectral analysis method and to clarify the concept of a response

spectrum and how its properties are derived.

P,

B.2 RESPONSE TO RANDOM WAVES

The spectral analysis method is a means of taking the known response

of an offshore structure to regular waves and determining the

structure’s response to a random sea. The input to the spectral

analysis

equally,

range of

response

method is the response amplitude per unit wave amplitude (or

the response double amplitude per unit wave height) for a

periods or frequencies of regular waves. These ratios of

amplitude to wave amplitude are known as “Response Amplitude

Operators” or just “RAOS.” The response of the offshore structure is

first obtained for a set of unit amplitude, regular, sinusiodal

waves. The regular wave response may be obtained either from model

tests or from empirical or theoretical analyses.

A wave energy spectrum is selected to represent the random sea. Wave

spectra are described in Appendix A. The wave spectrum represents

the distribution of the random sea’s energy among an infinite set of

regular waves that when added together create the random character of
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the sea. By assuming that the response is linear, the response of

the offshore structure to a regular wave is equal to the RAO times

the regular wave amplitude. By assuming that the response to one

wave does not affect the response to another wave, the response of

the offshore structure to a random sea is the sum of its responses to

each of the constituent regular waves in the random sea. The

response is therefore a collection of responses each with a different

amplitude, frequency, and phase.

The energy of each constituent wave is proportional to the wave

amplitude squared. The energy of the response to a constituent wave

of the random sea is proportional to the response squared, or is

proportional to the RAO squared times the wave amplitude squared.

The response energy may also be represented by a spectrum from which

characteristics of the response may be derived. From the response

spectrum characteristics and the wave spectrum characteristics, a

“transfer function” can be obtained which relates the response and

wave characteristics.

B.2.1 Spectrum Analysis Procedure

The spectral analysis procedure involves four steps:

the response amplitude operators, 2) multiplying the

ordinates by the RAOS squared to get the response

1) obtaining

wave spectrum

spectrum, 3)

calculating the response spectrum characteristics, and 4) using the

response spectrum characteristics to compute the random sea response

transfer function.

The RAOS are usually calculated for a discrete set of wave

frequencies, and the discrete RAOS are then fit with a curve to

produce a continuous function. The singular term “RAt)” is used both

to signify a single response amplitude to wave amplitude ratio and to

signify the continuous function through all of the RAOS. Any

response that

may be reduced

accelerations,

is linearly related (proportional) to wave amplitude

to an RAO function. Typical responses

bending moments, shears, stresses, etc.

are motions,
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Multiplication of the wave spectrum ordinates by the RAO squared is

simple. The two underlying assumptions are that the response varies

linearly with wave amplitude and the assumption that the response to

a wave of one frequency is independent of the response to waves of

other frequencies.

Response spectrum characteristics are taken from the shape of the

spectrum or are calculated from the area under the response spectrum

and the area moments of the response spectrum. Typical

characteristics are significant response amplitude, maximum response

amplitude, mean period of the response, and peak period of the

response spectrum.

The random sea transfer function is the ratio of a response spectrum

characteristic to a wave spectrum characteristic. A random sea

transfer function is usually presented as a function of the random

sea characteristic period. A typical transfer function might be the

ratio of maximum bending moment amplitude per unit significant wave

height. The transfer function is useful for estimating the response

to another wave spectrum with similar form but different amplitude.

B.2.2 Transfer Function

A transfer function converts input to output for linear systems. A

transfer function is graphically represented in Figure B-1. A

transfer function can relate motion response to the height of

incident waves directly, or a transfer function can relate motion

response to wave force, or a transfer function can relate member

stresses to wave or wind force.

.

For typical applications to the design of offshore structures, the

input energy forms are waves, current and wind. The desired output

forms are static displacements, dynamic displacements, and member

stresses.
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B.2.2.1 Equation of Motions

By assuming that the motions are small enough that the inertial,

damping and spring forces can be summed linearly, the equation of

motion can be formulated.

M*X + D*X + K*X = F(x,t)

where M is the mass matrix which includes the structure mass

properties plus the hydrodynamic added mass effects,

D is the linearized damping matrix which includes the

viscous damping,

damping effects,

K is the stiffness

the wave damping, and the structural

matrix which includes the waterplane

spring properties,

moorings or tendons,

the structure and any

the restoring properties of

and the stiffness properties of

foundation,

x is the system displacement vector,

i is the system velocity vector = (dx/dt),

x is the system acceleration vector, = (d2x/dt2), and

F is the force vector which may be calculated from

empirical methods such as Morrison’s equation

diffraction theory methods.

The equations of motion can be solved with frequency domain

or from

or time

domain techniques. The frequency domain solution involves the

methods of harmonic analysis or the methods of Laplace and Fourier

transforms. The time domain solution involves the numerical solution

by a time step simulation of the motion.
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B.2.2.2 Response Amplitude Operator

The solution of the equations of motion result in a transfer

function. The motion transfer function has an in-phase component and

an out-of-phase component. The transfer function is usually

represented in complex form,

x(u) = A*[XI(UJ) + i*XO(U)]

or in angular form,

x(u)= A*[XI*cos(Ut) +XO*sin(mt)]

where

x

A

XI

Xo

is the total response,

is the wave height,

is the in-phase component of the response for unit

wave height, and

is the out-of-phase component of the response for unit

wave height.

From this equation, the response amplitude operator (amplitude per

unit wave height), is found to be,

RAO = SQRT (X12 +X02),

and the phase of the harmonic response relative to the wave is,

o = ATAN (XO/XI).

The response can be written in terms of the RAO and phase as,
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the

For

X(w) = A*RAO(w)*cos(wt+ O(W)).

When a spectral analysis is applied to the transfer function the

wave amplitudes, A, become a function of wave frequency, u, and

the X(U) is replaced by the differential slice of the response

power density spectrum.

SR(m)*dm = [A(W)*RAO(U)]2

or

SR(w)*dw = A2(u)*RA02(w)

or

SR(~)*dw = S(w)*du*RA02(w)

Thus, Sf(w) = S(U)*RA02(W)

response spectrum S(W) is therefore just the sea spectrum times

RAO squared.

multiple-degree-of-freedom systems, there is coupling between

some of the motions, such as pitch and heave. For example, to obtain

the motion or motion RAO for heave of a point distant from the center

of pitch rotation, the pitch times rotation

structure heave. This addition must

consideration of the relative phase angles

arm must be added to the

be added with proper

of the pitch and heave

motions, and therefore, such addition must be performed at the

regular wave analysis stage. The combined heave (w/pitch) RAO can

then be used in a spectral analysis to obtain the heave spectrum and

heave response characteristics at the point.
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0.2.3 Wave Spectra

The wave spectrum used in

mathematical spectrum or

the spectral analysis may be an idealized

a set of data points derived from the

measurement of real waves. When a set of data points are used, a

linear or higher order curve fit is employed to create a continuous

function. Custom wave spectra for specific regions are often

provided as one of the conventional idealized spectra with parameter

values selected to match a set of measured wave data. For areas

where there is little wave data, wave height characteristics are

estimated from wind speed records from the general area.

B.2.3.1 Wave Slope Spectra

For certain responses, particularly the angular motions of pitch and

roll, the RAO is often presented as response angle per unit wave

slope angle. For these cases the wave spectrum in amplitude squared

must be converted to a wave slope spectrum. The maximum slope of any

constituent wave of the spectrum is assumed to be small enough that

the wave slope angle in radians is approximately equal to the tangent

of the wave slope. The water depth is assumed to be deep enough (at

least one-half the longest wave length) that the wave length is

approximately equal to:

(g/2~)*T2or 2~g/~2.

By using the Fourier series representation of the wave spectrum,

selecting one constituent wave, and expressing the wave equation in

spatial terms instead of temporal terms, the wave slope is derived as

follows.

rI=a*cos(2rx/L) = a*cos(x~2/g)

dq/dx = -(a~2/g)*sin(x~2/g)

B-8
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[dn/dx]max = aW2/g .

Squaring the equation to

[dn/dx]2 = a2*(~4/g2)

Therefore, the wave spectrum

to obtain the slope spectrum.

get the slope squared,

equation must be multiplied by (~4/g2)

The wave slope angle spectrum is the

wave slope spectrum converted to degrees squared, i.e., multiplied by

(180/r)2.

B.2.3.2 Wave Spectra for Moving Vessels

For self-propelled vessels or structures under tow, the forward speed

of the vessel or structure will have an effect upon the apparent

frequency of the waves. The apparent frequency of the waves is

usually referred to as the encounter frequency. For a vessel heading

into the waves the encounter frequency is higher than the wave

frequency seen by a stationary structure. For a vessel moving in the

same direction as the waves, the encounter frequency is less than the

wave frequency seen by a fixed structure, and if the vessel’s speed

is great enough it may be overrunning some of the shorter waves which

will give the appearance that these shorter waves are coming from

ahead instead of from behind.

The encounter frequency for a regular wave is given by the following

relationship.

‘e = u + VuZ/g

where u is the

from a

v is the

wave frequen~y in radians per second as seen

stationary observer,

velocity component parallel to and opposite in

direction to the wave direction, and
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9 is the acceleration of gravity in units compatible

with .thevelocity units. .’

The energy of, or area under the curve of the sea spectrum must

remain constant.

f$e(@*dwe = fS(w)*du

Taking the derivative of the encounter frequency equation gives the

following.

dwe = [1 + 2Vw/g]*dw

Substituting the derivative

following.

nto the area ntegral gives the

f$e(ue)*[l+2Vw/g]*dw = ~S(w)*dw

Therefore, equating the integrands gives the relationship between the

encounter spectrum and the stationary sea spectrum.

Se(we) = s(l.u)/[l+2vw/gl

This equation is required to transform a stationary sea spectrum to

an encounter spectrum for the purpose of intergrating the responses.

However, if only the response statistics are desired, and not the

actual response spectrum, then the same substitutions as above can be

made.

se = s/[1 +2vw/g]

dwe = [1+2VU /g]*du

B-10
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Jr 2*$ *dti= Jr 2*S*du
eeee.

Therefore, the encounter frequency need only be used to select the

response amplitude operator and the integration is still over the

stationary frequency, u.

2i.e., re = r(we) = r(w + VU/g)

B.2.3.3 Short-Crested Seas

The usual mathematical representation of a sea spectrum is one-

dimensional with the random waves traveling in a single direction

with the crests and troughs of the waves extending to infinity on

either side of the direction of wave travel. A one-dimensional

irregular sea is also referred to as a long-crested irregular sea.

In the real ocean the waves tend to be short-crested due to the

interaction of waves from different directions.

A two-dimensional spectrum (short-crested sea) is created from a

standard one-dimensional mathematical spectrum by multiplying the

spectrum by a “spreading function.” The most commonly used spreading

function is the “cosine-squared” function.

f(lp)= (2/Tr)*cos2$

where * is the angle away from the general wave heading,

(-lT/2q%/2)

The cosine-squared spreading function spreads the sea spectrum over

an angle +/- 90 degrees from the general wave heading.

To incorporate multi-directional or

a spectral analysis, the RAOS for

obtained. A spectral analysis is

short-crested irregular seas into

a range of wave headings must be

performed for each heading using

the one-dimensional sea spectrum. The results of the one-dimensional

analyses are then multiplied by integration factors and summed.
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The following is..a. sample...of..a“.set. of...heading angles

integration factors for a cosine squared spreading function.

$ Factor
~o 0.2200

*2O0 0.1945

*4O0 0.1300

~600 0.0567

3800 0 ● 0088

6.2.4 Force Spectrum

For simple single-degree-of-freedom systems,

generated directly from the calculated or

forces.

The force on

methods, or

tests on the

and the

a force spectrum can be

measured regular wave

the structure is calculated by empirical or theoretical

is derived by analyzing measured strain records from

structure or on a model of the structure. This force is

the right hand side of the equation of motion as described in Section

B.2.2.1.

The force itself has an in-phase and an out-of-phase component

relative to the regular wave which generates the force. The force

can be written in complex form,

F(u) = A*[FI(u) + i*FO(m)]

or in force RAO and phase form,

F(w)

where

= A*RAOf(w)*cos(wt +$(w))

RAOf = SQRT (F12 + F02), and

@ ‘ATAN (FO/FI).
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The force..spectrum can be created by multiplying a selected wave

spectrum times the force RAO squared.

Sf(M) = S(W)*RAOf2(U)

B.2.5 White Noise Spectrum

Most sea spectra have a well defined peak of energy and the energy

trails off to near zero away from the peak. Other environmental

inputs that are described by spectra, such as wind force, may not

have a definite peak and may even appear constant over a wide range

(broad band) of frequencies.

Often the response RAO is narrow banded, that is, the structure tends

to respond at a narrow range of frequencies, centered about a

resonant frequency. When the combination of a broad banded

excitation spectrum and a narrow banded RAO exist, the spectral

analysis can be greatly simplified.

A broad banded spectrum can be approximated by a “white noise

spectrum” which has

the

For

spectrum.

a single degree

constant energy over the whole frequency range of

of freedom system, the response can be defined in

terms of a “dynamic amplification function” times an expected static

displacement. The dynamic amplification function is as follows,

IH(w)I = l/[(l-w/un)2)2 + (2gu/un)2]%

where

u) is radial frequency,

u is the undamped “natural frequency”,

% = (k/m)%,
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< is the damping ratio,..the ratio of.the actual damping to

the critical damping. g = c/(4km)$,

k is the spring constant,

m is the mass that is in motion, and

c is the actual damping.

The expected static displacement is simply force divided by the

spring constant, or the expected static displacement spectrum is as

follows,

From

Sd(d ‘Sf(u)/k2

these equations, the response

R(u) = (1/k2)*lH(w)12*Sf(~),

and the mean squared response

spectrum is found to be,

is,

y2(t) =O~m(l/k)2*lH(w)12*Sf(m)*dw.

The (l/k)z is constant, and by approximating the force spectrum by a

white noise spectrum with magnitude Sf(wn),the mean squared response

is simplified to,

Y2(t) = (Sf(u)n/k2)*O~m lH(w)12*dm.

For lightly damped systems, (&<<l), the integral may be evaluated to
yield,

y2(t) = [r*un*Sf(wn)]/(2*g*k2)
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0.3 EXTREME RESPONSE

The extreme response of an offshore structure may be determined in

two ways. An extreme environmental event may be selected, and the

responses to the extreme event then calculated. A set of

environmental spectra can be selected; the response spectra to each

environmental spectra calculated; and the extreme responses derived

by statistical analysis of the response spectra. The first method is

often called a “deterministic” method, and the second method is

referred to as a “probabilistic” method. In actual design practice

the two methods are often intermixed or combined in order to confirm

that the extreme response has been found.

B.3.1 Maximum Wave Height Method

In deterministic design, a set of extreme conditions is supplied by

oceanographers or meteorologists. The extreme conditions are of

course derived from statistical analyses of wave and weather records,

but the design engineer is usually not involved in that stage of the

calculations.

The given extreme conditions are applied to the offshore structure to

determine the various responses. Unfortunately, the given extreme

conditions may not always produce the extreme responses. For

example, the prying and racking loads governing the design of many

structural members of semisubmersibles are typically maximized in

waves with lower heights and shorter lengths then the maximum height

wave. Tendon loads on tension leg platforms (TLPs) are also often

maximized in waves that are lower and shorter than the maximum wave.

Since the oceanographer or meteorologist

extreme conditions does not have

characteristics of the offshore structure,

an extreme or near extreme condition that

who produced the set of

information about the

he/she is unable to select

will produce the greatest

,..,,

response. Conversely, the design engineer usually has little or no

information about the wave and weather data that was used to derive
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the set of extreme conditions, and thus, he/she is unable to create

alternate conditions to.check for greater response.

The design engineer may request a range of extreme conditions, such

as: the maximum height wave with a period of 9 see, the maximum

height wave with a period of 10 see, etc. The increased number of

conditions increases the number of analyses required, but allows the

design engineer to confirm which conditions produce the extreme

responses.

The maximum wave height method is best used when

highly nonlinear and the spectral analysis method

appropriate.

B.3.2 Wave Spectrum Method

A full probabilistic analysis involves calculating

the response is

is therefore not

responses to the

entire suite of possible environmental conditions. Statistical

analysis of these responses is then performed In order to predict a

suitable extreme for each response. This requires far fewer

assumptions on the part of those who supply environmental criteria,

but a much more extensive set of environmental data.

With the wave spectrum method, a set of wave spectra are provided by

oceanographers or meteorologists. The RAOS for the response of

interest are squared and multiplied by the wave spectrum. A wave

spectrum is assumed to represent a Gaussian random distribution.

Since the response spectrum is created by a linear multiplication,

the response spectrum also represents a Gaussian random

distribution.

be calculated

maximum, etc.

The equations

response:

The significant response, maximum response, etc. can

using the equations for calculating the significant,

wave heights.

for maximum wave height are summarized here in terms of

/ -.
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Significant response, (DA):

R5 = 4.00*(mO)~

Maximum response in 1000 cycles, (DA):

R1/looo = 7.43*(mO)~ = 1.86*Rs

Maximum response is t hours, (DA):

Rmax = 2*[2*mo*ln(3600*t/Tz)]$

where m. is the area under the response

Tz is the zero-up-crossing period of

from the equation,

Tz = 2~*(mo/m2)4, and

m2 is the second radial frequency moment of

B.4 OPERATIONAL RESPONSE

spectrum,

the response as found

the response spectrum.

In order to determine the normal day-to-day motions

assess motion related downtime and fatigue damage,

of wave heights versus wave periods are considered.

and stresses to

the distribution

A wave scatter

diagram condenses and summarizes wave height and wave period

statistics. It is a two-parameter probability density function.

Typically a wave scatter diagram is presented as a grid of boxes,

with one axis of the grid being average zero-up-crossing periods and

the other axis being significant wave heights. Within the boxes of

the wave scatter diagram are numbers which represent the percentage

of the sea records having the corresponding characteristics of Hs and

Tz see Figure A-2.
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A response scatter diagram could be generated by taking the wave

spectrum.for each sample used to.create the.wave scatter diagram and

performing a spectral analysis for the response. The computed

characteristics are then used to assign the percentage of occurrence

to the appropriate box in the response scatter diagram. This entails

considerable work and can be simplified by reducing the number of sea

spectra considered, as described below.

B.4.1 Special Family Method

All of the original sea spectra used to define the wave scatter

diagram must be available, in order to select a special family of sea

spectra to represent the whole population.

The sea spectra are first grouped by wave height bands, such as O to

2 ft significant wave height, 2 ft to 4 ft H~, etc. The average

properties of the spectra within a group are computed. Within each

group, which may contain thousands of sample sea spectra, a small set

of sea spectra are selected to represent all of the spectra in the

group. The small

The spectra of a

(Shotgun) process

set will typically contain 4 to 10 spectra.

representative set are selected by a Monte Carlo

which randomly picks, say 8, spectra from the

group. The mean spectrum and the standard deviation of the spectral

ordinates about the mean spectrum are computed for the 8 spectra. A

weighted sum of differences in properties between the 8 spectra and

the total population of

that set of 8 spectra.

A second representative

the group represent the “goodness of fit” of

set of 8 spectra is then selected from the

group,

better

sample

within

and the “goodness of fit” of the second set is computed. The

set (first or second) is retained and compared to a third

of 8, etc. The process is repeated many times, say 1000,

each wave group.
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From this process, the original number of sea spectra, which may have

been thousands, is reduced to the number of wave height bands times

the number of spectra in each representative set.

B.4.2 Wave Spectrum Method

A reduced set of sea spectra can be generated to represent the

variation of Hs and Tz as given in a wave scatter diagram.

If the original sea spectra are not available, a set of sea spectra

can be created directly from the wave scatter diagram. In this case

the shape of the spectrum must be assumed. For various areas of the

world’s oceans, preferred mathematical spectrum equations exist. For

the, North Sea, the mean JONSWAP spectrum is preferred. For open

ocean, the Bretschneider (ISSC) spectrum is preferred. For the Gulf

of Mexico, the Scott spectrum has been recommended.

Using the Hs and Tz for each populated box in the wave scatter

diagram, and the selected sea spectrum equation, a set of wave

spectra are defined. With this method the number of sea spectra is

reduced to the number of populated boxes in the wave scatter diagram,

but no more than the number of wave height bands times the number of

wave period band.
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c. STRESSCONCENTRATIONFACTORS.

C.1 OVERVIEW

C.1.l Objectives and Scope

A comprehensive document on stress Concentration factors (SCF) would

include assessment of test results, detailed review of empirical

equations, evaluation of finite element studies, and presentation of

parametric studies showing the sensitivities of parameters affecting

SCFS.

The objective of this appendix is limited.

discussion of empirical equations, parametric

presented to assist the engineer in avoiding

details. The sensitivity and interaction of

Following a brief

study results are

undesirable joint

variables shown in

tables and figures also allow quick assessment of steps necessary to

improve other geometries.

Empirical formulations are applicable to a limited range of simple

joint geometries. A complex joint often requires carrying out of a

finite element analyses (FEA) to determine the SCFS. The results of

a FEA is also presented to illustrate the applicable SCFS for a given

geometry.

—
C1.2 Current Technology

The SCF values can be computed through the use of a number of

alternative equations. These equations have been mostly based on

analytical (finite element) and small-scale experimental (acrylic

model test) work. The tests carried out on joints that reflect those

in-service (i.e. both in size and fabrication methods) are few and

limited to several simple joint configurations. Thus, the equations

available should be reviewed carefully to ascertain their range of

validity and overall reliability prior to their use in design.

Considering the simple joint configurations of T, Y, DT, K and X, the

equations available for use in design are:
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o Kuang (Reference Cl) “

o Wordsworth (References C.2, C.3)

o Gibstein (References C.4, C.5)

o Efthymiou (Reference C.6)

o Marshall (Reference C.7)

o UEG (Reference C.8)

There are significant differences in the validity ranges of these

equations. The SCFS computed based on different equations also often

vary considerably. The Kuang equations are applicable to T, Y, and K

joints for various load types. Wordsworth and Wordsworth/Smedley

equations are applicable to all simple joints. Gibstein equations

are applicable to T joints while the Efthymiou equations cover T/Y

joints and simple/overlapping K/YT joints. The equations proposed by

Marshall are applicable to simple joints, based on those equations by

Kellogg (Reference C.9), and were incorporated into API RP 2A.

Substantial work has been carried out to validate the applicability

of various SCF equations. Although some of the work carried out by

major oil companies are unpublished, such work still influence on-

going analytical and experimental research. Delft von O.R.V. et al.

(Reference C-10) indicate that the UEG equations offer a good

combination of accuracy and conservatism while the Efthymiou (i.e.,

Shell-SIPM) equations show a good comparison with experimental

data.

Ma and Tebbet (Reference C.11) report that there Is no consensus on

whether a design SCF should represent a mean, lower bound or some

other level of confidence. Tebbett and Lalani’s (Reference C.12)

work on reliability aspects of SCF equations indicate that SCF

equations underpredicting the 5CF values in less than 16% of the

cases can be considered reliable. Thus, when presenting the findings

of 45 elastic tests carried out on 15 tubular joints representing

typical construction, Ma and Tebbet report that Wordsworth, UEG and

Efthymiou equations meet this criteria and offer the best

reliability.
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Ma and Tebbett also state that while both UEG and Wordsworth

equations overpredict X joint SCFS, none of the equations overpredict

the K joint SCFS. The comparative data indicate that the SCFS

computed using Kuang and Gibstein equations for T/Y joints subjected

to axial loading under predict the measured data in more than 16% of

the cases. (See Figure Cl-l).

Tolloczko and Lalani (Reference C.13) have reviewed all available new

test data and conclude that reliability trends described earlier for

simple joints remain valid and also state that Efthymiou equations

accurately predict the SCFS for overlapping joints.
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C.2 STRESS CONCENTRATION FACTOR EQUATIONS

C.2.1 Kuang with Marshall Reduction

The Kuang stress Concentration factor equations for simple

unstiffened joints are shown on the following page. The brace stress

Concentration factor equations include Marshall reduction factor,

Qr. The validity ranges for the Kuang stress Concentration factor

equations are:

Term

d/D

T/l)

t/T

9/D

D/L

6

Validity Range

0.13 - 1.0

0.015 - 0.06

0.20 - 0.80

0.04- 1.0

0.05 - 0.3

25-90

where, D = chord diameter

T = chord thickness

d = brace diameter

t = brace thickness

9 = gap between adjacent braces

L = chord length

e = angle between brace and chord
.
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C.2.2 Smedley-Wordsworth

The Smedley-Wordsworth stress Concentration factor equations for

simple unstiffened joints are shown on the following pages. The

notes for the equations shown on the following pages include the

Shell d/D limitation of 0.95. This interpretation is open to a

project-by-project review.

The validity ranges for the $medley-Wordsworth equations are:

Term Validity Range

d/D 0.13 - 1.0

D/2T 12.0 - 32.0

t/T 0.25 - 1.0

91D 0.05- 1.0

2L/D 8.0 - 40

30 -90

where, D = chord diameter

T = chord thickness

d = brace diameter

t = brace thickness

9 = gap between adjacent braces

L = chord length

= angle between brace and chord
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C.3 PARAMETRIC STUDY RESULTS .

C.3.1 =

The Kuang and Smedley-Wordsworth chord stress Concentration factors

for T joints are shown in Section C.3.l(a) and C.3.l(b),

respectively. The Kuang and Smedley-Wordsworth chord stress

Concentration factors for K joints are shown in Section C.3.l(C) and

C.3.l(d), respectively. The Smedley-Wordsworth chord stress

Concentration factors for X joints are shown in Section C.3.l(e).

Since the chord side of the weld stress Concentration factor is

generally higher than the brace side of the weld stress Concentration

factor, only the chord side of the weld stress Concentration factors

are shown.
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C.3.l(a) Kuang Chord SCF’S for T-Joints

The Kuang chord SCF’S for T-joints are shown on the following

pages. The following parameters are assumed for the Kuang figures:

1) y = D/2T = 12.0

2) Q = = 30.0 degrees

3) = = D/L = 0.0571
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ChordSide BraceSide

K-Joinlx

SCFCX = 0.949‘y4.666~4.059~1.IWq0.067sin1.521d SCFbX = 0s25y 4“157g4.44170550~0.05S~1.44sin

SCFW “ lao~ 4.3 ~0.06 ~o.94 sin 0.9 e
SCFbV = 2.827 B a-m To-% sin050

—.

for O“<B <45”

SCFbx = 12.88 T 4.1 # ‘.35 T O.~ Q ‘“126 sin 2-M 6

for459<d<90’

Where

7= chord thicknessklwd diameter
8= angle berween brainsand chord
T = bra= thickness/chord thickness
a = chord diameter/chord length between supports

q= separation distance between braces/chonj diameter
u = separation distance between braces for TK joints/chord diameter
~ = brace diameter/chord diameter

Kuang FormulaslJsedfor Computing Stre~ Concentration Factors

-7>
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ChordSide Brace Side

K-Joints

SCFU = 1.8(rsinflfi) SCFbx = 1.0+ 0.6 Qr [1.0 +{;. SCFCX] >1.8

SCFCY = 1.2(7 sin6fi) SCFby = 1.0 +0.6 ~ [1.0+%; SCFCY] >1.8

SCFU = 2.7(rsin6fi ) SCFbz = 1.0+0.6Qr [1.0+~j. SCFU] >1.8

Y-BranchJoints

SCF Kuang = 2.06yoS808e“l“2~ (sin 6) 1 “694 71.333

SCFAWS = 14rsind fory <25

= 1.5r sin@ 7°.7for 7>25

SCF cxmod = SCFCX + T cOS0

SCFTC = SCFKuang s SCFAWS

>SCF cxmod

SCFY = same asfm K

SCFZ = same asforK

UnreinforcedCrossJoin=

SCFX = 1.333(SCFTC) ~ branch+ ~
.

SCFY = 1.333 (SCFCY)

SCFZ = 1.333(SCFCZ)

scFTb = 1.0+0.6 Qr [1.0 +/#. SCFTC] >1.8

> SCFbX

SCFY = same as for K

SCFZ = sameasfor K

SCFbx = 1.0+ 0.6Qr [1. O+@ SCFXI >1.8

scFby = 1.0 +0.6 Qr [1.0 +3. SCFY]>1.8

SCFbz = 1.0+0 .6Qr[l.O+~. SCFz] >1.8

angle betweenbraceand chord
candiameter
canthickness
nominalchord thickness

brace diameter
,,

stub thickness

tA-

(D–T)/2T
dlD
exp [-{0.5 T + t)~~t]

MarshallFormulas Used for computingStressConcentration Factors
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Chord Sidg

SCFCX= 1.7yT~(2.42 - 2.2S#2”2)sir$2(15 - 14”4P)6

SCFCY= 0.75y”*6r0”8(I.6#;14- 0.7~2)sin(1.5– 1.66)6

SCF ~ = T@{l .56– 1.46~5)sh#2f15– 14.~)o

Where

Brace Side

SCFbx= 1 + 0.63 SCFCX

ScFby= 1+ 0.63 SCFCY

SCFbz = 1+ 0.63 SCFW

~ = BraceDiameter/ChordDiameter
7 = Chord Radius/ChordThicknes
T= BraceThickness/ChordThicknes
O = AcuteAngleBetweenBraceand Chord

—

SmedleyFormulasUsed for Computing Stress Concentration Factors
for Unreinforced Cro= Joints



Definition of Parameters, Validitv Ranges and No:es OKI Tables
o

Definition of Tubular Joint Parameters

~= 2L/D where D = chord outside diameter

P = d/D T= chord vail thickness
t = D12T L = chord length (distance between points of

concraflexure)
T = c}T d ● bkace outside diarnecer

t ~ brace vail thickness
~ ‘s/D g = gap between adjacenc braces

Validitv Ranqes Eor Parametric !Zcuacions

a ~4~&o

O.lj:p:l.o
12 <5232

0.25 ~Tfl.O
0.01 ~< ~ 1.0 (Tables 1 and 2) -0.L<< < 0.01 (Ta&~e j)

#

— —
30” <G~g(J”

e, 3- 132

G; < 90”

(1)

(~;}

(3)

(4)

IF 0.98 ~~ S 1.0 then use ~= 0.98.

The K and KT iolnc .equzria~s are ba~ed on riominal 5:ZZS3 i n

brace i.

For KT joints where the load in brace 3 is srcalle: ?Y.Qn ill% of
the maximum laad in adjacenc braces i and 2 t~~~ jvi:lL c“:~?E

~llvuld be re-categori$~d as ~ .-.~th g che gap ?.e:-:=?c “>~zcsj i

and 2.

The equations indicated for,~ and XT joints apply onl:r to

balanced axial load.



(3) Table 2 only
..

(l)-~f~ ~ 0.95 for out-of-plane bending then use ~ = 0.95.

(2) The equations indicated for K and KT join~s apply only to

loading on,all braces in che same direction for ouc-of-piane
bending.

(&) TabLe 3 only .

(1) FOC K joints in ouc-of-
(~ ~ l+t&’e”::: ; > 0

ding replace the conscant 0.9

by che carin i - . -“

(2) For KT joints in out-oi-ulane bending replace the conscant 0.8
by the carm (1 - 0.1 1+4!J2 when < ~ O.

....
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C.3.l(b) Smedley-Wordsworth Chord SCF’S for T-Joints

The Smedley-Wordsworth chord SCF’S for T-joints are shown on the

following pages. The following parameters are assumed for the

Smedley-Wordsworth figures:

1) y = D/2T = 12.0

2) Q = = 30.0 degrees

3) = = 2L/D = 35.0

The Shell d/D limitations have not been imposed for the SCF

calculation.

-----
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C.3.l(C) Kuang Chord SCF’S for T-Joints

The Kuang chord SCF’S for K-joints are shown on the following

pages. The following parameters are assumed for the Kuang figures:

1) y = D/2T = 12.0

2) o = = 30.0 degrees

3) a = D/L = 0.0571
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C.3.l(d) Smedley-Wordsworth Chord SCF’S for K-Joints

The Smedley-Wordsworth chord SCF’S for K-joints are shown on the

following pages. The following parameters are assumed for the

Smedley-Wordsworth figures:

1) y = D/2T = 12*O

2). o = 02 = 30.0 degrees

3) ~ = 2L/D = 35.0

The Shell d/D limitations have not been imposed for the SCF

calculation.

—
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C.3.l(e) Smedley-Wordsworth Chord SCF’S for X-Joints

The Smedley-Wordsworth chord SCF’S for X-joints are shown on the

following pages. The following parameters are assumed for the

Smedley-Wordsworth figures:

1) y = D/2T = 12.0

2) @ = = 30.0 degrees

3) m = D/L = 35.0

The Shell d/D limitations have not been imposed for the SCF

calculation.
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C.3.2 Tables

The Kuang and Smedley-Wordsworth

for T joints are shown in

chord stress Concentration factors

Section C.3.2(a) and C.3.2(b),

respectively. Since the chord side of the weld stress Concentration

factor is generally higher than the brace side of the weld stress

Concentration factor, only the chord side of the weld stress

Concentration factors are shown.

.- .
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C.3.2(a) Kuang Chord SCF’S for T-Joints

The Kuang chord SCF’S for T-joints are shown on the following

pages. The following parameters are assumed for the Kuang figures:

1) = = D/L = 0.0571
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I@q W ~tim

T-juint Axial W

Owd Side114hld

1I 1 1 ~. l~o : Sml = 15*O I h= 20.0 : -=.=0 i
: 1 1l— 1I I I !
: Theta= :Tau=; Ma am : Ma 4m : Ha=d/R ! Ha =dIfi :
I1 It/T: 0.3: 0.5: 0.7: 0.9!0. 3:0.5:0.7:0.9 !0,3:0.5; 0.7: 0,9: 0.3: 0,s1 om7:o.q:
!1 1— —1—l—!—i—l—l—l—l—l—;—l—l—!—!—!—:—!1
1

:0.20 !O.bn OAK 0.432o,2n:o.7570.6730,5MO,ab:o.% 0.849o.b540.411:1.1441.0170.7830.492:#1 i— ! i I ! I
! 30.OdegSO.40~1.5931,416I,w o,~;~.~ i,~ lm~ 0,~~zM7 ~1~ Iaw I,~&~ 2.W 1,~ lm241~
! 0m524rad;-! I I I :
1I /0.tiZ73h2.W 1A72l,17i3;3.ZbZ?1322421.411;4,1343.k75ZG?91.7EO;4SW4.4013.= ZIQ;
i ;—; 1 ! 1 I
1 I0.~14.0143.%92.747l,rn;4.OMl4,2743.~ Z070!6.W5.3934,151L612;7.2Mb.450 4.972 3.lZl;

I I 0:20 !1.137 1.011 0,~ 0.4W!1.U2 1.211 0.932 O,WH.71q l.= 1.176 0.740 :2ME 1.H30 1.W O,Mbl
i I _l 1 i

I

i 45.Odeg; O.U&fjbb 2.549 1.96j L23&m 3.@ Zw 1.47614,331 3,Ei0 2.9b4 1.fh5;5.167 4.611 3.550 2.~
i O,~radi-! I I 1

: :0. bO 14,921 4,375 WE 2,119 ;5.~ 5.Z9 4.033 MZ4;7.~ 6.bll 5.W 3.202 ;8.91H 7.917 b.M4 3.0S
1t ;—; I 1 I

.-, ! !O.~17,221 6.4~ 4.942 3.11O;U49 7.&E 5.919 3.7Z4;1O,91 9,7M 7.4b7 4.699 ;13,0b 11.61 H.943 5,b27

i :m :1*W41,4%1.097O,m!l.m1.7071.314O.m?:zm21541.b5E1.043:2.902 2.5E) 1.W Lao!
II 1I—1 1 ; I 1
I1 bO.Odqi 0.40 !4,041 3.~ ~7fi l,740;4,~ 4.302 3.312 2.~ lb.1~ 5m4~ 4,179 2.~;7,312 hm~l S,w 3,149;
! L047radj-! 1 I I I

! O.M ib.9U b.ltl 4.74H 2,9Wi3.XEI 7.3E7 uw 3.ai10.4E 9.320 7,174 4m51&i5 11.16 E.592 5.Mb;1
I ;—~

: i
I 1

1
I 0.&l IIO,lH 9.til 6.967 4.W4 :1219 10.83 8.344 $.ao 115.a 13967 10.Q 6,&L42 16.37 12.KI 7.933;

1 : 0.20 :2.OM 1.819 L4W O.ml KL451 2.in 1.677 1.055:3.092 Z74? 2116 1.33113.703 3.292 2.534 1.595:
i ;—: 1 1 1I 1I I
1 90.Odegi 0.4 ;5.j5j 4,~ 3.= ~~;&.1~ S,#j 4,% 2&~7a790 6.% ~,~ 3m~~q,~ g,~ b.= 4m019
i 1.571 radl-l 1 I 1
1 ! 0.bOM52 7470 ME 3.612 ;1O.M ‘?.4= 7.= 4.%5 !13,37 11.E9 9.154 5.7&4&Ol 14.24 10.96 6.6%
1 1l— i i 1 ;
1 !o.81ilz9a 11.54 H.m 5.594 !15.5 13*U lo.b4 6.II W;19.U 17.44 13.43 B.m H3.54 m.w ltl.lm 10.12



KuwqSE _im

T-jointIn%neW
UrrdSickofkld

1 II II 1 a = 12.0 ! a= 1s0 I ~. ~,o : h= ao !1 Il— ! I
I llwta=!Tw=; W#D ~

! ! I
Ma=d/D : W=dll : *W i

I :tfl:o.3: 0.5:0.7:0.?!0.3:0.5:0,7:0.9! 0.3:0.510.7:0.9!0.3: 0.5:0.7:0.9!
~—;—~ — 1—I—i—!—!—f—{—!—I—! —] —l—~—]—l—j
: !0,~;0.551‘0.540O.~ 0.S28:0.63;0.6180.410o.~ ;0.7490.7340.7240.717!0S7 0,640O.= O.E?O!
) I_l : I 1 f
!I 30*0dq;0,40h.ml 0.9Mom9M0.95E!1.145Lln 1.107i.m ;1.3?61l.m 1.3151.302;1.5561.=41s041.469;
! o.n4rdi—! : i 1
~

i
:0.60:1.4191.3911,3721.358!1.6231.901.5b~l.= !1,9291.8901.864l.Mb12203MO 2.1312J1O;

1 ~—~ I I 1 1
I :O.@!1.S181.7811.7571.740ELOn 2,036Zm 1.589;Z470Z4B 2.= 2Jb4;U24 Z767 2.7?4 2703 ;

1 :0.20 :o.&n O.= 0.650 0.643 !0.766 0.7s5 0,743 0.75:0.913 0.89s O.m 0.674:1.044 1.OZ 1.009 0,999:
I_ I I 8 I i

45.0 dq; 0,40 bII 1,155 1.179 1.16H;1,3% 1.367 1.349 l.= ;l.H 1.624 1.603 l.~ ;l.1%% l.~ 1.832 1.814!
i 0,7WIrdi—i : # 1 i
1I :0.60 H.729 Lb94 1.672 1.655:1.977 LW I.fll i.~ ;~~ Lx 2,272 29249b ~b32 2.597 2S71 :
! I~—; : 1 1 1

I i O,m R215217021412120KLm 2.481 2AM 2A24 ;3.0102.?49L9W Zw A 3.3713.Q6 3*293i

1
! Oa !0.754 0.739 Omm 0.722:0.863 0.B45 0,E34 O,EH:1.025 i.w O*W1O.ml !Li72 L148 Li33 1.12

i .~—~ 1 : #

! 60.0 deg! 0.40:1.370 1.342 1.Z!4 1.311;l.X4 1,S4 1.514 1.49911.861 1.623 1.799 L7Sl ;2.U3 2sW 2.057 2.036
i 1,047radl-1 1 I i
1 ! O.M ;1.941 1.W 1.877 1.EH !’2.ZO Z175 2.146 2.124 ;2.t211 2.= 2.5W 2.Z4 :3.016 2.955 2.715 2.N#
1 :—j : 1 I
1 i O.M :2.486 2AM 2404 2sW HJ43 Z7H L748 2.721 ;3.~ 3.310 3.264 3.2S ;3.0S 3.704 3.734 3A9b

1
1 I 0.20:0.819 O.~ 0.792 0.7B4 10.936 0.917 0,9M 0.89611.113 1,090 l,07b 1.065M72 1.247 1.230 1.21B
( Il— i : i II
1 90.0 degi 0.40 !1.487 1.457 1.437 1.423 ;1.700 l,b& 1.M 1.627 ;Zm 1,979 1,?53 1,~ H.31O 2.263 2.~ 2.210 !
1 1.571 radl-! 1 I 1 1, ,
1 ! 0.64 !2J07 2.M 2037 2.o17 ;zW 2.361 z.~ 234 !zE63 2.KU 2.764 2.740 ;3.z74 3.B7 3.164 3.133i

Ii I—1 I 1 I I

; O.W i2.6W 2.644 2.M9 2.W3 ;3.U36 3.023 2.%3 2~ ;3,647 3.593 3.545 3.W9 i4.193 4.lM 4.053 4,012~1
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C.3.2(b) Smedley-Hordsworth Chord SCF’S for T-Joints

The Smedley-Wordsworth chord SCF’S for T-joints are shown on the

following pages. The following parameters are assumed for the

Smedley-Wordsworth figures:

1) = = 2L/D = 35.0

The Shell d/D limitations have not been imposed for the SCF

calculation.
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—

T-joint hid S5 Crm i%itim

1 1
1 i -= 120 : - = 15.0 ! ~= 20.0 j w=. a.o :

1 ;—l I1 11 I t

: kh= ;Tw=l
I

Ha 4/D ! b din : Ma*/o : h =dm I
1I IWT : O*3!0.5: 0.710,9: 0,3! O,s: 0.7: 0.9: 0.3: 0.5: 0.7: 0.9: 0.3:0,5:0.7: 0.9;
j—~— — 1! — —1—l—!—l1 —l—l—l—l—!—l—l—l—l—!
1

I O.a :2447‘3.OSI‘Mu 3.2H3:2.9293*N13.1773.21E:3J693*14a3.l&l3.166:3,2073*m 3.* 3.145!
II :—; I ! : I
: W.o fkj 0.54 W23 5.7W Lm b.(m ;5.365.7195,9075*W1;sm~g~,~ 5,7935,~:5,7165m~ 5,~ 5,=;
I 0.S?4rad:-1 I 1 t 1

: ! 0,25:8.15 9.361 %793 ?.~ k 140 %012 ?,ZJ1 9,015 ;8.276 E,W 8.891 R.= ;8.516 8.W7 8.7M MM ;
{ i— r I ~ I 1

! 1*Mh 13.5 14.49 13.71ill.% 13.(U 13,44 1275 :11.4E 12.46 12.57 11.Q h 1M6 12J5 ilma ;f

..-,....

1
1 i 0S 13.2U 3m&144.344 4.UO S294 3.W 4,320 4,7iZ :3.4~ 3.W 4,304 4.6W :3.E57 3.9544,311 4.651:
II I—i ! I 1
1

!
1 M.O deq; 0,50 :5.74? 7.026 0.1~ 9.@ :5.06? 7,MI 7,% &EM ;kM4 7.(U3 7,905 MN k45 7.1~7,903 0,S1 !
I 1.047radi-! t 1 # 1
) :0.75 :a.m10.M 12s27 13,52:s.643 10,47 11,95 13.10km 10.46 11,72 1273 k 10.57 11.66 i2.54 ;
1 ~—~ I

i : :

! lm~ :11.57 14.63 16.M 1H,33;11.65 14.~ 16.Z 17.ti :11.94 ]4.14 15.83 17.03:12.32 14.19 15.65 16.71;
1

1 i 0.3 i3.E14 3AM 4.6UI 5.W !3.1S 3.W 4S47 5.1?6 13.240 3.BW 4,511 5.CQ7!3S43 3.741 4.549 5.046i
11 ;—{ t t 1 i
i W.Odeqi O.~ !5.%9 7,X5 H.6W 10.02;5.6!II 7.15# E.= %779;5.M2 7,184 8.422 9,= ;b.03S 7.2K 9.397 9.443i
I 1.571radl-! I ! i I
I :0.75 :H.~ 10.81 13.ti 14.93;E.315 10,67 12.73 14,51:9.%4 10.64 12SI 14.13IH.E1410.71 12.41 13.93:
I :—~ I I i i
1 : 1.M !!1.06 14.76 17.76 ZII,1O;11.14 14,45 17.22 !9.45 ;11.39 14.XI 16.7E 18.86:11.70 14,?3 MO 18.54!1



T-joint Axial SF Saddle Posiiim



.

T-joint In-PlaneSE UM P~itim

1 ~0.3 :0.M5 1.0)9 1.079 1,066loom 1.153 1.233 1.21? ;1,175 1.370 1.4M 1.449!1.343 1.567 1.h7b l,b7 :
1 ;—~ : 1 1 I

45.0 dq; O,W ;I.w 1.7% 1,879 I.W 11,721 ?.~ 2.lW z.1~3 ;2,046 2.224 2.553 2.523:2.339 2.728 2,918 2.W5 (1

I .0.785rad~—1 1 1 1 1

i’ ~ 0.75 !2.083 2.429 2.599 2.5$9;2.331 2.778 2.971 2,931 ;2.830 3.301 3.ECfl3.490;3.25 3.774 4.037 3.’?91i
1 :—; I 1 1 !

.,
iLoo i2ab22 3.059 3.271 3.234;2.%113.497 3.740 3.W7 !3.%2 4.155 4,445 4.34 ;4,073 4.751 Lou 5*OZ:n

1 :0.25:1.063 1.162 L165 l.om !1.214 1.329 1.32 1.234;1,445 1.579 low 1.447:1.652 1.W 1*E1O1.577:
I :—~ 1 ; 1 1

60.0 deql 0,50 il.852 ?.024 2.029 I.w 12,117 2.314 2.~ 2.149 !2.516 2.755 2,757 ?.554 ;Z87k 5.144 3,152 2.9?0 ;1
! 1I i,C-47rad:—: 1 [ 1

! 0.75 :2.5Li 2.W 2.907 2.6W :2.92j 3.201 3,.W 2.973 ;3.W3 3,!304LU4 :.533 h9 4.3XI 4,360 4.039;1
~—~ I 1 1 I

: I.W !3.224 3.Z5 3,573 3,273!3.&4 4.030 4.04433.742 !4.381 4,7E9 4,801 4,440:5.009 5.475 5,449 5m’OK!

1 : 0.25:1.231 1.% 1.231 1.OW!l.4c4 1.470 1.407 1.245!1.673 1,747 1,672 i.480 :1.913 i.W7 1.912 1.b92!
1 :—; 1 1 1 1

90.0 dq.1 0,50 ;2.144 2.239 2.143 LW&;2.452 2.5? 1.450 I.IM ~Z.9143,~2 1.912I
2.576 K3ZS 3.47H 3.329 2,9% ;

I 1.571radl—1 I i
1 ! 0.75 il.% 3,097 2.W5 2.h23 !3.391 3.540 Z.W 2.9W !4.034 4,207 +.02B 3.’%4:4.M9 4.010 Lb05 4.074;
! {—; 1 z 1 1
1 : 1.00 !3.734 5.WR 3.TL 3.302!4.26’?4.457 4.267 :,775 !5.073 5.296 5.070 4,4S6;5.W 6.055 5.7W 5.129 ;



-—

T-joint CtkuHlane ELFSaddlePcisitim

;—~—j _~_~_ ~—l— l—~— :— I 11— —;— ;—1— ,—, — j_
1 ! 0,5 !0,527 0.773 1).m O.w ;(),W ‘%%7 1.031 ().6% ;Omm‘imm 1.375 O*9ZI;1s103 1.612 1,719 1.15’?I
I ;—: 1 1 1
t ?%0daq~0.50 !I.OEN1.547 l,b50 1.112;1.324 1.934 2.W 1,390!l.7& 2.579 2,755 1,E54:2.207 3.224 3.439 2.31E
I 0,524rad:—; I 1 1
I ! 0.75 !1.58’+2.321 2.475 1,6M k 2.902 3.094 2.wb ;2,b47 3,@M4,125 ?.7E1;3,311 4,W7 5,157 3,477
! :—! I t I x

1

! ! 1,00:1.119 3,095 3.W 2,23 ;?aMq 3,~94.1~2,711:3,532~=j5q5,5M3.709:4.415b,~q~,g~b~a~:

!O,fi;O.E721,347L5bl1,176;1,0%)1.6841.9sl1,4711:1.4542,2+5 2.b02 1.%4 !lAIE 2.EJ17:.252 2.45fJ:
;—~ 1 1 # 1

1

45.0 deq! 0,50 !1.745 2,h74 3.122 2.352 ;2.1!313.W 3,9Q3 2,740 :2,90B 4,471 5,204 3.920!3.b3b 5.b14 b.~ 4,9@ :!
f 0.7fi rad;—; 1 [ 1
$

;
~0.75 ;2.610 4,042 Lb03 3,520k.2R s.0535.K44,410;4.3Hb.7377.00b5.M%4540.4219,7577.351!

I ;—/ 1 1 ; 1

1

! 1.C4!3.490 5.399 6.245 4,704 ;4.%3 6,737 7,W 5.W ;5.817 8.?03 10.40 7,B41;7.272 11Z2 13.01 ‘?.601;

1
: O.fi 11.169 1.EM 2.2b7 1.82 !l, %0 2,329 2.K3 2.2j% !1,?47 3,10h ;.7i0 3.037 !2.434 3,= 4,723 3.7% i

! :—1 ; 1 [ [
1 60.0 dey 0.50 !2.237 3.7274,n4;.M4:2.’%?14,L595.6474,5%;3.m b.2127,557!5.074:4.0637.X5q.w 7.593:
! 1.047radi—i # ! 1 11

:9.75 !3.505 5.591 4,MII 5.4b7 14,X2 .5.%Q E1.ml .5,e3.4 ;5.W2 ‘q,31E 11.33 ~,112 ;7,303 11.64 14.16 11.391
1 :—/ f 1 I I
1 : I.@ !4.h74 7.%5 ?.W 7.LW%.842 q.31B 11.33 7,11217,790 12.42 15.11 12.14h7 15.= 1S,69 15.16I

1 ! 0.25:1.437 2.344 2.9FA 2.4E4 ;1.7% 2,732 3.h92 3,10a :2,~q 3.710 4,923 4,144 !2.994 4.~ b.154 5.lM ;
- :—; 1 1 !. 1i

?0.0 dqi 0.54:2,874 4.692 5,X4 4,W3 ;3,593 5.W 7.= A.21b14.7?1 7.U 7,047 a.= ;5.989 7.775 12.W 10.3b;
; 1.571racll-! I t 1 1

i %75 :4.312 7,03E S.M2 7.457 ~5.390 0,797 11.b7 q,E4 ~7.107 11.73 14.77 12.43h.9B4 14.bb lB.4b 15.54;
;—; 1 i 1 I

1 : 1.C4:%74q 7.X4 11.81 7.W :7,10] 11.73 14,77 12.43:q.~ 15.& 17.h9 16.57;11.’77 Iq.Zj 24.M X.72 :



—

i : m ! 0.3: O*5: 0.7: o*?: 0.3: 0.5: 0.7: 0,9: 0,3; 0,5: 0.7: 0.9! 0.3! 0.5! 0.7: 0.9
:—; —i—:—i— — — — — — —! —!—l—!—!—
II ! 0.20:0.427 0.414 0.406 ‘0.40) ;0.4% ‘o*Ml 10.471‘0.464 ;0,600 ~’m;o.w !0.6% 0.676 o.bb2 O.m
t1 :—l I 1 I
11 30.0 I@; 0.40 10.91E0.6?! 0.E73 0,860;1.065 1.034 1.o13 0,99Eh?tl 1.252 LW l.~ h 1.453 1.424 1.403
I 0.524rail-l It i :
t i0.60!1.4371.3941“371.347iLbb71.6181.3 1.%2:20191.9591.9211.89223432.2132.2292.1?6i
# I1—1 : I: 1
1 !O.W!1.9741.9151.878l.~ KLm 2g~ 2.1792147!2,774Lb%?2A9 Zw ;3.2193.lZ3.M23’.017;

! IO.~!0,7240.702Om~ 0.b7E:0.840 0,M5 0.7W 0,7B7:1.017 0.9H7 0,967 0.953:1.10 1.145 1.122 l.iti !
: :—l I 1 1
1I 45.0 degl 0.40 :L~ 1.510 1.W 1.4% ;L8E 1,751 1.717 1.69212.186 2J21 2.W 2J49 k 2.461 2.413 2.37Ei
! 0.7% rti:-1 i i 1 1
: i 0.60MM 2.3k2231b2.202i2.~ 21412A872647!3,4213.3J03,Z43.W ;3,9bq 3.~ 3.77b3.720;
1! I—1 i I : 1
!I ;O.~&345 3.2453.lD3.1S13.~ 3.7653.b913.637;4.7004,%1 4.4714AM !%453 5.2915.1B75.111i

1
1 !0.20!0.9%0.9560.937O.m :1.1431.lUI1.W 1.07111.W 1.3431.317l.m :1.646I.= l*52al.m I
I 1:— t 1<i i
1 60.0d~l0.40;Z1182.052.015l.~ ;2.4Z2.W Zm 2303%97b Zm 2.KH2.7W;3.45J3.3513.= 3.Zb!
I 1.047rxll-1 : i 1 1

i i 0.60!3.3143.2153.lD 3.106;3,B453.7313.6S73,604{4.6574,5194.4Y 4,365;5.4035.2435.1405.064;
1 :—: I 1 t t

1
: O.~ :4.= 4.418 4.Q1 4,267 ;5.2W S.126 5.M 4.%! ;bm~ b,~ 6.(M6 5.996;7.4237,2037.061b.557 ;

1
:0.20 :1.z?b 1.190 1.1661.149!1.423 l,m l.m 1,353:1.723 1.672 1.639 1.615:1.999 1.940 1.902 1474:

: I—1 : 1 1 1

i 90.0 deg; 0.40 ;2.634 HE 2A07 2.470!3.MB 2.9L4 2.W 2.EM :3.704 3.94 3.24 3.472i4.2Xi 4.170 4.OW 4.02Ei
; 1.571rdi—1 1 t I 1
I

i 0.60 !4.124 4.W 3.~ 3.EM;4.E 4,643 4,5s? 4,M ;5,Rb 5.b24 5.513 5.M ;b.Z?5 b.= b.397 b.W :
i II—1 1 I : !

! O.~ ;5.M45.4q5.~ 5.311;6.574 b.m b.m b.lK ;7.963 7,726 7,575 7.443 :9.Z9 8.965 8,7W %.bW;I



I 1 1
1 1 ~. l~o ~ ha= 1s0 : ~. ~J ; a=ao i

i ;—{ I
1 \

I
1 i

! W= !Tw=i ti#D i ti=d/o : M=d/u : *=IVD :
i ! tll : 0.3! 0.5: 0.7: o.? ! 0.3: 0.5I 0.7: 0.9! 0.3; 0,5: 0.7: 0.9: 0.3: 0.5: 0.7: 0.9:
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C.4 FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSES RESULTS

.,—

Finite element analyses were performed on the connections between the

column tops and upper hull girders and between the corner columns and

tubu1ar bracing of the column-stabilized, twin-hulled

semisubmersible. The overall geometry and locations of the two

connections are indicated in Figures C.4-1 and C.4-2. Longitudinal

and transverse girders (8.2 m deep) coincide with the column faces.

The columns are 10.6 by 10.6 m in cross section.

Some dimensions of interest are:

Overall length 96.0 m

Overall width 65.0 m

Lower Hulls (two)

Length 96.0 m

Width 16.5 m

Depth 8.0 m

Stability Columns (six)

Size (square w/ rounded columns) 10.6x1O.6 m

Transverse spacing (center-to-center) 54.o m

Longitudinal spacing 33.0 m

Upper Hull

Length 77.0 m

Width 65.0 m

Depth 8.2 m

C.4.1 Column-Girder Connection

The location of the connection is shown in Figure C.4-1. The joint

dimensions are given in Figure C.4-3. The loading analyzed was a

combined axial, shear and moment load. The .SCFis defined as:
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MAXIMUM PRINCIPAL STRESS

SCF = --------------------------------------

NOMINAL STRESS IN GIRDER (P/A+M/S)

The moment M Is due to a combination of moment and shear load.

The maximum SCF was found in the gusset plate connecting the

transverse girder and column top, at the edge of the gusset plate in

the weld between the gusset web and flange. It was equal to 1.66. The

SCF in the longitudinal girder at the windlass cutouts reached a

value of 1.87. Figure C.4-4 shows the equivalent stress variation

over the entire connection. The maximum stress, as already nokl,

occurs in the crotch region. Figure C.4-5 shows an equivalent stress

contour plot of the windlass holes. Table C.4-1 summarizes the SCFS.

,.—.
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..-. __ _________ ._ _ _______ _______ ______------ ________ _ _________ __________

I MEMBER LOCATION DIRECTION
I

SCF I
TO WELD

I
I_____________________ _______________________-----_______________ __ _--_+-+__________________

I Center Column
1

Middle of Parallel 1.66 I
I Transverse Gusset
I

I

I Girder-Column
I

Gusset-Girder Perpendicular 1.37 I
I Connectlon Connection
I

I

I 2.3x2.3x1.1 m
I

Gusset-Column Perpendicular
I Gusset

1.10 I
Connection

I
I

I
I

Girder Flange Parallel 1.05 I
I
I-------------------_-...------------------------------- i
I I
I Longitudinal Middle of Parallel
I Girder-Column

1.52 I
Gusset

I
I Connection Gusset-Girder Perpendicular 1.14 I
I Connection
I I
I 1.lxl.lx.55 m Gusset-Column Perpendicular 1.05 I
i Connection
I

I
I

I Girder Flange Parallel 1.01 I
I I
I------------------------ ----- .s.-.-+.- -------- ---------- i
I
I EXteri or

I
Bottom Right Parallel 1.87 I

I Longitudinal Corner of
I Girder Exterior Hole I

] @ Windlass Upper Left
I Holes

Parallel 1.73 I
Corner of

I Interior Hole
I
I
===-==============------—--------------------------------========

Table C.4-1 Summary of SCFS for a Column - Girder Connection
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APPENDIX D

VORTEX SHEDDING AVOIDANCE AND FATIGUE DAMAGE COMPUTATION
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NOMENCLATURE

co

CLj

CLO

o

‘tot
DI

D2

E

H

I

I

Io

K

KS

L

N

Re

s

s

SCF

‘t
s~

T

Te

v

Vm

vmax
vmin
Vr

Y

Ym

Y~

Coefficient of drag

Design lift coefficient

Base lift coefficient

Fatigue damage

Total fatigue damage

Fatigue damage due to vortex shedding

Fatigue damage due to storm

Modulus of elasticity

Submerged length of member

Member moment of inertia

Turbulence parameter

Turbulence parameter

Constant representing member fixity

Stability parameter

Span between member supports

Number of cycles to failure at hot spot stress range

Reynolds number

Hot spot stress range

Member section modulus

Stress concentration factor

Strouhal number

Corresponding hot spot stress range

Wave period

Time for which Vmin is exceeded

Flow velocity normal to member axis

Maximum orbital velocity due to wavemotion

Maximum water particle velocity

Minimum Vr, required for motion

Reduced velocity

Member midspan deflection

Maximum member midspan deflection

Refined maximum member midspan deflection



a

an

b

d

f“

far
f~

‘bmax
f~

fn

f~

m

z

‘i

‘j
n

‘e
,--- no

‘s

‘w
t

v

‘cr
Vr

w

‘o
WI

y(x)

y’(x)

6

E

v

‘N
P

Maximum modal amplitude

Natural frequency coefficient

Pit depth

Member diameter

Member vortex shedding frequency

Turbulence parameter

Member

Member

Member

Member

Member

bending stress

maximum bending stress

maximum hot spot stress

natural frequency

vortex shedding frequency

Mass of member per unit length excluding marine growth

Effective mass per unit length

Mass of member per unit length including marine growth

Generalized mass per unit length for mode j

Mode of vibration

Member end condition coefficient

Total number of occurrences per year

Actual number of cycles at hot spot stress range

Number of oscillations during one wave cycle

Nominal caisson thickness

Applied velocity

Critical wind velocity

Reduced velocity

Load per unit length

Weight per unit length of member

Weight per unit length of supported Items

Fundamental mode shape

Equivalent fundamental mode shape

Logarithmic decrement of damping

Damping ratio

Kinematic viscosity

Ratio of midspan deflection to member diameter (Y/d)

Mass density of fluid
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D. VORTEX SHEDDING

0.1. INTRODUCTION

When a fluid flows about a stationary cylinder, the flow separates,

vortices are shed, and a periodic wake is formed. Each time a vortex

is shed from the cylinder, the local pressure distribution is

altered, and the cylinder experiences a time-varying force at the

frequency of vortex shedding.

In steady flows, vortices are shed alternately from either side of

the cylinder producing an oscillating lift force transverse to the

flow direction at a frequency equal to that at which pairs of

vortices are shed. In the flow direction, in addition to the steady

drag force, there is a small fluctuating drag force associated with

the shedding of individual vortices

lift force.

As the flow velocity increases,

at a frequency twice that of the

the vortex shedding frequency

increases. Thus, provided the flow velocity is high enough, a

condition will be reached where the vortex shedding frequency

coincides with the natural frequency of the flexible element.

In general, marine members and appurtenant pipework are of a diameter

and length that preclude the occurrence of in-line vibrations induced

by vortex shedding. However, all susceptible members must be

analyzed to ensure that the stresses due to in-line vibrations and

possible synchronized oscillations are small and do not result in a

fatigue failure.

Response to vortex shedding cannot be predicted using conventional

dynamic analysis techniques since the problem is non-linear. The

motion of the structure affects the strength of the shedding which,

in turn affects the motion of the structure. This feedback mechanism

causes the response to

smal1. Once excited,

be either significantly large or negligibly

there is also a tendency for the vortex

D-1



shedding frequency to synchronize with the natural frequency of the

structure. This results in sustained resonant vibration even if the

flow velocity moves away from the critical velocity.

Oscillations can be predominantly in-line with the flow direction or

transverse to it. In-line motion occurs at lower flow velocities

than transverse or cross-flow motion, but the latter is invariably

more severe and can lead to catastrophic failure due to a small

number of cycles of oscillation.

Response to vortex shedding is further complicated as the

excitational force is not necessarily uniform along the length of the

members and the actual amplitude of oscillation depends to a large

extent on the degree of structural damping.

0.2. VORTEX SHEDDING PARAMETERS

A number of parameters are common to this phenomenon:

Reduced velocity (Vr)

Vr = V/fnd

where:

v = flow velocity normal to the member axis

fn = fundamental frequency of the member (Hz)

d = diameter of the member

Reynolds number (Re)

Re = Vdi v

where:

w = kinematic viscosity of the fluid

The Strouhal number (St) is a function of the Reynolds number for

circular members. The Reynolds number for typical cylindrical

members under storm current ranges from 3.5 x 105 to 1.0 x 106. The

Strouhal number is reasonably approximated as 0.21 for this range of

Reynolds numbers.
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Vortex Shedding Frequency

St v
fv=~=

(f”)

vortex shedding frequency of the member

If the vortex shedding frequency of the member coincides with

natural frequency of the member, resonance will occur.

Stability parameter

Iii=

L

m

(Ks)

21iI& / P d 2

21tE = logarithmic decrement

damping ratio

mass density of the f’

effective mass per un”

~~(m)[y(x)]2dx

$ [Y’ (X)]%

uid

t length

span between member supports

mass of member per unit length

y(x),

&y’(x) = fundamental mode shapes as a function of the

ordinate x measured from the lower support

along the longitudinal axis of the member

the

As given in References 0.1 and 0.2, the effective mass is used to

equate the real structure with an equivalent structure for which
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deflection and stability parameters are known. The deflected form of

this equivalent structure is a cantilever, while typical structure

members and appurtenances deflect as a simply supported beam. Hence,
the equivalent structure has a mode shape given by:

y’(x) = a- a cos(~)

while the real structure has a mode shape given by:

y(x) = a sin(~)

Substituting into the effective mass formulation, we obtain:

f~[m][asin ~]2dx
m=

J: [a - a cos ~]2dx

where:

a = maximum modal amplitude

Integration of the above equation leads to the relationship:

i= 2.205 m for simple supported

i= 1.654 m for fixed supports

ii= m for cantilever span

Damping Ratio

span

Welded marine structures exhibit very low values of structural

damping. Vibratory energy is typically dissipated by material and

aerodynamic (radiation) damping. Individual members subjected to

large vibratory motions dissipate energy through the connections to

the main structure largely as dispersive bending and compression
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waves. When only isolated

energy dispersion exceeds

source of damping.

members undergo large vibration response,

reflected energy and represents a major

Structural members may be grouped Into two classes, depending on the

fixity of their supports. Tubular braces welded on to regions of

high rigidity, such as structure columns or legs, are defined as

Class 1 members. Tubular braces welded on to regions of low

rigidity, such as other braces, are defined as Class 2 members. The

damping ratio applicable for structural members are:

Structural Member - Class

Structural Member - Class

Although the recommended

they may be conservatively

Non-structural continuous

multiple guides, have both

1 Damping ratio E = 0.0035

2 Damping ratio E = 0.0015

damping ratios are for vibrations in air,

used for vibrations in water.

members, such as tubulars supported by

structural and hydrodynamic damping. The

hydrodynamic damping occurs due to sympathetic vibration of spans

adjacent to the span being evaluated for shedding. Recent work by

Vandiver and Chung (Reference 0.3) supports the effectiveness of

hydrodynamic damping mechanism. The lower bound structural damping

ratio for continuous tubulars supported by loose guides is given as

0.009 by Blevins (Reference 0.4). The applicable damping ratios are

assumed to be:

Non-Structural Members - Continuous Spans

Damping ratio E = 0.009 in air

Damping ratio E = ().02 in k@t@r

Natural Frequency

The fundamental natural frequency (in Hz) for uniform beams may be

calculated from:
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a
fn = ~ (EI/mi L4)%

where:

the moment of inertia of the beam

3.52 for a beam with fix-free ends (cantilever)

9.87 for a beam with pin-pin ends

15.4 for a beam with fix-pin ends

22.4 for a beam with fix-fix ends

1ength

mode of vibration

mass per unit length

The amount of member fixity assumed in the analysis has a large

effect on vortex shedding results, because of its impact on member

stiffness, natural period, amplitude of displacement, and member

stress. Hence, careful consideration should be given to member end

conditions. Members framing into relatively stiff members can

usually be assumed to be fixed. Other members, such as caissons and

risers, may act as pinned members if supports are detailed to allow

member rotation.

For members with non-uniform spans, complex support arrangements or

non-uniform mass distribution, the natural frequency should be

determined from either a dynamic analysis or from Tables provided in

References D.5 and D.6. Reid (Reference D.7) provides a discussion

and a model to predict the response of variable geometry cylinders

subjected to a varying flow velocities.

The natural frequency of a member is a function of the member’s

stiffness and mass. For the purposes of vortex shedding analysis and

design, the member’s stiffness properties are computed from the
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member’s nominal diameter and thickness. The member mass per unit

length m is taken to include the mass of the member steel including

sacrificial corrosion allowance, anodes, and contained fluid. For

the submerged portion of the member, the added mass of the

surrounding water is also included. This added mass is the mass of

water that would be displaced by a closed cylinder with a diameter

equal to the nominal member outside diameter plus two times the

appropriate marine growth thickness.

Because of insufficient knowledge of the effect of marine growth on

vortex shedding, the member diameter “d” in vortex-shedding

parameters Vr, Re, KS, and the member effective mass = in parameter

Ks do not incluc(e any allowance for the presence of marine growth.

D.3. SLISCEPTIBILITYTO VORTEX SHEDDING

The vortex shedding phenomena may occur either in water or in air.

The susceptibility discussed and the design guidelines presented are

applicable for steady current and wind. Wave induced vortex

shedding has not been investigated in depth. Since the water

particle velocities in waves continually change both in magnitude and

direction (i.e. restricting resonant oscillation build-up), it may be

reasonable to investigate current-induced vortex shedding and

overlook wave actions.

To determine susceptibility of a member to wind- or current-induced

vortex shedding vibrations, the reduced velocity (Vr) is computed

first. For submerged members, the stability parameter (Ks) is also

calculated. Vortex shedding susceptibility defined here is based

upon the method given in Reference D.8, with a modified lower bound

for current-induced shedding to reflect present thinking on this

subject (Reference D.9).
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0.3.1 In-Line Vortex Shedding .

In-1ine vibrations in wind and current environments may occur when:

Current Environment Wind Environment

1.2 ~ Vr< 3.5 1.7 < Vr< 3.2

and KS 51.8

The value of Vr may be more accurately defined for low KS values from

Figure O-1, which gives the reduced velocity necessary for the onset

of in-line motion as a function of combined mass and damping

parameter (i.e. stability parameter). Corresponding amplitude of

motion as a function of K5 is given on Figure D-2. As illustrated on

this Figure, in-line motion is completely supressed for Ks values

greater than 1.8.

Typical marine structure members (i.e. braces and caissons on a

platform) generally have values of Ks greater than 1.8 in air but

less than 1.8 in water. Hence, in-line vibrations with significant

amplitudes are often likely in steady current but unlikely in wind.

0.3.2 Cross-Flow Vortex Shedding

The reduced velocity necessary for the onset of

in either air or in water is shown on Figure

Reynold’s number, Re, cross

occur when:

Current Environment

3.95vr59

and Ks s 16

The cross-flow vibrations

flow vibrations in

cross-flow vibrations

D-3 as a function of

water and in air may

Wind Environment

4.7<Vr<8

of members in steady current will

invariably be of large amplitude, causing failures after small number
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of cycles. Thus, the reduced velocity necessary for the onset of

cross-flow vibrations in steady current should be avoided.

0.3.3 Critical Flow Velocities

The criteria for determining the critical flow velocities for the

onset of VW can be expressed in terms of the reduced velocity

(Section D.2):

vcr = (Vr)cr (fn* d)

where:

(Vr) Cr = 1.2 for in-line oscillations in water

= 1.7 for in-line oscillations in air
= 3.9 for cross-flow oscillations in water
= 4.7 for cross-flow oscillations in air

0.4. AMPLITUDES OF VIBRATION

Amplitudes of vibrations can be determined by several methods. A DnV

proposed procedure (Reference 0.8) is simple to apply and allows

determination of member natural frequencies, critical velocities and

maximum amplitudes of vortex-shedding induced oscillations. The

procedure yields consistent results, comparable to the results

obtained by other methods, except for oscillation amplitudes. The

DnV calculation of oscillation amplitudes is based on a dynamic load

factor of a resonant, damped, single-degree-of-freedom system. this

approach is not valid unless the nonlinear relationship between the

response and damping ratio is known and accounted for. Consequently,

in-line and cross-flow vortex shedding amplitudes are assessed

separately.

D-9
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0.4.1 In-Line Vortex Sheddinq Amplitudes

The reduced velocity and the amplitude of vibrations shown on Figures

D-1 and D-2, respectively, as functions of stability parameter are

based on experimental data. The experimental data obtained are for

the cantilever mode of deflection for in-line and cross-flow

vibrations.

Sarpkaya (Reference D.1O) carried out tests on both oscillatory flow

and uniform flow and observed smaller amplitudes of vibration for the

oscillatory flow than for the uniform flow. It is also suggested by

King (Reference 0.1) that the maximum amplitude for an oscillatory

flow is likely to occur at a Vr value in excess of 1.5 (as opposed to

1.0 assumed by DnV) and that an oscillation build-up of about 15

cycles is required before “lock-in” maximum-amplitude vibration

occurs. In light of this evidence, the amplitude of vibrations shown

in Figure D-2 is based on Hallam et al (Reference D.2) rather than

the DnV (Reference D.8).

Since typical marine structure members have stability parameters (Ks)

in excess of 1.8, in-line vibrations of these members in air are

unlikely.

D.4.2 Cross-flow Vortex Shedding Amplitudes

The amplitude of the induced vibrations that accompanies cross-flow

vibration are generally large and creates very high stresses.

Therefore, it is desirable to preclude cross-flow induced

vibrations. Figure D-4 illustrates a curve defining the amplitude of

response for cross-flow vibrations due to current flow and based on a

cantilever mode of deflection.

Cross-flow oscillations in air may not be always avoidable, requiring

the members to have sufficient resistance. The DnV procedure

(Reference 0.8) to determine the oscillation amplitudes is derived

from a simplified approach applicable to vortex shedding due to
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steady current, by substituting the mass density of air for the mass

density of water. Hence, the oscillation amplitude is not linked

with the velocity that causes vortex-induced motion. The resulting

predicted amplitudes are substantially higher than amplitudes

predicted based on an ESDU (Reference D.11)

for interaction between vortices shed and the

The iterative ESDU procedure to determine

procedure that accounts

forces induced.

the amplitudes can be

simplified by approximating selected variables.

is represented in Equation 9 of the ESDU report by

Y 0.00633 ~ d2 1 ~L. _ 0“0795 cLj_=nN=— ——
d E ITlj s ; J KS $:

The
.
●

peak amp1itude

Using this formulation, a corresponding equation can be established

for a structure, while making assumptions about the individual

parameters. Following step 3 of the procedure, the parameters may be

set as:

‘j = generalized mass/unit length for mode j
= 2.205 m for pinned structure,
= 1.654 m for fixed structure

KS = stability parameter = y
pd

P = mass density of air = 1.024 kg/m3

6 = decrement of damping = 21rE

E = damping parameter = 0.002 for wind

% =
Strouhal Number = 0.2
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CLO = base lift coefficient = 0.29 high Reynolds number

= 0.42 low Reynolds number

CLj = design lift coefficient = CLO X farX 10 X+ x 1.2

far = turbulence parameter = 1.0

~=
turbulence parameter = 1.0

10 = turbulence parameter = 0.45

Evaluating the equation based on the high Reynolds number (Re >

500,000) leads to:

nN = 0.0795 (0.29 )(1.0 )(0.45 )(1.0 )(1.2 )/[ K~(0.2)2]

ON = ~ (high Reynolds number, Re > 500,000)
s

or

0.4510
~N ‘~ (low Reynolds number, Re < 500,000)

The amplitude can also be determined iteratively by utilizing the

ESDU recommended turbulence parameter and following steps 1 through

5.

Step 1: Determine correlation length factor, l.. Depending cm the

end fixity, 10 is:

10 = 0.66 for fixed and free (cantilever)
= 0.63 for pin and pin (simple beam)
= 0.58 for fixed and pin

= 0.52 for fixed and fixed

step 2: Assume 1/10 = 1.0 and calculate the amplitude.
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Step 3: Obtain a new valueof 1/10 based

Step 4: Recompute the amplitude based on

on initial amplitude.

the new value of l/l..

Step 5: Repeat Steps 3 and 4 until convergence.

0.5. STRESSES DUE TO VORTEXSHEDDING

Once the amplitude of vibration has been calculated, stresses can be

computed according to the support conditions. For a simply supported

beam with a uniform load w, the midspan deflection Y, and the midspan

bending stress fb are given as follows:

Y
a

w

~ax

= 5 WL41
m “T*T

384 EIY=
T“ ~

WL2= 384 EIY=
T m— ~2

Md EDY
‘bmax = ~*~=4”8~ at midspan

Expressing fbmax = K . EDY
~

The K value varies with support conditions and location as shown on

Table D-1.

Fixity Mid-Span Ends

Fix Fix 8.0 16.0

Fix Pin 6.5 11.6

Pin Pin 4.8 0
Fix Free N.A. 2.0

Table D-1 K Values Based on Fixity and Location
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The vortex shedding bending stress is combined with

and bending stresses due to global deformation

structure.

0.6. FATIGUE LIFE EVALUATION

the member axial

of the marine

The fatigue life evaluation can be carried out in a conservative two-

step process. First, the fatigue damage due to the vortex-induced

oscillations is calculated as D1. Second, a deterministic fatigue

analysis is performed by computer analysis. Hot spot stress range vs

wave height (or wind velocity) for the loading directions considered

is determined from the computer analysis. The critical direction is

determined and a plot is made. From the plot of hot spot stress

range vs wave height (or wind velocity), the stress ranges for the

fatigue waves are determined. The maximum vortex-induced stress

ranges for the fatigue environment are added to the deterministic

fatigue stress ranges. Then, the standard deterministic fatigue

analysis is performed using the increased stress range. The fatigue

damage calculated in this second step is D2. Therefore the total

fattgue damage is equal to the sum of D1 and D2, or Dtot = 01 + 02.

The fatigue life fin Years is therefore calculated as l/Btot.

A typical fatigue life evaluation procedure is given below:

Step 1:

a.

b.

c.

d.

Calculate the natural frequency fn (Hz) of the member.

Calculate the stability parameter of the member.

K5=~
pd2

Determine the minimum Vr required for vibrations based on Ks in

Figure D-1.

Calculate Vmin, the minimum velocity at which current- or wind-
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vortex shedding will occur, i.e., Vmin = ‘r(req’d) x ‘n x ‘-

e.

f.

9*

h.

i.

j.

k.

1.

Check the applied velocity profile to see if Vmax is greater

than Vmin. If Vmax is less than Vmin, then no vortex

oscillations can occur.

For Vmax greater than Vmin, vortex oscillations can occur. The

displacement amplitude is based on stability parameter Ks, and

is determined from Figure O-2 for in-line vibration. A

conservative approach is used to determine Y/d vs Ks. For Ks <

0.6 the first instability region curve is used. For Ks > 0.6

the second instability region curve is used. This

conservatively represents an envelope of maximum values of Y/d

vs Ks from Figure O-2. Displacement amplitude is normalized to

Y/d.

Given (Y/d), calculate the bending stress, fb.

Multiply bending stress fb by an SCF of 1.S to produce hOt SpOt

stress fH. A larger SCF will be used where necessary.

From the maximum hot spot stress, the hot spot stress range is

calculated as 2fH.

Allowable number of cycles to failure (N) should be calculated

using an applicable S-N curve (based on weld type and

environment).

Assume conditions conducive to resonant vortex shedding occur

for a total time of T (seconds) per annum (based on current or

wind data relevant to applicable loading condition).

Hence, in time T, number of cycles n = fnT and the cumulative

damage D1 = n/N = fnT/N in one year.

Step 2:
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a. Depending on marine structure in service conditions (i.e.

structure in water or in air) run an applicable loading
analysis. Assuming a marine environment, run a storm wave

deterministic fatigue analysis and obtain the results of hot

spot stress range vs wave height for the wave directions

considered and as many hot spots as are needed.

b. Determine the critical hot spot and wave direction and draw the

hot spot stress range vs wave height graph.

c. Determine the hot spot stress range for each of the fatigue

waves.

d. For the larger fatigue waves in which vortex-induced

oscillations occur, add the increase in stress range due to

vortex-induced oscillations to the stress range from the

deterministic fatigue analysis.

e. Calculate the fatigue damage 02 over a 1 yr period for the full

range of wave heights:

f. Calculate the total fatigue damage:

Dtot = DI + D2

9= Calculate the fatigue life in years as:

Life =~
‘tot
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h. The fatigue life may -be modified to include the effects of

corrosion pitting in caissons. Corrosion pitting produces an

SCF at the location of the pit. The SCF is calculated as:

3 (:)
SCF=~+—

(1-# (1-$2

where:

b = plt depth

t = nominal caisson thickness

The new life including corrosion damage is calculated as:

Old LifeNew Life =—
(SCF)3

This estimate of fatigue damage can, if necessary, be refined by

consideration of the number of wave occurrences for different

directions and evaluation of the damage at a number of points

around the circumference of the member.

0.7. EXAMPLE PROBLEMS

0.7.1 Avoidance of Wind-Induced Cross-Flow Vortex Sheddinq

It can be shown that for a steel beam of circular cross section, the

following relationship holds:

where:

c. Vrn~ W.
vcr = r— ]4

(L/d)2 ‘W+WJ0 1

vcr = critical wind

for the onset

shedding

velocity of the tubular necessary

of cross-flow wind-induced vortex
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c

Vr

‘e

‘o

WI

L

d

For Vr = 4.7, ne =

to:

constant (See

reduced velocity

member end efficiency

1.5 fixed ends

1.0 pinned ends

weight per unit length of tubular

weight per unit length of supported item (e.g.,

anodes)

beam length

tubular mean diameter

1.5 (fixed condition), and WI = O, this reduces

v = 97240/(L/d)~ ft/sec
Cr = 29610/(L/d) m/see

Hence, if maximum

setting all brace

cross-flow vortex

are required.

expected wind speed is 65.6 ft/s (20 m/s), then

L/d ratios at 38 or less precludes wind-induced

shedding, and no further analyses or precautions

However, maximum wind speeds may be so high that the above approach

may be uneconomical. In this case, either precautionary measures

must be taken or additional analyses considering strength and fatigue

must be undertaken.
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NOTE:

The relationship given is based on:

44
vcr =Vrfnd= Vr(~[EI/MiLl )d

substituting

an = (ne m)2

ITli= (W. + Wi)/g

I = T d3t/8

E = 4176 X 106 lbs/ft2 (200,000 MN/m2)

9 = 32.2 ft/sec2 (9.806m/sec2)

‘o = Ys ~dt

‘s = weight density of steel, 490 lbs/ft3 (0.077 MN/m3)

2 .2

Vcr= Vr (+) [ E (~d3t/8) +

(w. + Wl) L
~]. d

2,
E (wo/Ys) d2 9 ~‘eVcr. Vr (~) [ ].d
8 (WO+-, WI) L4

Substituting for E,

C ne2
v =Vr.

cr
(L/d)2

where

s, and g

constant C = 9195 for Vcr as ft/sec

= 2800 for V~r as m/see
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D.7.2 Analysis for Wind-Induced Cross-flow Vortex Shedding

Using procedures discussed in Section D.4 a flare structure bracing

members are analyzed for crossflow

shedding. The analysis is performed

general procedure is as follows:

oscillationsproduced by vortex

using a Lotus spreadsheet. The

(a) Member and environmental parameters are input.

(b) Critical velocity, peak amplitudes of oscillation and

corresponding stress amplitudes are computed.

(c) The time (in hours) of crossflow oscillation required to cause

fatigue failure is computed.

Analysis Description

The following is a detailed description of the spread sheet input and

calculation.

(a) Spread Sheet Terminology

Columns are labeled alphabetically while rows are labeled

numerically. A “cell” is identified by referring to a specific

row and column.

(b) General Parameters

The following are parameters common to all members analyzed as

given at the top of the spread sheet.

CELL C5: DAMPING RATIO = E

CELL C6: AIR MASS DENSITY = ~
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CELL C7: KINEMATIC VISCOSITY = U

CELL C8: STRESS CONCENTRATION FACTOR = SCF

CELL C9: MODULUS OF ELASTICITY= E

CELL K5: RATIO OF GENERALIZE MASS TO EFFECTIVE MASS = ( # )
e

CELL K6: FIXITY PARAMETER IN FORMUIA FOR CRITICAL VELOCITY =
‘e

CELL K7: FIXITY PARAMETER IN FORMULA FOR STRESS AMPLITUDE = C

CELL K8: FIXITY PARAMETER IN FORMULA FOR MEMBER FREQUENCY = a
n

(c) Specific Member Analysis

The following describes the content of each column in analyzing

a specific member. Entries and formulas for vortex shedding

analysis of member group HI on line 16 are also provided.

Formula coding is described in the LOTUS 1-2-3 Users Manual.

COLUMN A:

COLUMN B:

COLUMN C:

COLUMN D:

COLUMN E:

COLUMN F:

COLUMN G:

ENTER THE MEMBER GROUP IDENTIFIER

ENTER THE EFFECTIVE SPAN OF THE MEMBER = L (m)

ENTER THE OUTSIOE OIAMETER OF THE-TUBULAR = d (mm)

ENTER THE TOTAL OUTSIOE DIAMETER = D (mm) INCLUDING AS

APPLICABLE, MARINE GROWTH, FIRE PROTECTION, ETC.

ENTER THE TUBULAR WALL THICKNESS = t (mm)

ENTER ADOED MASS (kg/m), IF APPLICABLE

THE MOMENT OF INERTIA OF THE TUBULAR = I (cm4) IS

COMPUTED.
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I . + [ (+)-L (+ - t)4] (cm4)

COLUMN H: THE TOTAL EFFECTIVE MASS IS COMPUTED

me = , [(+)~.( + - t)2] (0.785) +ma (kg/m)

COLUMNI: THE CRITICAL VELOCITYFOR CROSSFLOW OSCILLATION IS

COMPUTED.

13160 n:
v=cr (m/s)

(L/D)2

COLUMNJ: ENTER THE THRESHOLDWINDVELOCITY= ‘thr

COLUMN K: THE STABILITY PARAMETER IS COMPUTED

2me (2~E)
Ks =

PD2

COLUMN L: THE REYNOLDS NUMBER IS COMPUTED

Before performing calculation in the following columns, the

velocity is compared with the threshold velocity. If the

velocity is larger, crossflow oscillations will not occur

computations are supressed. An “N.A.” is then inserted

column.

critical

critical

and the

in each

If the critical velocity is less than the threshold value, the

following computations are performed.

COLUMN M: THE AMPLITUDE OF VIBRATION IS COMPUTED

Y=& Where a = 0.04925 for Re

(~) Ks
and a = 0.07178 for Re

> 500,000
< 500,000
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COLUMN N: THE STRESS AMPLITUDE IS COMPUTED

fb=y (MPa)

where C depends on beam end fixity (see Section D.4)

COLUMN O: THE HOT SPOT STRESS RANGE IS COMPUTED

S = 2 (SCF)fb (MPa)

COLUMN P: THE NUMBER OF CYCLES TO FAILURE UNDER THE HOT SPOT

STRESS RANGE IS COMPUTED.

N ~o(14.57 - 4.1 LogloS) (cycles)=

COLUMN Q: THE MEMBER NATURAL FREQUENCY IS COMPUTED

a
fn=~ (— %?

~E:4 )
e

(Hz)

where an depends on beam end fixity (see Section D.2)

COLUMN R: THE TIME IN HOURS TO FATIGUE FAILURE UNDER N CYCLES OF

STRESS RANGE S IS COMPUTED

T=+
n

D.8. METHODS OF MINIMIZING VORTEX SHEDDING OSCILLATIONS

D.8.1 Control of Structural Design

The properties of the structure

velocity values in steady

oscillations.

can be chosen to ensure that critical

flow do not produce detrimental
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Experiments have shown- that for a constant mass

parameter (m/pd2 = 2.0), the critical velocity depends mainly on the

submerged length/diameter (L/d) ratio of the member.

Thus, either high natural frequency or large diameter is required to

avoid VIV’S in quickly flowing fluid. A higher frequency will be

obtained by using larger diameter tubes, so a double benefit

occurs. An alternative method of increasing the frequency is to

brace the structure with guy wires.

0.8.2 Mass and Dampinq

Increasing the mass parameter, m/PdZ, and/or the damping parameter

reduces the amplitude of oscillations; if the increase is large

enough, the motion is suppressed completely. While high mass and

damping are the factors that prevent most existing structures from

vibrating, no suitable design criteria are presently available for

these factors, and their effects have not been studied in detail.

Increasing the mass of a structure to reduce oscillatory effects may

not be entirely beneficial. The increase may produce a reduction in

the natural frequency (and hence the flow speeds at which oscillation

will tend to occur). It is thus possible that the addition of mass

may reduce the critical speed to within the actual speed range.

However, if

amplitude of

motion. If

damping. An

increased mass is chosen as a method of limiting the

oscillation, this mass should be under stress during the

so, the mass will also contribute to the structural

unstressed mass will not be so effective.

If the structure is almost at the critical value of the combined

mass/damping parameter for the suppression of motion, then a small

additional amount of damping may be sufficient.
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D.8.3 Devices and Spoilers

Devices that modify flow and reduce excitation can be fitted to

tubular structures. These devices (see Figure D-5) work well for

Isolated members but are less effective for an array of piles or

cylinders. Unfortunately, there is no relevant information

describing how the governing stability criteria are modified. The

most widely used devices are described below.

Guy Wires

Appropriately placed guy wires may be used to increase member

stiffness and preclude wind-induced oscillations. Guy wires should

be of sufficient number and direction to adequately brace the tubular

member; otherwise, oscillations may not be eljmlnatecl completely and

additional oscillations of the guys themselves may occur.

Strakes or Spoilers

$trakes and spoilers consist of a number (usually three) of fins

wound as a helix around the tubular. These have proven effective in

preventing wind-induced cross-flow oscillations of structures, and

there is no reason to doubt their ability to suppress in-line motion.

provided that the optimum stroke design is used. This comprises a

three-star helix, having a pitch equal to five times the member

diameter. Typically each helix protrudes one-tenth of the member

diameter from the cylinder surface. To prevent in-line motion,

strakes need only be applied over approximately in the middle one-

third of the length of the tubular with the greatest amplitude.

Elimination of the much more violent cross-flow motion requires a

longer strake, perhaps covering the complete length of tube. The

main disadvantage of strakes, apart from construction difficulties

and problems associated with erosion or marine growth, is that they

increase the time-averaged drag force produced by the flow. The drag

coefficient of the straked part of the tube is independent of the

Reynold’s number and has a value of CD = 1.3 based on the tubular

diameter.
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Shrouds

Shrouds consist of an outer shell, separated from the tubular by a

gap of about 0.10 diameter, with many small rectangular holes. The

limited data available indicates that shrouds may not always be

effective. The advantage of shrouds over strakes is that their drag

penalty is not as great; for all Reynold’s numbers, CD= 0.9 based on

the inner tubular diameter. Like strakes, shrouds can eliminate the

in-line motion of the two low-speed peaks without covering the

complete length of the tubular. However, any design that requires

shrouds (or strakes) to prevent cross-flow motion should be

considered with great caution. Their effectiveness can be minimized

by marine growth.

Offset Dorsal Fins

This is the

is probably

work in the

simplest device for the prevention of oscillations. It

the only device that can be relied upon to continue to

marine environment over a long period of time without

being affected adversely by marine growth: It has some drag

but this is not likely to be significant for most designs.

The offset dorsal fin is limited to tubular structures

penalty,

that are

subject to in-line motion due to flow from one direction only (or one

direction and its reversal, as in tidal flow).

This patented device comprises a small fin running down the length of

the tubular. Along with the small drag increase there is a steady

side force. This may be eliminated in the case of the total force on

multi-tubular design by placing the fin alternately on opposite sides

of the tubulars.
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